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ABSTRACT
During the Romantic period, England, which then led the world in slave exports, abolished
both the African slave trade and West Indian slavery, setting a trend that the Portuguese,
Danish, French, Germans, and Americans would follow. Abolition, a powerfiil moral
engine, barreled through England on the tracks of pamphlets, poetry, engravings, speeches
and sermons. An examination of primary sources makes it clear that abolition was the
moral (as well as economic and social) issue of the age. My dissertation investigates the
ways in which Romantic writing emerged from and responded to the issues brought on by
the slavery question. Through primary and archival research, I reconstruct not only the
voices of abolition, but also of various contributing discourses such as medicine, travel,
cartography, labor, and iconography. This range of sources provides the basis from which I
read major Romantic poems, advancing interpretations that make clear seemingly
discordant relationships, like that between Keats, slavery and voodoo; between cartography,
slavery and sonnets: and between Wordsworth, slavery, and abortion. The way
Romanticism is haunted by the slavery question, I argue, needs to be recovered within
literary history as much as within Romantic poetry itself. My dissertation thus combines
three kinds of projects: a contribution to historical reconstructions based on primary
research; a contribution to knowledge of specific literary works; and a contribution to
ongoing arguments about critical method.
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Introduction
John Gorton's 1797 poem "The Negro Suicide" ends with an enslaved Afiican
plunging "this pointed steel" into his heart. The poem imagines the slave choosing selfannihilation over the systematic destruction of the self that British colonial slavery
entailed. In 1802, a poem attributed to Haimah More speaks of another method of slave
suicide. During the treacherous middle passage, many died by refusing to "take their
food." Mary Robinson's poem of 1800 similarly ends with the slave girl Zelma throwing
herself "in a wat'ry grave." At the very same time anti-slavery poetry made its wide
appeal, turning again and again to the middle passage and the self-annihilation of the
slave body, writers of "Romantic" literature explored the nature of human subjectivity,
attempting to express through poetry and prose a revolutionary kind of self. In the midst
of the highly vocal and visible abolitionist and humanitarian focus on slave experience
that reached a peak in 1797, William Wordsworth and Samuel Taylor Coleridge
published Lyrical Ballads, a volume characterized by a belief in and exploration of the
self. Wordsworth himself stated in his preface to the second edition that a poet is a man
"who rejoices more than other men in the spirit of life that is in him."
Romantic literature took up issues of imagination and self in large part because
this very literature was shaped in the shadow of the debate on the abolition of the slave
trade, the emancipation of slavery, and the beginnings of colonial expansion of Africa. It
was inevitable that slavery and expansion would be ingrained in the psychological
outlook of early nineteenth-cenmry writers. And it is perhaps a paradox that those
writers who best express the Romantic imagination would probably not have written
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many of the works for which we most admire them if not for their intimate knowledge of
slavery and colonial expansion. One such work is Percy Bysshe Shelley's The Witch of
Atlas. During Shelley's own day, Leigh Hunt referred to the poem as the very
"personification of the imaginative faculty in its most airy abstractions," and most current
readers agree to some extent with Himt's interpretation. Jean Hall, for instance, says The
Witch represents "the artist of transcendence, the maker of images" (211), whereas
Joseph Raben claims that the poem "transcends the limits of reality in order to explore a
realm of imagination" (97). But while the poem maps the movements of the artistic
mind, it draws its images and its ideologies as 1 will show, from those such as Mungo
Park whose journeys into Africa paved the way for commerce and, later, for colonization.
Similarly, many Romantic writers may not have developed what Edmund Burke
called "a love of freedom" without an deep knowledge of slavery. In March 1798
Samuel Taylor Coleridge wrote distressingly in "France: An Ode" of England's fear of
French invasion. He centered his poetic lament on the notions of "freedom" and
"liberty." "Forgive me. Freedom!" he wrote, addressing his own sense of despair in
seeing France turn to conquest after the revolution. Turning from France, "her front
deep-scarr'd and gory" (51), Coleridge looked to another realm to experience liberty: to
the coast of England, where he could shoot his "being through earth, sea and air./
Possessing all things with intensest love" (99-104). This sense of threatened English
liberty, and as a consequence of penetrating the elements with his being, and of
"possessing all things," contrasts perfectly and obviously with Coleridge's lines on
slavery in "Fears in Solitude." written in April 1798:

9

Like a cloud that travels on.
Steamed up from Cairo's swamps of pestilence.
Even so, my coimtrymen! Have we gone forth
And bourne to distant tribes slavery and pangs.
And, deadlier far, our vices, whose deep taint
With slow perdition murders the whole man.
His body and his soul! (48-53)
Knowing what they had done to Africans by enslaving them, liberal writers like
Coleridge would not permit the same to happen to themselves. Instead, they would
"possess all" and thus prevent the murder of the "whole" English "man/ His body and
soul!" Slavery not only prompted English people to embrace freedom ardently for
themselves. It formed an integral part of that literature of the day where writers
consistently turned to concepts of imagination, self, and liberty. These very concepts
promoted the construction of a powerful nation.
In what follows, 1 will examine some of the poems and novels written in early
nineteenth-century England that have been highly influential in literary history. 1 will
argue in each case that issues of the slave trade, of slavery, and of colonial expansion into
Africa are sublimated by the Romantic imagination, that writerly power to capture the
spirit of the age in a sublime language that supposedly transcends the material conditions
of the everyday. Not only is the African slave context sublimated under the imagination,
but in many ways the context is used to enliven or fuel the imagination. The chapters are
organized to support the overall argimient that as the period progressed toward the 1830s.
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toward more vocal resistance from slaves such as Mary Prince, but also toward the
unstoppable force of British colonial expansion into Africa, Romantic literary forms that
focused on the imagination, self, and liberty became less and less able to sublimate the
African slavery context.
And what precisely is that context? As historian James Walvin argues, the debate
over abolition, emancipation, and the drive for expansion took place mainly in the printed
word. The context that intersected with English Romantic literature was therefore
discursive, although the discourses emerging during this time were based to some extent
on the actual experiences of slaves and English people who traveled to Africa and the
Caribbean. Questions of slavery and colonial expansion circulated in a variety of forms
such as legislative debates, sermons, orations, pamphlets, anti-slavery poetry, dramas,
novels, folk music, engravings, paintings, broad-sheets, histories, narratives, travelogues,
and cartography. This vast Babel fiised issues of money, labor, gender, possession,
bondage, and liberation. Though the talk has long since evaporated around the slave
ports of Bristol. Liverpool, and London, and from the active abolitionist towns such as
Birmingham and Hull, it still reverberates in the documents of the period. These
documents record the lively, passionate, impulsive discussions that raged conceming the
physical bodies of Africans, the material productions of Caribbean slaves, the
geographical heart of Africa, and consequently the far-flimg foundations of Englishness.
Since it is impossible to reconstruct the slave context completely as it existed
discursively in late eighteenth and early nineteenth-century Britain. I have focussed on
five major intersecting discourses that shaped both the slavery question and Romantic
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literary responses to it. These include: l)medical literature centering on yellow fever in
the West Indies; 2)African-Caribbean travel literature regarding the practice of obeah or
voudoitx-, 3) African-Caribbean travel writing and cartography; 4) African-Caribbean
ethnography and the reported practice of cannibalism as it informs the 1823-24 debate on
the emancipation of slavery; and 5) Caribbean ethnography regarding the practice of
slave abortion. All of these discourses provided the basis for a gread deal of anti-slavery
verse and drama, which form much of the context for canonical Romantic poetry. In
anti-slavery literature, after all, themes of disease, voodoo, exploration, cannibalism, and
slave abortion recur with astonishing frequency.
Despite the fact that Romanticism and abolition coincide so closely, surprisingly
few scholars have explored their relationship. Two early studies, Beatrice Dykes's 1942
The Negro in English Romantic Thought and Wylie Sypher's 1969 Guinea's Captive
Kings, provide compassionate observations of analogies between abolitionist and
Romantic poetry, but with no attempt to explain underlying similarities in method. In
contemporary scholarship, Joan Baum's 1994 Mind Forg'd Manacles gives only a
cursory treatment of the politics and poetics of the day, and Patrick Keane's Coleridge's
Submerged Politics (1994) treats only one author in detail. A volume of essays entitled
Romanticism and Colonialism (edited by Peter Kitson and Tim Fulford) begins to treat
some of the issues and authors surrounding slavery. Still, even as other scholarly articles
are beginning to appear addressing the subject, a fully argued and wide-ranging account
of how and why some of the major works that have come to define "Romanticism" took

up aspects of the slavery question has yet to be produced. This dissertation aims to begin
filling that gap.
Chapter 1, "Yellow Fever and the Slave Trade: Coleridge's Rime of the Ancient
Mariner,''' questions the several critical assessments of the Ancient Mariner as "a work of
pure imagination." I join several critics who view the poem as an indictment of English
colonial expansion and see the central act of the mariner—^the shooting of the albatross—
as emblematic of the enslavement of native peoples. Further, I argue for an examination
of slavery through the tropes that unsettle Coleridge's poem by drawing on medical
accounts at the time of yellow fever, a disease that struck only white Europeans who
traveled to the West Indies and Africa. I also set the Ancient Mariner against abolitionist
poems to demonstrate the ways in which disease, slavery, and the consciousness of
slavery as disease operated in English culture as an ecological issue. I show how a series
of crises afflict the English mariner because of these connections as this leads him to
ever-deepening questioning of himself and of the assumptions underlying his relations
with "foreigners" and foreign environments.
"Poetic Voodoo in Lamia-. Keats in the Possession of African Magic" (Chapter 2)
reveals a strong connection between Afnca, slavery, and critical beliefs about the
Romantic poetic imagination. To illuminate Lamia's mysterious persona and her
hypnotic effect on the reader, I examine the two major uses of the term "possession"
outside the poem during this time. The first surrounds stories of voudoux or Obeah
possession in conjunction with the religious slave ritual of snake worship reported by
travelers to Afnca and the Caribbean. The second use of possession arises whenever

writers refer to taking hold of or possessing Africa's mysteries and natural wonders. I
show that the cultural use of "possession" underlies both the structure and imagery of
Lamia, as well as some of the poetry of other Romantic writers. By tracing Keats's own
interest in Africa in his Letters, and by uncovering Lamia's African origins in source
material Keats used for the poem, I argue that Keats re-enlivens his poetic imagination
precisely by possessing and being possessed by Lamia's African magic.
Chapter 3 takes English travel and exploration as one major crux of
Romanticism's engagement wdth Africa and slavery. "Mapping the Interior: African
Cartography, The Nile Sonnet Contest, and Shelley's The Witch of Atlas''' considers the
evolving concept of "interiority" as it applied to the mapping of both geographic and
psychological/poetic interiors. Mapping the interior of Africa was essential in the
English public's ability to view Africa as a commercial partner who would make its
interior needs and resources known. Through a close analysis of actual maps and
developments in early nineteenth-century cartography, I trace the "emptying" of the
African map of all the Renaissance mythology about it, which then left a clean
geographic slate to be "filled up" by travelers and poets alike. Indeed, like African
travelers such as Mungo Park and Francoise Le Valliant, the Nile sonnet contest of
Shelley, Keats, and Hunt maps Africa as an imaginative and feminized space. Yet the
ideological groundwork for a very different mapping occurs in C.F. Damberger's Travels
Through the Interior of Africa (a famous travel hoax) and then Shelley's The Witch of
Atlas, which most readers view as a purely poetic or psychological interior, but which is
set within an African geography. Both Damberger and Shelley use irony to reveal the

central roles of imperialism and sexual politics in the English mapping of geographic and
psychological interiors alike.
In chapter 4,1 turn to "Monsters and Caimibals: Frankenstein and Anti-Slavery
Legislation." I seek to account for Mary Shelley's conflation of the terms "monster" and
"carmibal" in numerous passages in the novel, sununed up best by Elizabeth's comment
that men are "monsters thirsting after each other's blood." I further examine the use of
these twin terms in nineteenth-century anthropological and natural history writings of
Africa and the Caribbean, starting with William Snelgrave's 1764 account of the
kingdom of Dahomey and ending with Bryan Edwards's descriptions of the carmibalistic
Caribs. In each case, cannibalism is used to justify English expansion. The terms were
also used in political writings during the crucial 1823-24 debate on slavery, when
numerous pro- and anti-slavery legislative arguments appeared in the form of pamphlets,
journal articles, and parliamentary debates. Pro-slavery referred to the slave population
as a Frankenstein's monster, while anti-slavery increasingly portrayed English consumers
of slave goods as "cannibals" and "vampires." Mary Shelley's Frankenstein. I argue.
asks to be read through the lens of the debate on slavery, where it both questions and
supports the anthropological categories of monstrosity and cannibalism as they were
deployed in the debate.
Chapter 5, "Literary Labor and Abortive Art: The History of Mary Prince,
Abolitionist Poetry, and Wordsworth's 'The Mad Mother,'" calls for an "expansion" of
English Romanticism to include The History of Mary Prince, the first slave narrative in
England written by a woman. I argue that Prince's History should be considered a

product of English slave culture and literary culture alike. Historical evidence suggests
that since slavery clearly emphasized the body's potential for labor and production under
force, slave women's most active resistance was refusal to reproduce the work force by
killing or aborting infants. Instead of reproducing the work force. Prince produces a text
about the slave woman's experiences, including instances of abortion. Abortion and
infant murder—as revealed in contemporary medical and travel accounts and in
abolitionist poetry—underwrite the unagery and structure of Prince's text. Moreover. I
show how Wordsworth in his poem "The Mad Mother" (part of the Lyrical Ballads) drew
on abolitionist poetry about slave abortion and infanticide, but how this context was
ultimately thrown over, or "aborted" in Anglo poetry. Wordsworth's dark-skinned mad
mother parallels other disenfranchised figures in Lyrical Ballads and thus establishes how
slavery inhabits a very basic strain of Wordsworth's treatment of the poor. Not
surprisingly, Wordsworth himself saw the poor as essential to his theory of poetry and
imagination. Prince's History, I argue, insists on an actuality to poetic representations of
slave women, and in this sense she is the return of the repressed or "aborted" English
Romantic writing.

CHAPTER 1
Yellow Fever and The Slave Trade:
Coleridge's The Rime of the Ancient Mariner

Yellow fever of die West Indies, a plague that attacked like an army during the
height of British slave-trading and colonial slavery, swept through the body with
shocking symptoms. The fever attacked suddenly, with fits of hot and cold, and violent
pain in the head, neck, and back. Not only would the patient's eyes turn watery and
yellow, but the whole face would change, appearing "unnatural," denoting "anxiety" and
"dejection of mind" (Powell 24, Clark 8). Finally, it produced delirium and sometimes
madness. During its progress, doctors noted changes "in the great mass of blood itself
(Powell 23), which became putrefied and then oozed from the gums, nose, ears, and anus.
The skin turned from flush to yellow or light brown. In the final: tages, patients
underwent the worst of all symptoms, the black vomit, described \ ariously by medical
experts as resembling coffee grounds, black sand, kennel water, soot, or the meconium of
new-bom children.
Late eighteenth and early nineteenth-century medical workers considered yellow
fever a disease that affected only Europeans. Dr. Thomas Trotter, a naval doctor known
for implementing mandatory smallpox vaccination to the British armed forces, observed
in reference to "African negroes" that "contagious fever we find are not their diseases"
(184), while Dr. Clark added that "New-comers from Europe, in high health," were
singularly affected with yellow fever (63). Many experts emphasized British

susceptibility. "Britons," noted Dr. Hilary, because they came from colder climates, were
"by the great increased Heat of the Climate, usually not long after their Arrival [in the
West Indies], seized with a Fever" (iii). The great Dr. Hume even went so far as to create
a catalogue of likely British yellow fever candidates: "Strong muscular men are most
liable to it, and suffer most," he claimed, while insisting he had "never seen any negro,
male or female, native, or foreigner" infected with the fever (237).
Yellow fever was therefore one of England's biggest obstacles to successful
commerce with Africa and the Caribbean. Fever turned the British body against itself by
turning it into its own foreign enemy. Dr. Trotter issued a pamphlet in 1797 called
Medicina Nautica: An Essay on the Diseases of Seamen, where he wrote concerning the
yellow fever:
The ravages which this fatal Disease have made ... in our fleets and armies, are
beyond all precedent: the insidious mode of attack, and the rapid strides by which
it advances to an incurable stage, point it out as one of the most formidable
opponents of medical skill. It has offered the severest obstacle to military
operations, which the history of modem warfare can produce. (322)
Throughout the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, aggressive fever
pathogens accounted for seventy-one percent of all European deaths in the West Indies,
and by far most of these were from yellow fever.' But it was the geography of yellow
fever that determined its interpretive implications. Because these early medical studies
nearly always situated yellow fever in the West Indies, and since the West Indies were
synonymous with British slavery, yellow fever itself was intimately tied to the physical
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and philosophical effects of slavery. Together, the medical study of yellow fever and the
debate on the abolition of slave trade and slavery kindled a series of specific concerns—
especially in English writers—about what happened when alterity in the form of foreign
matter, or foreigners, became part of the physical or political body.
I propose to trace the effects of this largely unexplored conjimction in the writing
of Samuel Taylor Coleridge. I want to argue that his most familiar poem. The Rime of
the Ancient Mariner, reveals an intertwining of fever and slavery, all within the category
of alterity or "otherness." The Rime has frequently and convincingly been interpreted as
a poem about the slave trade by writers who, in the tradition of John Livingston Lowes,
trace the context of the poem's major tropes and images and insist that Coleridge
wrenched these tropes out of their original specificity.^ J.R. Ebbotson is just one of a
number of readers to view the poem as an indictment of English maritime expansion
where "the central act of The Ancient Mariner, the shooting of the albatross, may be a
symbolic rehearsal of the crux of colonial expansion, the enslavement of native
peoples."^ I want to delve more deeply into this specificity, examining the ways in which
disease, slavery, and the consciousness of slavery as disease operate both outside and
inside the parameters of the poem.
For example, although The Rime uses many images associated with the slave
trade, tropes of fever really overwhelm the poem."* After the mariner's albatross murder
dislodges the ship from the icy fields of the south pole, fever sets the poem afire.
Imagery moves from climatic realities (the "broad bright sun," the standing water, and
the western wave "all aflame") to bodily symptoms ("parched" throats and "cold sweat"
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melting from the crew's limbs) to symbolic fever: The "charmed water burnt alway/ A
still and awful red" or the "upper air burst into life! And a hundred fire-flags sheen"
(111:174; 111:171; 111:144; rV:253). But more dramatic still is the fever of English
imagination, the "uncertain hour" when "agony returns:/ And till my ghastly tale is toldy
This heart within me bums" (VII:582-85). In its course. The Rime, like many abolitionist
poems of the period, demonstrates how the nineteenth-century ecological model used to
analyze yellow fever, which was the most widespread and threatening disease for British
seamen on slave voyages, acted as a precondition to the development of a new perception
of slavery and thus the alterity of self. Coleridge extends this development poetically and
philosophically through the character of mariner most of all. He undergoes what
Coleridge defined as the copula of identity and alterity; "losing self in another form by
loving the self of another as another" (M 1:680).
I. Fever and the Proximity of Cultures
The early nineteenth-century British intersection of slavery and disease nearly
always ended in a rethinking of transcendental definitions of identity and "oumess." This
Berkeleyean term was defined by Coleridge as "alterity visually represented," as "the
healthful positiveness of compleat polarity, instanced in that chasm between the
Subjective and the Objective which visual sunshiny Oumess in the latter gives" (CNB
4:5281 F.33). "Outness" or alterity—although a philosophical concept— was most visibly
displayed during the eighteenth and nineteenth-century in how slavery and fever altered
national identity. William Roscoe's "The Wrongs of Afnca" (1787) described the effects
of contagion during the slave voyage and in the "polluted islands" of the voyage's

destination. Yet the poem's final warning is metaphysical, insisting that British
consumption always results in its own national stagnation and universal pain. Though the
"copious stream/ Of universal bliss" might seem to flow to every nation, it will "stagnate
in its course ... And foul and putrid spread corruption round" (84-85). British avaricewitnessed so clearly in the case of slavery—was, according to Roscoe, "in nature's breast
a daggar" that debilitated not orJy the English themselves, but all of nature. Haimah
More's "Slavery" (1788) portrayed the voice of British liberty in a similar way:
"convulsed ... and pestilent her breathy She raves for mercy, while she deals out death"
(75-75). Such writing thus emphasized how the consciousness of slavery as pestilence
defined British identity during this time.
The work of Julia BCristeva provides some help in understanding this complex
phenomenon. Taken together, Kristeva's work on the abject in Powers of Horror and on
foreigners in Strangers to Ourselves and Nations Without Nationalism offers a
compelling theory linking bodily disease and foreign travel through the category of
alterity.^ The clean border of the corporeal self—the skin—becomes the border by which
national self, and strangeness, is defined. The abject manifests itself in what leaks in and
out of this border. The corpse itself thus becomes one of Kristeva's primary illustrations
of the abject:
corpses show me what I permanently thrust aside in order to live. These body
fluids, this defilement, this shit are what life withstands, hardly and with difficulty
on the part of death. There, I am at the border of my condition as a living being.
My body extricates itself, as being alive, from that border.... If dimg signifies

the other side of the border, the place where I am not and which permits me to be,
the corpse, the most sickening of wastes, is a border that has encroached upon
everything. (3)
On the one hand, we constitute ourselves through abjection, by excluding what is notself, but on the other hand, the abject is always a part of us. It is basic to personal
subjectivity. In her work on national subjectivity, Kristeva posits a similar process
focussed on:
Hatred of others who do not share my origins and who affront my personally,
economically, and culturally: I then move back among "my own," I stick to an
archaic, primitive "common denominator," the one of my frailest childhood, my
closest relatives, hoping they will be more trustworthy than foreigners. {Nations
2-3)
The diseased, decaying body—yellow fever's black vomit and bleeding orifices,
for example—is one of the most potent forms of the abject, and the abject itself, because it
is the ultimate expression of the flesh, is an explicit manifestation of sin from the
perspective of dominant culture. Similarly, foreigners—like the Coleridge's mariner—
necessarily transgress borders and break taboos, making them fascinating but
untouchable. Kristeva maintains a distinctly Coleridgean position by arguing that the
unity of the self, though impossible, can partially be realized by recognizing that we all
have a feeling of "outness" or "otherness" in being "strangers to ourselves." Kristeva
therefore sees the encoimter with foreigners as very like Coleridge's "losing self in
another." which necessarily involves self-alteration and loss of direction, at least at first:
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Confronting the foreigner whom I reject and with whom at the same time I
identify, I lose my boundaries, I no longer have a container, the memory of
experiences when I had been abandoned overwhelm me, I lose my composure. 1
feel "lost," "indistinct," "hazy." {Strangers 187)
Throughout Kristeva's writings, the conjunction of identity and alterity is a boundarydissolving process, whether those boundaries be national or individual, metaphysical or
material. BCristeva views borders as fragile delimiters, as places "where identities
(subject/object etc.) do not exist or only barely so—double, fuzzy, heterogeneous, animal,
metamorphosed, altered, abject" {Abjection 207). In the nineteenth-century, the systems
of slavery and medicine were designed to suppress and border-off the embodiment of
alterity in African slaves (Kristeva's foreigners) and yellow fever victims (Kristeva's
diseased bodies).
A very specific form of the abject as far a British identity was concerned, yellow
fever gained attention through its ability to penetrate national borders. Medical writers
warned that epidemics in the Caribbean could spread throughout Europe as they conjured
up images of the Black Plague of the fourteenth century, which wiped out one third of the
European population.^ For example. Dr. Trotter deflected panic in England by assuring
his readers that the yellow fever infection "is not in any danger of becoming active on
this side of the Atlantic" (333). In conferences with Russian and Prussian governments
regarding yellow fever, other British doctors assured heads of state "that in none of those
countries was there any thing to fear from importation of this pestilential epidemic, which
in the end of last cenmry, and beginning of this, had so afflicted the West Indies, North
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America, and Spain, as to excite a general alarm throughout Europe" (Blane 158).
Indeed, the presence of yellow fever not only disintegrated national borders, but also
redefined political and personal alliances. Blane recounted an example of French war
ships that had captured British frigates carrying crews seized with yellow fever, which
spread quickly among the French crews who were then quarantined with the British
prisoners, despite their national status as "enemies" (205). In times of epidemic, national
identity became as unstable as the body itself. Unlucky victims were the embodiment of
alterity, no matter what their skin color or national status.
Slaves themselves were even more attuned to fever's power and ability to cross
boundaries and render Europeans powerless. In 1799, Robert Renny recalled being
greeted on the shore of Jamaica by a canoe full of slave women sarcastically chanting:
New come buckra.
He get sick.
He tak fever.
He be die.
He be die, &etc. (241)
Although yellow fever was often fatal to individuals, this breakdown of bodily borders
was more complex and threatening when it was applied to the cultural situation of the
slave system itself Facing a social system that no longer divided itself neatly into master
and slaves heightened British anxiety about economic consequences, most vocally among
West Indian proprietors, many of whom owned failing plantations as it was. But
underneath this fiscal fear lay a more critical anxiety over how the change in the status of

African slaves—from foreigners to citizens—would not only infect Anglos, but deplete any
differences between the races. Coleridge would later confront this fear in his planned
lecture on the "Origins of Human Race" where he opposed Blumenbach's supposition
that Africans resembled Orang-utans and by extension the implication that equating
Africans with Caucasians would result in the degeneration of the Caucasian to a beast
(SWF 1409-10).' At its core, then, this changing view of the slave threatened a loss of
(English) self.
The Rime undertakes an even more radical approach to disease, slavery, and
borders than the medical and abolition/racial discourse from which it draws. As soon as
the ship moves "below the kirk, below the hilly Below the lighthouse top" and thus
beyond the geographical borders of England (1:23-24), other borders become susceptible
and easily disintegrated, threatening the very flow of the poem. The poem's standstill in
the waters of gothic horror takes place when the English vessel encounters the
"Nightmare Life-in-Death" and the "spectre-bark" (III:193;202) which William Empson
(among others) calls "the premonition of a slaver" (167). This encounter turns the crew
into an image of the living dead. "For a chamel-dungeon fitter," and so makes them
dance on the most unbreakable and abject boundary of human experience, that between
life and death.
By marrying tropes of fever and slavery, the poem also explores slippages
between the walled-off categories of self and otherness. In the heat of the poem's fever,
the mariner is identified with Englishmen and slaves, even though yellow fever
underscored what were perceived as natural differences between Englishmen and

Africans in how their bodies weathered forces of nature. The mariner's implied
nationality and the wedding guest's response to his "long, and lank, and brown" body
(IV:226) links him to English sailors who had been yellow fever victims. "Exposed to
the burning sun, and a sultry atmosphere by day; chilling dews, and unhealthful
employments, new food, and new clothing," wrote Robert Renny, the bodies of
Englishmen in the Caribbean took on a ghostly, unnatural appearance, became "irritable
and weak" and were thus "readily affected" with fever (192-3). Like the English seaman
whose body turned color in the heat of a yellow fever outbreak, the ancient mariner's
shadowy weakness and brown "skinny hand" emerge repeatedly throughout the poem as
if to remind readers that yellow fever took its name from its ability to change the skin
color of its European victims.
Since people were acutely aware that this "imported contagion" traveled by way
of sun-scorched mariners and soldiers from one tropical shore to another, the encounter
with foreigners manifested itself in the fear of touching the unclean victims of seafaring
diseases (Redman 30). It is therefore not surprising to find this fear openly erupting in
the beginning lines of The Rime. Who can blame the wedding-guest for voicing an
immediate prohibition against bodily contact, ordering the mariner to "Hold off! unhand
me, grey-beard loon!" (1:11). The guest compulsively discloses his recurring dread of
getting too close to this unhealthy seaman, who stands in quarantined contrast to the
purified wedding in white on the other side of the door.
But in the poem's infected envirormient, the very markers that identify the
mariner as Englishman (the "brown hand") also identify him as slave. When Henry

Clutterbuck M.D. observed that infectious fevers were "communicable from one
individual to another, either by actual contact, or by the effluvia escaping from the bodies
of the sick" (39), he was referring to communication between European and European,
not European and African. Thus, when the mariner assures his listener, "Fear not, fear
not, thou Wedding-Guest!/ This body dropt not down" (111:230-31), he acknowledges his
own immunity to the fever that struck down all two hundred shipmates, an immunity that
implicitly aligns him with the alterity of the slave. The wedding guest's fear of touching
the Mariner's "skinny hand, so brovm" (111:229), then, also demonstrates a fear of "losing
self in another," of being infected and thus profoundly changed by the alterity carried in
the blood under dark skin.
Finding the origin of yellow fever posed a pressing problem for early nineteenthcentury epidemiologists, but the search for origins had the added purpose of establishing
borders between "us" and "them," between "self and "other," which yellow fever itself
obliterated. A search for origins was thus central to understanding fever's most terrifying
feature: uncontrollability. The first step towards containing yellow fever, observed Dr.
Charles Blicke in 1772. was "to know its origin" (11). Uncontrollability unsettled the
English medical community because it highlighted just how susceptible English physical
and political bodies were to the invisible and invidious forces of foreign climates. In
1797, Dr. Thomas Beddoes (Coleridge's friend and correspondent) linked "small-pox.
yellow fever, and the plague" to a certain "effluvia" produced in hot regions (48). In
their search for origins, experts claimed that every disease had its own geographical
habitat. Foreign climates were thus carriers of disease, and natives of England or
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America who came in contact with these climates could carry the disease back with them,
thus becoming foreigners in their own land.
William Deverell's explication in 1802 of what he believed were poetic sources of
yellow fever demonstrates an intimate intertwining of yellow fever discourse and English
poetic imagination in the search for the origins of the disease, which he stressed had been
"a subject of controversy" (2). "I have found," he wrote, "that the knowledge which the
ancients possessed of the interior of Africa and America" showed that their knowledge of
geography, astronomy, and yes, medicine surpassed that of the modems (I). Deverell
purposed to locate yellow fever's origin through the poetry of Milton, Virgil, and "from
thence to that of Homer, and to the times when the temples of Egypt were foimded; and I
think it will be seen that the same or a similar disease, arising from the same causes and
in the same places, prevailed in each of those ages" (2). His most shocking example
comes from the Aenied where he establishes a one to one correspondence between
Ortygia and England. Cycladas and the West Indies, and "the tabida lues, affecting both
animate and inanimate nature ... [that] is most clearly a West Indian or American fever"
(71-2). In turning to England's poetic forefathers for some clues about the origin, effects,
and cure of yellow fever, Deverell emphasized the nagging worries behind the disease's
link to ancient, medieval and pre-enlightenment epidemics. The devastation caused by
yellow fever—so reminiscent of medieval epidemics such as the Black Death—no doubt
threatened the British who claimed to be sailing into the West Indies and other parts of
the world on the wings of progress, enlightenment, and civilization.

Q
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Coleridge's interest in the origin of disease and the notion of "alterity" can be
traced to the German Romantic philosophy and medicine of Schelling, Schiller, and
Friedreich Schlegel, as Hermione De Almeida and many earlier Coleridge scholars have
pointed out (139). Coleridge applied his interest in the philosophical "other" to certain
contemporary English debates on disease and the debate on slavery, both of which sought
out classifications and origins. Coleridge located the origin of smallpox—the seafaring
disease most closely associated in the English mind with yellow fever—and demonstrated
its coincidence with commerce, war. and the movement of Afiicans:
Small pox ... was first introduced by the Abyssinians into Arabia when they
conquered the Province of Hemyen [Yemen]; & they called it the Locust-plague,
believing it to have originated in the huge heaps of putrefying Locusts in the
Desart.~From Arabia it was carried by Greek merchants to Constantinople—&
firom thence by the armies of Justinian in his Gothic War to Italy, Switzerland. &
France. (CL 11:455)
Coleridge's theory supports the period's belief that, though the instigators of most
epidemic diseases came from the alterity of nature, fi-om heaps of putrefying Locusts,
from "effluvia" of hot climates, or firom "decomposing vegetable matter," the growth of
disease became truly epidemic only through cross-cultural interaction (Beddoes 48.
Wilson 139).
11. The Contagion of Consumption and Guilt
During the early part of the century, cultural interaction between England and
Africa was undergoing a radical change. The majority of British culture, for the first time

in centuries, considered Africans as moral others instead of "things."^ This altered belief
obliged Coleridge and other writers to see European guilt in the same way doctors saw
yellow fever's black vomit, as a primary symptom. Guilt defined England as a sick
society. When Helen Maria Williams's 1788 "Poem on the bill lately passed" imagined
the "beams direct, that on each head/ The fury of contagion shed," the beams radiated
from the "guilty man" in charge of a slave vessel who oversaw the transportation of
slaves and goods. While Williams located the origin of disease in the guilt of British
slave traders, Coleridge located the origin of slavery in the guilt of the British consumer.
Slavery, he contended was "evil in the form of guilt."'° Those who consumed the
products of the trade were just as guilty as slave traders and plantation owners
themselves. The trade's "final effect" and "first Cause." Coleridge diagnosed, was "selfevidently the consumption of its Products! and does not the Guilt rest on the Consumers?
and is it not an allowed axiom in Morality that Wickedness may be multiplied but cannot
be divided and that the Guilt of all attaches to each one who is knowingly an
accomplice?" (L 247). Wickedness multiplied and spread through the social body, like
so many germs, leaving the collective English consumer with an all-consuming guilt.
The Rime of the Ancient Mariner suggests that one could in some sense atone for
the commerce of slavery, wipe out European guilt and therefore stop disease from wiping
out Europeans. James McKusick points out that The Rime sails in the shadow of the guilt
associated with the Westem "civilizing" mission. He suggests that the Albatross is "an
emblematic representation of all the innocent lives destroyed by European conquest."
including the guilt associated with the slave trade (McKusick. 1993, 106). Although the
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poem is ambiguous about the precise source of the mariner's guilt, it seems related as
much to the deathly-ill state of the crew as it does to the killing of the bird. Similarly, it
is not so much the storm-blast or the navigational disaster at the south pole, but the
outbreak of disease and death that arrests the ship "day after day, day after day" (11:115).
In this way, the poem implies a natural and a moral cause for the epidemic.
According to some medical experts of Coleridge's day, stagnant waters combined
with the torrid climate of the tropics to produce the yellow fever infection so common to
West Indian slave vessels. Erasmus Darwin's exotically charged diatribe The Botanic
Garden railed against Britannia's "craftier sons" who invaded the coasts of Africa "with
murder, rapine, theft,—and call it Trade!" (VII: 29-30). Darwin wraps up this passage
with a genuine old testament plague put into the modem context of contagion emanating
from stagnant waters:
Sylphs! with light shafts you pierce the drowsy FOG,
That lingering slumbers on the sedge-wove bog.
With webbed feet o'er midnight meadows creeps.
Of flings his hairy limbs on stagnant deeps.
You meet CONTAGION issuing from afar.
And dash the baleftil conqueror from his car;
(VIII: 168-73)
Like Darwin the attaching contagion to the moral injustice of conquest and slavery, many
believed that yellow fever specifically targeted those like mariner and his crew, floating
on an ocean where "the very deep did rot... Yea, slimy things did crawl with legs/ Upon
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the slimy sea" (II:123-26). Slave vessels stuck without "breath, nor motion" beneath a
"hot and copper sky" (11:116;II:111) were especially vulnerable from a medical as well as
a moral point of view.
In fact, Coleridge himself explained how, by way of disease, the slave trade
destroyed the English national body by destroying individiaal bodies. Following Thomas
Clarkson who argued that the slave trade was infeasible because of the diseases to which
crews were exposed, Coleridge stated that "from the lonwholesomeness of the Climate
through which [crews] pass, it has been calculated that every slave vessel from the Port of
Bristol loses on average almost a fourth of the whole crew" (L 238). He alleged that the
slave trade turned British mariners into "rather shadows in their appearance than men" (L
238), just as in The Rime disease changes the mariners into a shadowy, "ghastly crew."
Disease signified moral condemnation for the atrocities of the slave trade, similar to the
visitation of plagues on the biblical Egyptians for enslaving the Israelites. Yellow fever
was God's just punishment for slavery in James Montgomery's 1807 poem The West
Indies'.
The Eternal makes his dread displeasure known.
At his command the pestilence abhorr'd
Spares poor slaves, and smites the haughty lord ... (1:56-58)
Similarly, Robert Renny, the English traveler to Jamaica, commented that "The new
world, indeed, appears to be surrounded with the flaming sword of the angle, threatening
destruction to all those, who venture within its reach" (192-93). In The Rime's diseased
climate, then, it is not just the murder of the Albatross that prompts the crew to hang the

bird around the mariner's neck as a symbol of death, but the outbreak itself, the "spirit
that plagued" them with horrifying and inescapable symptoms: tongues "withered at the
root" and "choked with soot," "throats unslaked, with black lips baked," "glazed" eyes
reflecting the "bloody sun" and "death-fires" of the water
(II:132;II:136;II:138;III:157;III;146;II:112;II128).
Coleridge's Rime armounces an even more explicit moral judgement on England
by situating disease and death in the skin of a white female. The Rime places foreigrmess
in the white woman, who becomes the expression of alterity through disease. This image
both recalls and deviates from the medical community's indictment of the Caribbean
atmosphere as a carrier of disease for Westerners. In the poem, disease is white and
carried from the West. As soon as the crew hangs the dead white bird around the
mariner's neck, the woman-spectre who is "white as leprosy" emerges on a "westernwave" (III:192;III:171), and the sailors drop dead:
One after one, by the star-dogged Moon,
Too quick for groan or sigh.
Each turned his face with a ghastly pang.
And cursed me with his eye.
Four times fifty living men.
(And I heard nor sigh nor groan)
With heavy thump, a lifeless lump.
They dropped down one by one. (11:212-19)

Coleridge's notebooks amplify the white woman's ability to be a carrier of disease and
moral depravity. Here the diseased white woman is quite clearly the cargo of his fevered
mind, detailed in his well-known accoimt of a dream where he was "followed up and
down by a frightful pale woman who, I thought, wanted to kiss me, and had the property
of giving a shameful Disease by breathing on the face" (CNB 1250 21:214)." The link
between this diseased woman and the pale woman of The Rime is the link between
Western seafaring disease and sexually transmitted, morally reprehensible, diseases such
as syphilis.
In The Rime, Coleridge folds disease in the envelope of whiteness and therefore
highlights the extent to which he was conversant with the operations of disease and guilt
within anti-slavery literature, which conveniently moved both disease and slavery to the
safer and less noxious realm of language and metaphor. When Coleridge called the slave
trade "'a commerce which is blotched all over with one leprosy of evil" (L 236), he
anticipated Thomas Pringle's anti-slavery sonnet which referred to sugar as a "bitter
draught!" piled in the Englishman's "poisn'd bowl7 Which taints with leprosy the white
man's soul" (12). It is not surprising that writers brought sugar and disease together in
poetry, given sugar's whiteness and its economic position as the country's foremost slave
produced import. Sugar sifted down English chaimels and dissolved in their tea cups, but
remained the disease of a white culture; its parallel twin, constituted as leprosy, signified
a rotting away of white flesh, or cultural meat, from the outside in. Sugar's deceptive
sweetness, like the illusive whiteness of European skin, tainted rather than purified. No
wonder the two apparent hosts of contagion in The Rime, the leprous white woman and

the decaying white bird, obliterate the myth of white purity the English bride appears to
symbolize. The poem opens in the epithalamic tradition, with the promise of a weddingimage of purity, but the mariner's tale compulsively disrupts the wedding story and
replaces it with the "Life-in-Deathness" of white disease. The wedding, in fact, is not
just contaminated, but completely obliterated from view by the mariner's tale of rot,
slime, sickness, and death.
In its refined whiteness, sugar was also synonymous with the addiction of the
English consumer. Guilt sprang not only from consumption, but from addiction to the
products circulated by the slave trade. By fimneling a variety of substances into England,
international trade fed the addictive English personality. Coleridge stressed English
addiction to trade goods produced by slaves: "Perhaps from the beginning of the world,
the evils arising from the formation of imaginary wants have been in no instance so
dreadfrilly exemplified as in the Slave Trade & West India Commerce! We receive from
the West Indias Sugars, Rum Cotton, log-wood, cocoa, coffee, pimento, ginger,
mahogany, and conserves—not one of these are necessary—" (L 236). Coleridge, of
course, would go on to see his dependence on opium as one of these imported addictions
that acted not just as relief to the pain of disease, but as disease itself'^
Coleridge was just one of many writers to move the medical to the political level
by designating slavery a dreadfiil European disease. The plague of this "European vice."
he asserted, had spread to epidemic proportions, infecting even "the petty tyrants of
Africa" themselves (L 240). Coleridge and others pointed to epidemics as the natural
outcome for the disorder European consumers brought to the world. Robert Southey's
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vaccination poem A Tale of Paraguay constructed smallpox as an act of African reprisal.
According to Southey, Edward Jenner—who had pioneered work on cowpox inociilation
to combat smallpox the same year Coleridge wrote The

defeated epidemic disease

and, implicitly, the vengeance of slavery:
Jenner! for ever shall thy honored name
Among the children of mankind be blest.
Who by thy skill hast taught us how to tame
One dire disease.-the lamentable pest
Which Africa sent forth to scourge the West,
As if in vengeance for her sable brood
So many an age remorselessly oppressed. (1:1-7)
But if smallpox was a scourge from Africa that could be conquered through British
medical technology, yellow fever could not. James Stanfield's The Guinea Voyage
(1789) portrays how yellow fever ate the crew alive, leaving behind putrid bodies as
spoils of war and a condemnation for the "remorseless oppression" of slavery. Yellow
fever attacks in militaristic fashion. At the "avenging hour" the "troops of wan disease
their march begin":
Now droops the head in faint dejection hung.
Now raging thirst enflames the dry parch'd tongue;
In yellow films the rayless eye is set.
With chilling dews the loaded brow is wet... (p. 18)

While such poems can hardly be considered statements about Coleridgean
identity, they do carry within them seeds of his concept of alterity. Yellow fever,
smallpox, and slavery as "diseases" of the flesh called attention to the metaphysics of the
body. Coleridge's writings on disease and consciousness claim that "organic lesions"
recall to the body its own status as moral being. The presence of yellow fever in the
European body demonstrated how the abject could again become part of the body and yet
the body could still survive. In some cases, the body actually became stronger, since
survivors became immune to the disease. Similarly, the slave population could be
eventually incorporated into British political body.
While guilt was in some sense a logical response to the horror stories of slavery,
guilt registered a concern for others, the initial pangs felt upon recognizing the
inhumanity of the English self against the humanity of African alterity. Though it would
be hundreds of years before the English changed their behavior towards others, guilt
reflected a new social ethos that eventually altered Britain's relations with peoples from
other parts of the world.
III. Disease and the Ecology of Slavery
Current environmental theory locates a crucial disjunction between humans and
the "alterity" of nature at the time of the industrial revolution in the late eighteenth
century. Recognition of racial and non-human (nature) otherness as a form of English
self-construction thus coincided with awareness that slavery created a biological and a
psychological rift in the forces of nature. From its beginnings in the fifteenth century, the
slave trade represented the largest migration of people in human history. It was clear that

the movement of millions of people from native to foreign shores distiirbed the
atmosphere, releasing dangerous epidemics of yellow fever. When Dr. Clark noted that
the activity of the slave trade caused "A deranged state of the atmosphere" and thus
"excited this mortal disease in our island" (63), he was saying that the slave trade
disturbed environmental balances and the resulting imbalance produced contagions.
Moving bodies turned the earth in a dangerous and often fatal direction. Since
Aincans and slaves appeared to be immune to the disease, the only way yellow fever
epidemics spread was among gatherings of freshly arrived Europeans in the tropical
promised land that was someone else's home. As Philip Curtin explains, in order to
survive, the yellow fever pathogen A. aegypti needed groups of non-immune subjects
"concentrated within the flight range" of the virus. If not, the disease would creep back
into the recesses of the jimgle, where animals kept it active until a new crop of Europeans
arrived (69). Though medical workers of the Romantic period did not have the
sophisticated scientific models that today's epidemiology uses to understand the avenues
travelled by viruses, they understood yellow fever's mode of existence at some level. Dr.
Thomas Dancer observed how yellow fever "first visits the abodes of wretchedness and
squalor, and disappears for a season, or diminishes in virulence to return again and
expend its fiiry over the community at large" (71-72). These early medical workers
believed that the breakdown of the Caribbean eco-system caused yellow fever to break
out. Henderson stated that the fever "prevails more or less at all times in those islands ..
. from a certain state of the air" and a great "number of subjects to act upon" (9).
American doctors, reporting on the yellow fever epidemic of Philadelphia, recognized

that the fever "'exits in the West Indies, particularly in times of war, when great numbers
of strangers are to be found there" (Redman 29), referring to the interaction of different
nationalities—French, Spanish, English, Africans, and every miscegenized variation in
between.
When Clark insisted in 1799 that yellow fever ran rampant in the West Indies "the
more they were crowded with strangers," he also gestured towards the cultural suspicion
that environmental trauma and ensuing disease was caused by destablizing balances.
Those who went abroad upset not just African and Caribbean environments, but by
extension the balanced beauty and of the land and the heirmonized coexistence of man
and nature in England itself In contrast to the environment of tfie Quantocks, where
Coleridge and Wordsworth first conceived of The Rime, the abolitionist poet William
Hutchenson wrote of the Caribbean eco-system in 1792:
New cargoes crows our shores, and on the beach
The squalid multitudes are pouring forth.
From over-loaded ships, which, like the curse
Of vile Pandora's box. bring forth disease.
With misery, and pallid want.
Crippled and maimed, whose ulcerating sores
Cling to the canker'd chains, that rankle deep (p. 11)
Over-loaded ship and over-crowded shores resulted from a British society so driven by
consumption that it forced its citizens to live and die along side the "squalid multitudes"

of its own creation. British people who went overseas and rubbed elbows with
foreignness put themselves and their nation in danger of "losing self in another."
The 1793 outbreak in Philadelphia was by far the most referenced and terrifying
nineteenth-century yellow fever epidemic precisely because it proved that yellow fever
could be imported like so many slaves and goods. Trotter wrote that the pestilential fever
of Philadelphia spread from "damaged coffee, that was left to rot on the wharfs, and from
which noxious exhalations were spread that first affected the neighbourhood, and
afterwards more distant parts of the city" (323). The Americans insisted that the
"imported" yellow fever had transgressed the national boundary and altered the American
environment. Jackson and Redman agreed with the supposition that yellow fever had
been "imported into Philadelphia from some foreign country, and to have been
propagated afterwards solely by contagion" (Jackson 219). He thus highlighted how
commerce necessarily destroyed balances that otherwise kept epidemics at bay. People
who carried on the national dirty work of commerce brought the fever home. Redman
traced the infection to "imported clothing or persons who died in the West Indies"; at the
very least, the disease stemmed directly from "the neighbourhood of the shipping or
among persons connected with vessels" (28). Those, like the mariner, "connected with
vessels" were literally on the national border and were somehow held responsible for
importing the wrong thing. On the one hand, countries like England and America relied
heavily on people who were associated with the seafaring industry, yet on the other, these
individuals were seen as diseased and thus disturbing because of their inevitable contact
with foreign cultures.
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Many bystanders, however, could not help but use the outbreak of European
contracted disease in the Caribbean to condemn the slave trade for deforming the eco
system. Helen Maria Williams insisted that contagion was the logical punishment for the
unnatural situation of slavery, which:
Deforms Creation with the gloom
Of crimes, that blot its cheerful bloom;
Darkens a work so perfect made.
And casts the Universe in shade!— (p. 7)
Though the moral universe condemned the British slave system with plagues of yellow
fever, the natural universe ultimately paid the price. In James Montgomery's abolition
poem, slavery and the corollary of yellow fever destroys the English body and thus the
entire cosmos:
Foreboding melancholy sinks his mind.
Soon at his heart he feels the monster's fangs.
They tear his vitals with convulsive pangs ...
Now frenzy-horrors rack his whirling brain.
Tremendous pulses throb through every vein;
The firm earth shrinks beneath his torture-bed.
The sky in ruins rushes o'er his head;
He rolls, he rages in consuming fires,
Till nature, spent with agony, expires. (I: p. 74)

Wordsworth also employed an ecological metaphor to refer to slavery as the "most rotten
branch of human shame" that ought to "fall together with its parent tree" {The Prelude
X:224-36). From what came to be seen as the center of the Romantic poetic tradition,
Wordsworth called the structures that supported slavery a disease that could out-rot the
worst atrocities of the French Revolution. Medical experts reinforced this view. "Since
the abolition of the slave-trade," wrote Henderson, "some disorders of African origin, and
highly contagious, have almost disappeared" (43). In fact, after the trade was abolished,
medical experts linked the natural abatement of disease to morally responsible actions.
In The Rime, Coleridge sharply captures perfectly the deformation of the universe
that slavery instigated. Coleridge's mariner finds disease and thus nightmarish
deformation everywhere: it appears not just in rotting bodies of men, birds, and white
women, but in heavenly bodies as well, such as the "bloody Sun ... with broad and
burning face" and the mentally unstable moon moving and changing throughout the poem
and using its lunar light to reflect the eyes of the crew as glittering with lunacy (II:111).
Some medical wisdom advised that yellow fever sprung from "the bowels of the earth."
applying the model of the physical body to that of the globe. Coleridge also imagined
how fever infected the travel mechanism itself Even the body of the ship is diseased:
"the planks look warped and see those sailsJ How thin they are and sere!" (VII:529-30).
The Hermit—himself identified with decay as he prays at a "rotted old oak-stump"
(VII:522)~likens the ship to the rotting skeletal leaves of the forest, decaying like the
planks of the vessel, which Coleridge had already identified as a feature of the slave ship.
In his Lecture he noted that slaves were "crammed into the hold of a ship with so many

fellow-victims, that the heat and stench arising from [their] diseased bodies [would] rot
the very planks" (248-49). By the time the mariner and his ship arrive at the English
port, only the mariner is alive. Fittingly, the seemingly pure English bay, "white with
silent light" (Vl:480), swallows up this mass of contagion that, by this point, is
practically synonymous with the doubly identified English mariner. Yet the ship settles
in an ambiguous space, neither inside nor outside England's national boundary. It sinks
below the surface of the water from which, like the mariner's tale of guilt, or like the
slave population itself, it could emerge at anytime.
The outbreak on the ship therefore coincides with a catastrophic deformation of
nature, just as the rift between the mariner and his environment increases during the
journey itself. Coleridge's gloss at this point indicates how "horror follows" the
mariner's meeting of the spectre-bark, manifesting itself in the living-death of the crew
and horror of quarantined solitude that the mariner experiences after the crew dies. The
mariner's hollow repetition "Alone, alone, all, all alone, /Alone on a wide side sea!"
(IV:232-33) echoes back through the poem, as through a chasm, where his isolated terror
comes from being both no where and nothing—neither self nor other. He is disconnected
from his envirorunent, from himself, and from other people.
Coleridge reinforces the destruction of the natural universe through his use of
gothic images and tropes like the spectre-bark and the living death of the crew. sky. and
sea. Ebbotson U-aces The Rime's use of gothic imagery to slavery and to Coleridge's
reading of M.G. Lewis's play The Castle Spectre, where the gothic is employed to
emphasize the vengeance of slavery.'^ For Lewis, the Gothic symbolizes various forms

of subjection. In the play, which Coleridge referred to in a letter to Wordsworth in 1798,
each and every one of the characters endures the "shame of servitude" (186). The
enslaved include the noble Percy, who is imprisoned by the evil Osmond for just a few
hours, and the poor Reginald, who is secretly chained in the castle's subterraneous
dungeon for years. Even Osmond refers to himself as the "slave of wild desires,"
predestined to "be a villain and a wretch!" (175). If the early nineteenth-century English
audience saw in the castle's Gothic atmosphere the buried truth about their own slavish
condition, Lewis makes it clear that the enslavement of Africans is the real buried secret
facing England. In contrast to the castle specter, who appears as a "figxire" in "white and
flowing garments spotted with blood" (163; 206), stand Hassan and Saib, two African
slaves. Hassan implies that the castle's inhabitants unwittingly find themselves in
subjection because of the subjection they impose on Africans: "Vengeance!—"Oh! how it
joys me when the white man suffers!—Yet weak are his pangs, compared to those 1 felt
when torn from thy shores, O native Africa! (199). Slavery is experienced as both a
painful reality and a metaphysical condition. "Oh! when I forget my wrongs, may I
forget myself." wails Hassan. It is highly ironic that Lewis later wrote the Journal of a
West Indian Proprietor, an account of his own slave-labor plantation in Jamaica.
Though he was influenced by Lewis's long-running play, the aspect of "losing
self in another" within a Gothically-inflected slave story is more particular to Coleridge.
As "Life-in-Death begins her work on the ancient Mariner." he begins the process of
discovering an identity in that "chasm between Subjective and Objective." between the
English self and its African other. Further, within the Gothic or "nightmare" quality of

the poem, everything take on the hue of alterity. For the Gothic characteristically
performs the function of alterity, asking readers to identify with or desire the strange
while simultaneously wanting to maintain the distance afforded by a subjectivity drawn
in words. Kristeva notes how Romantic writers (like Coleridge) took up the Gothic, the
"supernatural, madness, [and] dreams" and so expressed a "desire to grasp the strange" or
make it a part of the self {Strangers 180). Throughout his writings, Coleridge ponders
the same issue: how, in order to separate and have unity, the self must be distinguished
and indistinguishable from its "other."
Yellow fever and slavery held hostage early nineteenth-century equations
between the transcendental human mind and forms of nature. Since only Europeans
contracted yellow fever, one could interpret outbreaks as a curse for British culture's
enslavement of a large portion of the human race and its deformation of the nature and
humanity. James Stanfield portrayed how yellow fever was unleashed from Africa as
vengeance deformed the body:
Fierce thro' the burning roads of purple life.
The various venoms rush with rival strife.
Their poisons thro' th' intestine mazes wear.
The viscous linings from their channels tear;
Pour with corroding deluge thro the frame.
And whelm the vitals in the liquid flame, (p. 25)
At issue in the ecology of slavery was not just the British relations with the
alterity of Afncans and slaves, but also the othemess of nature seen in a certain light.

The trade uprooted humans and rendered them homeless-'alone, alone, all, all alone"~in
a world perceived by Europeans as radically other, essentially alien and useless, except in
terms of commerce and colonialism. As the conjunction of the discourse on yellow fever
and the debate on the slave trade shows, the environment was considered hostile and
threatening to what was deemed of primary importance, die growth of the (English)
human mind. Coleridge himself would claim later that "in nature we find a tendency, a
striving toward a full solution of the Riddle, that is, of herself; but in man only is it found
... because he is more than Nature—because he knows & refers to God" (SWF 1405). In
fact, the preeminent question raised for British readers with their necessary knowledge of
the slave trade was not what English people did to the environment, but what the
environment did to English people who went abroad. Stories abounded announcing
British susceptibility to not only the excessive Caribbean climate, but the excessive
immoral behavior "naturally" perpetuated by coming in contact with slaves. British
subjects who went abroad were advised to limit drinking, eating, and exercising too
much. More importantly, fever was thought to be caused by sexual lasciviousness. a
habit "caught" firom Afncan slaves.
The mariner's experiences with emblems of the slave trade—the specter bark.
Life-in-Death. fever victims, ships with rotting planks—results in a psychological disease
that takes him to several levels of self-confrontation.'"* His blessing of the slimy water
snakes, linked by their feverish "flash of golden fire" to the epidemic waters, is a move to
acknowledge what is radically "alter," to complete the process of "losing self in another
form by loving the self of another as another." It is a move to release himself from what

the wedding guest comes to recognize as the "plague" of Western seafaring missions
(1:80):

Beyond the shadow of the ship,
I watched the water-snakes:
They moved in tracks of shining white.
And when they reared, the elfish light
Fell of in hoary flakes.
Within the shadow of the ship
I watched their rich attire:
Blue, glossy green, and velvet black.
They coiled and swam; and every track
Was a flash of golden fire.
O happy living things! no tongue
Their beauty might declare:
A spring of love gushed from my heart.
And 1 blessed them unaware:
Sure my kind Saint took pity on me.
And I blessed them unaware.
The self-same moment I could pray;
And from my neck so free
The Albatross fell off. and sank
Like lead into the sea." (IV:271-291)

This sudden and almost uncanny recognition initiates the mariner in a process of everdeeper questioning of himself and of the assumptions underlying his identity
construction. James McKusick has recently suggested that the mariner's ecological
enlightermient involves learning to "cross the boundaries that divide him from the natural
world, through urunotivated acts of compassion between 'man and bird and beast'"
(McKusick, 1995,221). The water-snakes, as Lowes has detailed, have multiple
references to travel-narratives where they are identified with the environment of tropical
climates and exotic spaces (38-63). What is important in The Rime, however, is not the
water-snakes' location, but their destination. Each stanza brings them closer to the
mariner, first "'beyond the shadow" then "within the shadow" of the ship, until they are
incorporated in the mariner's heart as a blessing (IV:272;IV:277). Thus, the mariner
shifts; instead of seeing himself as an agent dominating the alterity of nature, he
reciprocates with it and inteqects the abject..
Because slavery and disease were both environmental concerns, they were grafted
together to recast the nineteenth-century view of namre ushered in by the industrial
revolution. As Wordsworth emphasized in the Prelude, and his other nature poems,
nature was part of the self, not divorced from it. There should be no distinction between
slave and master, African and European, envirorunent and human. The environment, like
the slave, was not something outside the self to be used and exploited, like a resource.
Coleridge's mariner reveals early on that the feverish nature of his mission is to
incorporate this newly defined othemess into the English social body at large. The tale
that ''bums" within him aligns him with the storyteller who. as Michael Taussig explains.

had the crucial cultural job of bringing alterity home. Stories of going far away and
coming home bring
the far-away to the here-and-now as metastructure of the tale. Coleridge provides
a classic instance, the Ancient Mariner who has spread his wings in the
tradewinds of the world, now returned and begiiming his desperate tale, "He
stoppeth one of three." And the man apprehended responds: "By thy long grey
beard and glittering eye. Now wherefore stopp'st thou me?"
It is at this point that the freedom and foreboding bringmg the traveler home
insists on audience and attains voice, and it is here, in this moment of
apprehension, that the listening self is plunged forward into and beyond itself.
The storyteller finds and recreates this staggering of position with every tale. (41)
The mariner thus has the job of convincing the wedding guest of his own need to
recognize the "other" as moral being. The mariner's suggestion that "He prayeth best,
who loveth best/ All things both great and small" is as much a statement about a way of
relating to what is outside or other than self as it is a moral to his seafaring tale (VII:61415). When Coleridge introduces "otherness" into the very definition of sameness in The
^/me—when the mariner's feverish blessing of the water-snakes results in a "self-same
moment" of prayerful identification with the alterity of nature—British self and national
identity makes a hopeful (though perhaps too hopeful to be realistic) turn towards a
definition of otherness that is both incorporated and preserved.
IV. Incorporating and Sublimating the Other

Yellow fever in the early nineteenth-century putrefied or dissolved the body's
vital organs and thus confounded definitions of the self and its alterity in a biological and
completely empirical sense. The abolition of the slave trade, on a much more complex
level, demanded that the British face questions about their own political position in the
changing status of slaves to citizens. Like yellow fever, which wiped out fleets and
armies by dissolving individual bodies, a realignment of Afiicans would redefine British
identity and thus individual selfhood by dissolving a certain British self-construction.
Disease weakened and dissolved the body, but as an imaginative construct, it
strengthened the self by allowing it to exist between itself and its otherness. This liminal
space is where divine love existed for Coleridge, but it also seems to be the space that
encouraged the divine play of the imagination. Coleridge spoke of his imagination in
feverish terms. He wrote Thomas Poole in October 1797: "Frequently have I, half-awake
& half-asleep, my body diseased & fevered by my imagination, seen armies of ugly
Things bursting in upon me, & ... four angels keeping them off' (CL 1:208). Poetic
composition, the integral self, and the body were one. "I cannot write without a body of
thought." he told Southey, "Hence my poetry is crowded with sweats beneath a heavy
burden of ideas and imagery" (CL 1:74). The self, subjectivity, and the body were
inseparable: "My health, 1 have reason to believe, is so intimately connected with the
state of my spirits, and these again so depend on my thoughts," he said (LCR 92).
The Rime of the Ancient Mariner appeared when medical discussion of both
yellow fever and smallpox occupied a substantial position in the discourse on disease,
and when these diseases formed a major part of the discussion on the slave trade and
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colonial slavery. Although Coleridge referred to The Rime as a work of "pure
imagination," he had always been obsessed with questions of contamination and purity
(TT 1:149). His dream of a Pantisocrasy-a goverrunent of self-rule that emphasized the
equality of all its members—was the dream of a society based on moral, political and
social purity, free from "the contagion of European vice," as he called slavery and the
political and commercial stmctures that supported it (L 240). The Rime was written at a
time when Coleridge was beginning to explore questions of contamination and purity that
would occupy him to one degree or another throughout his life and during a period when
he had established a sustained interest in the debate on the slave trade. It is therefore not
surprising that The Rime is fevered with images of disease and slaver>-. Equally, since
both disease and slavery concerned, at a flmdamental level, questions of how foreign
matter or foreigners become part of the physical or political body, the poem's intersection
with those discourses addresses the question of how the foreign became part of the self,
how the marriage of alterity and identity enabled the English construction of self and
nation to "lose itself in another form by loving the self of another as another." For the
mariner, as for Coleridge himself, the fever of the ghastly tale became a creative,
redemptive process. On the positive side, this involved incorporating and recognizing
otherness. On the negative, however, the process meant sublimating otherness into the
imagination.
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Notes to Chapter 1
1. See Curtin, p. 18.
2. Critics who see The Rime and the mariner's experience shaped by Coleridge's concern
with political and historical issues, See McGann, Watkins, and Sitterson (1981). Modiano.
Magnuson, and Sitterson (1982) are among those critics who offer psychological
explanations for the poem. Building on the work of Lowes, readers continue to find
contextual sources for the poem. See Sidney, Twitchell, Bernard Smith, Kaczvinsky. and
Bohm. For The Rime's genealogy in the New Criticism, see Arac.
3. See Ebbotson, p. 198. A number of writers have interpreted the poem this way. by
looking at The Rime along with Coleridge's writings on the slave trade and slavery. Lowes,
of course, established Coleridge's use of travel reports and ship logs in many of the tropes
and descriptions in The Rime. Ebbotson's classic article establishes a logical link between
The Rime, voyages of discovery, colonialism, slavery, and abolitionist poetry (the most
important of these being Robert Southey's "From a Sailor Who had Served in the Slave
Trade"). Keane uses a similar approach, arguing the assumption that slavery is the hidden
politics under The Rime's surface. BCeane's study is especially useful in his rigorous
bibliographic unearthing of Coleridge's references to the slave trade and the related topic of
race science. Coleridge's involvement in the slave trade and its application to The Rime is
also discussed by Baum, Dykes, McKusick (1993), and Empson. See also Morrison and
DePaolo.
4. Coleridge's writings will be abbreviated in the text as follows:
M
Marginalia
TT
Table Talk
CNB The Notebooks of Samuel Taylor Coleridge
SWF Shorter Works and Fragments
CL
The Collected Letters of Samuel Taylor Coleridge
LCR Letters, Conversations, and Recollections of S.T. Coleridge
L
"[Lecture] On the Slave Trade"
All references to The Rime of the Ancient Mariner are from the Oxford Edition of
Coleridge's poetry edited by H.J. Jackson.
5. See Kristeva, The Powers of Horror: An Essay on Abjection, quoted as Abjection in the
text. Also see Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, quoted as Strangers in the text. Although 1
do not explore Kristeva's theory of the alterity of the maternal, this is an important
component of her theory. Coleridge's Rime has been insightfully interpreted using
Kristeva's ideas on the maternal and the symbolic by Hoevelor (1992) and Anne Williams.
Hoevelor sees the mariner "trapped forever in the realm of the linguistic, in patriarchal
language, in contrast to the recognition of the power of the "good' maternal that he has
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ostensibly experienced" (158-59). The mariner longs for unity (experienced through the
maternal), which he cannot have as a result of being a speaking subject, speaking his tale
again and again. Williams employs Kristeva to examine how The Rime "provides a
genealogy of Coleridgean Imagination... it traces the means by which meaning is
constructed out of separation, need, fear, guilt, and the need to repair the primal break"
(1117).
6. SeeZiegler.
7. See McKusick (1986). McKusick makes a cormection between Coleridge and Lord
Monboddo, who first believed that Orang-utans had the physiological ability to articulate
language but could not because of intellectual inferiority. He implicitly established a link
between African man and ape.
8. Delaporte (1986) raises a similar point in conjunction with the Paris cholera epidemic.
See p. 49. Also see Delaporte (1991).
9. For Coleridge's distinction between "slaves" and "things," see Keane, p. 71. In an
article intended for the Courier, Coleridge wrote, "A slave is a Person perverted into a
Thing; Slavery therefore is not so properly a deviation from Justice as an absolute
subversion of all morality."
10. See the Edinburgh Review. 1808 (Coleridge's review of Clarkson's History of the
Abolition of the Slave Trade.
11. Lefebure explains the context of this passage in terms of Coleridge's guilt-ridden opium
nightmares.
12. Roy Porter and Dorothy Porter. In Sickness and in Health: The British Experience 16501850, p. 218-19. See also Roy Porter, ed.. The Popularization of Medicine 1650-1850.
13 . See Ebbotson, p. 199 and Lewis, p. 149-221.
14. Empson states: "The Mariner, at this first magical event in the poem, has a premonition
of a Slaver, with its planks rotted off by the insanitary exudations of the dying slaves—that
was going to be the final result of his heroic colonial exploration, and well might his heart
beat loud" (167).

CHAPTER 2
Chameleons, Serpents, and Lamia
Keats in the Possession of African Magic

In the final and most shocking scene of Keats's Lamia, the "bald-headed
philosopher" Apollonius destroys the wedding ceremony of young Lycius and his bride
Lamia by gazing so intensely at her that he reveals she is not the woman she seems to be:
... the sophist's eye.
Like a sharp spear, went through her utterly.
Keen, cruel, perceant, stinging: she, as well
As her weak hand could any meaning tell.
Motioned him to be silent; vainly so.
He looked and looked again a level—No!
'A Serpent!" echoed he; no sooner said.
Than with a frightful scream she vanished.
(11:299-306)'
Apollonius's impaling gaze cuts with remarkable precision to the heart of a "knotty
problem" Keats had been pondering about the poet's role (1:160). In 1818 he wrote
Woodhouse claiming "What shocks the virtuous philosop[h]er, delights the camelion
Poet... because he has no identity-he is continually in for—and filling some other
Body"' {Letters 1:387). By connecting himself as poet to the chameleon—an animal
identified by early nineteenth-century European explorers and travelers as a beautifiil and

mysterious reptile indigenous to Afiica—Keats gives both shape and color to that state of
"being in imcertainties. Mysteries, doubts" while "remaining content with half
knowledge" {Letters 1:193).
It comes as no surprise, then, that in early 1819, when Keats started Lamia, he
chose an unknowable serpent-woman, who lay hidden in the "dusky brake" of an exotic
island, to enact this chameleon transformation (1:46). For Keats, Lamia was mysterious
in three senses. Not only serpent and woman, she was also African. According to
Lempriere's Classical Dictionary, one of the sources Keats used for the poem." "Lamiae"
were "certain monsters of Africa, who had the face and breast of a woman, and the rest of
their body like that of a serpent. They allured Strangers to come to them, that they might
devour them; and though they were not endowed with the faculty of speech, yet their
hissings were pleasing and agreeable" (317). Keats takes hold of Lamia's African
mysteries and so re-enlivens his poetic imagination. At the same time, he is aware of the
danger to both African and European cultures in possessing and being possessed by this
magic. In ways similar to The Ancient Mariner, Lamia sublimates cultural knowledge of
slavery and Africa within and under a work of imagination.
I. Vaudoux and Possession
The period between 1818 and 1820, the time Keats conceived of Lamia and
published it, marks a transitional and transitory period in British interaction with Africa.
This point, midway between the abolition of the slave trade in 1807 and that of slaver\' in
the Empire 1833, generated strikingly contradictory portraits of both Africans and slaves.
Captain G.F. Lyon's Travels in Northern Africa in the Years 1818. 19, and 20 with his

companion, the surgeon/explorer Joseph Ritchie, is typical in presenting Africans as both
trustworthy and treacherous/ During this period most travel writing and discourse on
slavery wrestled with the confrision and uncertainty surrounding the changing role of
Africans and West Indians in the future economy and production of England. By the
time Keats would have been involved in the issue, one thing was clear: the English
would no longer be able to trade with Africa in human bodies. They therefore
determined to understand African and slave culture, both how they could be endangered
by it and how they might benefit from it. But the problem with slave customs and Africa
as a continent was that both proved impenetrable to Europeans, who came to an
increasing awareness that they possessed only partial knowledge. Yet at the same time
Europeans acknowledged this ineffability, they aggressively sought to know more.
Just before beginning work on Lamia, Keats had expressed interest in those
pursuing knowledge of Africa and mysterious African customs. In January 1819. he
wrote his brother George about a travel narrative describing the "discovery of an afiican
Kingdom." Referring to Thomas Edward Bowdich's 1819 ^ Mission from Cape Coast
Castle to Ashantee. Keats recounted the uncanny "romance" where familiar English
adventurer meets foreign African customs:
They have window frames of gold—100,000 infantry —human sacrifices—The
Gentleman who is the adventurer has his wife with him—she I am told is a
beautiful little sylphid woman—her husband was to have been sacrificed to their
Gods and was led through a Chamber filled with different instruments of torture
with the privilege to choose what death he would die without their having a
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thought of his aversion to such a death they considering it a supreme distinctionHowever he was let off and became a favorite with the King who at last openly
patronized him, though at first on account of the Jealousy of his Minister he was
wont to hold conversations with his Majesty in the dark middle of the night—All
this sounds a little Bluebeardish—but I hope it is true— (L. 2:28)
Keats highlights—both in words and dramatic action—"human sacrifice," a complete
giving over of the self, and makes it the result of the Afncan-European encounter. He
equates this teetering on the brink of sacrificial death in a cultural exchange with the
poetically productive moment. Further, for Keats, culmral exchange generates a tale
whose rhythm defies stable identities, approximating a state of negative capability. The
story of AJiican-European encounter is one of myster>-. uncertainty, and doubt, one
neither wholly European nor fully Afncan, located somewhere between "Bluebeardish"
fiction and "true" fact. But for all their mysterv' and power. Afncan-European encounters
were firaught with the politics of domination and profit, as Keats ironically acknowledges
in this passage. Thus, what one culture loses in identit>% the other possesses in
"patronizing" power.
Such a dangerous clash between light and dark cultures underlies the structure of
Lamia from the beginning. Keats situates the poem at the dawn of a history of conquests,
or of increasingly more technological and tyrarmical military takeovers, when the English
fairies^ "drove Nymph and Satyr from the Prosperous woods." while "king Oberon's
bright diademV Scepter, and mantle clasped with dewy gem7 Frighted away the Drayds
and the Fauns" (1:2-5). These conquests also get "whiter" in Keats's retelling as the

satyrs—traditionally associated with dark skinned people'-are overtaken by Oberon.
whose name comes from the Latin word "albus" meaning "white." The poem's early
whiteness foregrounds Lamia's dusky origins. She is both a "Proserpine" and an
"Eurydice" (1:63,248), dark distinctions no doubt stemming from the first Lamia's
mythological status as Zeus's Libyan mistress.^ Further, like Aeneas's Dido, her
encounter with white cultxire destroys her; it turns her "deadly white" (11:276).
Lest we imagine such violent encounters as somehow natural or accidental. Keats
figures the poem's proto-conquest as an act of self-interested possession by a prodigal
god. Hermes, who commissions himself to uncover the secret bed of the lovely nymph,
flies from "vale to vale" and "wood to wood" (1:27), with an "amorous theft" (1:6). to
find the "unseen" maid, whose freedom is inextricably linked to her invisibility (1:8). In
staging this conquest, Keats draws on exploratory travel writers who insisted that, though
their activities involved a certain amount of "amorous" probing and "theft." the primary
road to the control of Africa lay in passionately uncovering and possessing its secrets.
Mungo Park's inaugural address in Travels to the Interior Districs of Africa (1799), for
instance, bums with a "passionate desire to examine into the productions of a country so
little known" (1). Through his observations, he pledges to "render the geography of
Africa more familiar to my countrymen" and thereby open "to their ambition and
industry new sources of wealth" (1).
Keats appears to profit from this "new source of wealth" as much as any
commercial industrialist. The wedding of Lamia and Lycius contains the poem's richest
deposit of travel narrative descriptions. Imported images that mimic both Park and

Bowdich (who called the lushness and excessiveness of African vegetation "romantic"')
decorate Lamia's wedding banquet halL "Mimicking a glade" (11:125), the hall opens
into "Two palms and then two plantains, and so onJ From either side their stems
branched one to one/ All down the aisled place" (11:127-30). This elaborate counterfeit
equally "mimics" the canopied valley described by Bowdich, "profusely covered with
pines, aloes, and lilies; and richly varied with palm, banana, plantain, and guava trees"
(15). But Keats does not merely take hold of and transplant tropical vegetation from
travel literature. He draws in the "dull catalogue[s]" and the intrusive scientific systems
of the naturalist and the colonist alike (11:233). The "charms" of Lamia's wedding hall—
whose lushness literally overtakes part two of the poem—dissipate as soon as the
scientific Apollonius "force[s]" himself upon the "wealthy lustre" of the banquet room
(11:229. 166, 173). Keats aligns Apollonius with the methods of the AfHcan explorer
who would "conquer all mysteries by rule and line,/ Empty the haunted air. and gnomed
mine--/ Unweave a rainbow while it erewhile made/ The tender-personed Lamia melt into
a shade" (11:235-38). Yet because Keats attempts to capture the charms of Lamia within
the "rule and line" of his consciously mysterious poetic, he raises questions about just
what kind of inscription can possess Afncan magic without sucking the life out of it. For
as the writing of the period demonstrates, through the discourse of either exploratory
writing or poetry, Europeans who represented what they did not understand enacted—to
different degrees—a process of deadly possession or appropriation. African snakes and
serpents, for example, were catalogued by scientific writers like Bowdich. Stedman. and
Ritchie as natural manifestations of the AfHcan landscape and therefore as fair game for

not just observation, but dissection. Bowdich's discussion of African reptiles captures
the chameleon in a lifeless description, as part of the "natural" magic of Africa, part of
what was to be mined, categorized, and grossly appropriated.
With Lamia, Keats also takes up this chameleon quality, but to a different end.
Unlike Bowdich's account of the reptile, Keats's poem is such a "gordian" knot of
ambiguity to many readers^ precisely because he refiises to "melt" or absorb her into the
"shade" of his poetic (1:47). Instead, he exposes her only to protect her (to some extent)
from complete possession. When Hermes first lays his possessive eyes on the serpent, he
finds her an excessive, magnificent creature:
Vermilion-spotted, golden, green and blue;
Striped like a zebra, freckled like a pard.
Eyed like a peacock, and all crimson barred;
And fiill of silver moons, that, as she breathed.
Dissolved, or brighter shone, or interwreathed
The lustres with the gloomier tapestries— (1:48-53)
While this passage in some sense participates in stereotypes that exoticize Africa, it also
serves to highlight Lamia's destablizing transformation when, "left to herself, the serpent
now began/ To change" (1:46-7). She is literally "undressed" of her colors and masked in
white skin and human form, her entree to the busy metropole of Corinth (1:160). From
this point on, the poem marks her as "fair" (1:181, II;110), but never ceases to hint at the
serpent coiled beneath that skin. "The serpent—Ha. the serpent! Certes. she/ Was none"
(11:80-1), writes Keats, declaring her both a serpent and not a serpent. Thus, he identifies

her in terms of continual transformation that undermines notions of a possessive,
territorializing self of travel writers and poets alike, that self posited so confidently in
Bowdich's account of Ashantee as well as in the final books of Wordsworth's Prelude!^
In contrast to Bowdich and Wordsworth, Keats's poetry interacted with Afiica in
a way that captured even William Hazlitt, who wrote about Keats and Afiica to illustrate
his idea of art and imagination. In 1822 Hazlitt reviewed the art collection of William
Beckford's Fonthill Abbey for London Magazine with disappointment because its
"frippery and finery" lacked the air of "impenetrable mystery" he had expected to find.
He concludes such mystery could better be found among the "'wastes and wilds" of
Abyssinia, or better, among the dynamic of cultural exchange, like "a volume of Keats's
poems [which] was carried out by Mr. Ritchie to be dropped in the Great [Sahara]
Desart" (406). Throughout 1818, as it happens. Keats had followed the Afiican ttavels of
Joseph Ritchie, whose expeditions Keats likened to those of Mungo Park (L. 1:198).
Keats had sent a copy of Endymion with the explorer asking him to cast it into the heart
of the Sahara,'" to which Ritchie replied by letter in December 1818: "Endymion has
arrived thus far on his way to the Desart. and when you are sitting over your Christmas
fire will be jogging (in all probability) on a camel's back o'er those Afran Sands
immeasurable'" (Letters 2:16). There is something chilling about Ritchie carrying
Endymion into Afiica while carrying out plans for the British government to explore the
continent in order to possess its most powerful resources. But the image of Ritchie
tossing Keats's poetry into Afiica and then declaring him "the greatest poetic luminar\' of
the age to come" can be ttaced to Keats's own conception of his poetic as something thai

could coexist with cultural difference {Letters 1:198). Keats, with his usual irony, wrote
to his brother George that copies of Endymion commingled with the mysterious and
unknowable worldwide: "One is in the wilds of america—the other is on a camel's back
in the plains of Egypt" {Letters 2:16).
L: ":ia further demonstrates Keats's awareness that questions of exploration and
conquest are inseparable from questions of poetic imagination. By invoking the "rule and
line'" of the explorer/colonist within the "wide expanse"" of his own poetic. Keats
implies that the transformations of a certain kind of poetic practice can interact with
cultural difference without annihilating it. The opening canto in "The Fall of
Hyperion"—which he composed while he was writing Lamia—records an imaginative
interchange between Keats's "fine spell of words" and the "shadows of melodious
utterance," "sable charm," and the heavenly dreams of the "savage" (1:1-11). With
Lamia, Keats casts doubt on ideologies that would impose a sovereign identity onto a
space rather than allowing an identity to fill it. To inscribe the "sands of Africa" {Letters
1:223) in the "dull catalogue of common things" (11:233)—to place the Afncan serpent's
chameleon transformations under the static view of the scientific writer or the possessive
gaze of colonial authority—is, Keats realizes, to kill it utterly.
Yet Keats must have been aware that the question of Lamia's serpent nature and
its symbolic value was itself a nexus for the meeting and inter-working of cultures. The
serpent Lamia (for a Western audience) immediately suggests the smooth-talking reptile
and the induction of evil into the world in Christian mythology. By making his serpent a
woman. Keats combines Eve and the satanic slitherer. Her "serpent prison" where we

find her at the outset of the poem is the reverse of the satan-encasing serpent of Paradise
Lost. Keats sympathizes to some extent with this satanic colonial outcast, because like
Lamia, Milton's serpent-as-transformed-animal seduces his prey and then has his legs—if
not his entire body—dissolved by a greater force. If the serpent formed one basis for
English Christianity, it also had had rich meanings for Afncan and Caribbean society in
the early nineteenth century, although it is impossible to say how much conscious
awareness Keats had of these practices.
Even as many travel accounts characterized Africa as a "paradise," the serpent
played a central role in Afncan voodoo before and during European exploration and
imposition. European writers record traces of the centrality and power of the serpent in
Afnca religion, known as Vaudoux. Obeah, or at least as some type of fetish worship.
Moreau de Saint-Mery's account in Description de la partie francaise de SaintJDomingue
(1797-98) of the mysterious "cult of the serpent" of Saint-Domingue, led by the
••pythonisse" or '"Vaudoux mistress," emphasizes the serpent's non-European
significance:'"
Vaudoux signifie un etre tout-puissant et sumaturel, dont dependent tous les
evenemens qui se passent sur ce globe.... Connaissance du passe, science du
present, prescience de Tavenir. tout appartient a cette couleuvre. (1:64)
{Vaudoux signifies an all powerful and supernatural being upon whom depends all
the events that take place in the world.... Knowledge of the past, the present, and
the future, all these belong to this grass snake.)
Yet. throughout European literature of the Romantic period, the value Africans grant to

the serpent is repeatedly represented as a locus of uncomfortable imcertainty because of
its unknowability.'^
Afncans and snakes are brought together ideologically during the Romantic
period most often in the debate on the slave trade. For example, the widely circulated
tract "An Apology for Negro Slavery: or the West India Planters Vindicated from the
Charges of Inhumanity" (1786) targets snake worship among other justifications for
slavery. Before the Europeans came to Afnca, the author alleges, "the people were
immersed in the grossest ignorance, idolatry, and barbarism. They worshipped snakes
... and other wild beasts imagining that the homage they paid them would hinder them
from doing them any harm" (10). Given the Christian ideology, which underwrote most
discourse on slavery, Afncan snake worship could only imply devotion to something evil.
It did not take long for Afncans who "worship serpents, and even reptiles and entertain
very unbecoming and confused notions of Deity" to become West Indian slaves "without
any religion but that called Obeah. or belief in a demon" (Renny 165; The State of
Society in Jamaica 12).
Snake worship's reputation as an ever present danger to white planters became
inextricably related to its unknowability. Bryan Edwards's 1819 edition of History of the
West Indies awkwardly attempts to understand the practice, imposing European
knowledge on to it by defining obeah through etymological meaning. He finds that
A serpent, in the Egyptian language, was called Ob, ox Aub.—Obion is still the
Egyptian name for a serpent.—Moses, in the name of God. forbids the Israelites
ever to inquire of the demon Ob. which is translated in our Bible. Charmer, or

Wizard, Divinator, aut Sorcilegus. The woman at Endor is called Oub or Ob,
translated Pythonissa; and Oubasois ... was the name of the Basilisk or Royal
Serpent, emblem of the sun, and an ancient oracular Diety of Africa. (2;107)
Edwards unwittingly writes the serpent as a shared symbol for divergent cultures. He
aligns both Europeans and Africans under the serpent and acknowledges the different
interpretive value given it in each realm. The beguiling serpent in "our Bible" is
demonized. whereas the "Royal Serpent" of African cultures radiates fertility and life.
Though African power originated with the snake, Europeans (including Edwards)
remained in the dark about the nature of this power. While some dismissed Obeah as
nonsense, others (such as the Jamaican surgeon Benjamin Moseley) claimed that its
practitioners could cast spells causing disastrous epidemics on plantations.
However little the English knew about its specific function, they clearly linked
Obeah ceremonies and voodoo possession to slave rebellions, insurrections, and other
threatening acts, especially in the Caribbean. Many islands even established laws and
held "Obeah trials" to prevent the this mysterious, powerful, and fnghtening practice.
Keats's use of the African serpent, or phythoness, certainly would have conjured up
scenes of obias possession described by Captain John Steman in his popular Narrative of
a five years' expedition against the Revolted Negroes of Surinam (1796). Stedman called
these the "dance of the mermaid," performed by the ''Sibyls, who deal in oracles." then
dance and whirl
round in the middle of an assembly, with amazing rapidity, until they foam at the
mouth, and drop down as convulsed. Whatever the prophetess orders to be done
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during the paroxysm, is most sacredly performed by the surrounding multitude;
which renders these meeting extremely dangerous, as she frequently enjoins them
to murder their masters, or desert to the woods" (2:272-73).
Stedman's account repeats Moreau's description of the Vaudoux mistress, who is
possessed or mounted by the spirit through the serpent and who presides over the
ceremony:
Tout-a-coup il prend la boite ou est la couleuvre. la place a terre et fait monter sur
elle la Reine Vaudoux. Des que I'asile sacre est sous ses pieds, nouvelle
pythonisse, elle est penetree du Dieu, elle s'agite. tout son corps est dans un etat
convulsif, et Toracle parle par sa bouche. (1:66)
(All of a sudden, he takes the box where the grass serpent is, puts it on the ground
where it mounts the Vaudoux mistress. As soon as the sacred sancmary is under
her feet, she is instantly pythoness, she is filled with her god. she becomes
disturbed, her whole body shakes with convulsions, and the oracle speaks through
her lips.)
Such anguished ecstasy, in fact, characterizes Lamia's spell-binding transformation:
... her elfin blood in madness ran.
Her mouth foamed, and the grass, therewith besprent.
Withered at dew so sweet and virulent;
Her eyes in torture fixed, and anguish drear.
Hot, glazed, and wide, with lid-lashes all sear....
The colours all inflamed throughout her train.

She writhed about, convulsed in scarlet pain;
(1:147-54)
The "gordian" contradictions of the woman mounted by her god through the
serpent completely mystified European logic. For example, while the pythoness had
power through possession, she was also, according to Moreau, "prone to more violent
agitations" and delirium than any other practitioner (1:67). These contradictions.
inherent in the religions practices of slaves, help explain Lamia's labyrinthian
inconsistencies. Her physical incarnations make sense: the "palpitating snake" (1:45) first
appears trapped in a "wreathed tomb" (1:38), yet she is simultaneously incorporated into
Hermes's imperial value system, emblemized on his "serpent rod" (1:89). She performs
medical miracles by "unperplex[ing] bliss from its neighboring pain" and "dress[ing]
misery in fit magnificence" (1:192,11:117). She lives in both freedom and slavery,
enacting the "unconfined Restraint." the "imprisoned liberty" Keats claimed in Endymion
as the "great key ... to all the mazy world/ Of silvery enchantment" (1:455-61).
Significantly, from within her "serpent prison-house," Lamia sends her spirit "where she
willed," from the pearly bowers of the sea goddess to the "rioting blend" of teeming
mortals.
Indeed, to the European mind, the most puzzling aspect of Vaudoux or Obeah
possession was its power to liberate and enslave its practitioners, what Moreau described
as a "a system of both domination and blind submission" (1:65). The same paradox
described so apprehensively by Moreau, Stedman. and others, is at the heart of Lamia.
Lamia's voodooistic crisis seems to manifest her freedom in several senses. She sloughs

off her colorful skin and dark origins, possessed instead by "white arms," a "neck regal
white," and a "new voice luting soft" (1:287,243, 167). This possession by whiteness
affords her social mobility. As a "lady bright" (1:171). she wins the love of Lycius who
gives her the opportunity to move from slave dwelling,'"' to the house of the master, from
'iove in a hut" to "love in a palace" (II:I, 3). Such freedom, however, only serves to
underscore the enslaving fimction of possession. Like the West Indian slaves she
partially recalls. Lamia is entangled in the continual process of giving herself up. The
core contradiction of the ritual, one that has a probable explanation in the realities of
slavery, is that a person achieves power and dominance only through complete obedience
and submission to the possessing spirit.'^ The crux of West Indian voodoo, the suicidal
question for slaves, and the ultimate question for Lamia are the same: Where does the
possibility of giving oneself up stop once a person is in the possession of a white body?
Possession by whiteness signified evil and death for the West Indians and West
Afncans alike. Bowdich records that during the Ashantee rituals he witnessed, "they
spill a little liquor on the ground as an offering to the fetish; and on rising from their
chairs and stools, their attendants instantly lay them on their sides, to prevent the devil
(whom they represent as white) from slipping into their master's places" (269-70). John
Adams's Sketches taken during ten voyages to Africa (1822) more explicitly notes that
"the evil spirit... the blacks conceive invariably to be of white color" (65). In Keats's
poem. Apollonius. whose "baldness" literally means the "mark of whiteness" and whose
"demon eyes" conjure images of the devil, exemplifies "English" possession's
systematic and therefore most destructive side. When he arrives at the feast where Lamia

is to become Lycius's possession in a marriage bond, Apoiionius's "calm-planted step."
his methodical "patient thought," and his exacting "eye severe" turn "poor Lamia" into
properties that he can then "thaw," "solve and melt" (11:157-63).
In order to escape the threat of such piercing whiteness, slaves cloaked their
ceremonies with secrecy. According to Edwards, the Jamaican slaves threw "a veil of
mystery" over their rituals to "conceal them from the knowledge and discovery of the
White people" (2:109). and Moreau observed the sacred oaths of secrecy taken by
practitioners in Saint-Domingue. Ceremonies were thus conducted during the middle of
the night as a kind of protective curtain that made slaves invisible to planters.
Throughout Lamia, therefore, Keats provides the "half-retired" serpent woman with a
similar kind of nocturnal concealment (1:312). The entire narrative takes place in the
protective covering of night, moving from "evening dim," to "wide-spreaded night." to
"eventide," to "midnight" (1:220,1:354,11:17.11:84). When the poem and Lamia herself
emerge from darkness on that bright "day" of her wedding (11:107). she is married,
revealed, and dissolved.
n. Slavery. Possession, and the Gaze of Westem Culmre

Keats's desire to reinvest the Westem story (in both its biblical and Greek
versions) of the serpent-as-transformed-animal with a newly charged exoticism
constimtes part of the early European colonial project in Africa. Thus, Keats's activit\does parallel that of Bowdich. or Park, or Ritchie, in their attempts to gather aspects of
the African terrain into their classificatory scheme and teike possession of what they saw
as "natural" magic. But Keats's text is vexed because, unlike the accounts of travelers

and colonists, he not only took hold of the magic of Africa, but was taken by it. By
choosmg a sympathetic poetic figure with African origins who enacts aspects of West
Indian religious magic, Keats manages to celebrate the imaginative power of Africa,
whose force comes fi-om a reversal of colonial methods, from being the possessed instead
of the possessor, from keeping power hidden instead of displaying it. from working in
darkness instead of panoptic visibility.
Analyzing Jeremy Bentham's politics of space and visibility in late-eighteenth
and early nineteenth-century English culture, Michel Foucault observes the European
preoccupation with eradicating darkness and creating a transparent society:
A fear haunted the latter half of the eighteenth century: the fear of darkened
spaces, of the pall of gloom which prevents the full visibility of things, men and
truths. It sought to break up the patches of darkness that blocked the light,
eliminate the shadow>- areas of society, demolish the unlit chambers where
arbitrary political acts, monarchial caprice, religious superstitions, tyrarmical and
priestly plots, epidemics and the illusions of ignorance were fomented.. . . The
new political and moral order could not be established until these places were
eradicated. (153)
This same British gaze oversaw the work habits and living style of West Indian slaves
while it tried to make visible voodoo rituals and other covert activities where slave
rebellions could be planned and executed.
In much the same way. Lamia becomes the object of various sets of "imperial
eyes." to use a phrase suggested by Mary Louise Pratt. As Pratt observes, for some

African explorers, Mungo Park in particular, gazing was a reciprocal activity (69-85).
Park recorded not only what he saw, but what saw him. The women he met in Bondou.
for example, "rallied me with a good deal of gaiety on different subjects, particularly
upon the whiteness of my skin ... [which] they said, was produced when I was an infant,
by dipping me in milk" (Park 29). Keats, too. begins his poem with a type of reciprocal
gaze.

Lamia strikes a bargain with Hermes through the power of her vision. The oath

Hermes swears "by [her] eyes" transpires only when "she breathe[s] upon his eyes" (1:90.
124). This exchange gives Lamia volcanic vision—her eyes "in torture fixed, and anguish
drearV Hot, glazed, and wide, with lid-lashes all sear,/ Flashed phosphor and sharp
sparks, without on cooling tear" (1:150-52)—and turns her into the poem's first "seer."
Like Milton's Eve in her newly bom body. Lamia stops "by a clear pool" to see "herself
escaped," yet the very moment she becomes conscious of her own freedom, she loses that
freedom to the binding forces of the culture in which she is inscribed (1:182-83).
In Lamia's world, as in Keats's. reciprocity does not last long. Lamia's eyes are
"ever watchful, penetrant" (11:33) when she lands at the border of Corinth, but within that
border it is Lycius's "watchful" eyes that turn her into a mirror of colonial desire and
Apollonius's "penetrant" gaze that harpoons her. When Lycius first observes Lamia, he
bends to her "open eye/ Where he was mirrored small in paradise" (11:46-7). He falls
desperately in love with her, literally consuming her with his eyes: "his eyes had drunk
her beauty wpJ Leaving no drop in the bewildering cup,/ And still the cup was full"
(1:251-2). A visual alcoholic. Lycius is instantly addicted, as he declares "Ah Goddess,
see/ Whether my eyes can ever turn from thee!" (1:225). Like the master whose identity

comes from the work of the slave who is the source of his or her power. Lycius is
"chain[ed]" to Lamia so strongly that he predicts what his fate will be when she ceases to
mirror him: "Even as thou vanished so I shall die," he moans (1:256). Indeed, he feels
horror at Lamia's unsightly death precisely because she no longer reflects him. After
Apollonius impales Lamia with his own "juggling eyes," the panicked Lycius
gazed into her eyes, and not a jot
Owned they the lovelorn piteous appeal
More, more he gazed: his human senses reel;
Some hungry spell that loveliness absorbs;
There was no recognition in those orbs."
(11:245)
But Keats strongly indicts both the addictive gaze of Lycius and the piercing vision of
Apollonius. At Lamia's death. Lycius impugns Apollonius's eyes—eyes that hover
betu'een "unlawftil magic" and "enticing lies"~waming that the gods will "pierce them
on the sudden with the thom/ Of painful blindness" (11:279-82). In commanding the
common Corinthians to "look upon that gray-beard wretch! Mark how, possessed, his
eyelids stretch/ Around his demon eyes! Corinthians See!" (11:287-9). Lycius punishes
Apollonius by making a spectacle of his eyes, while the poem wraps Lycius up as the
final imaginative exhibit.
Moreau warned of the disruptive nature of West Indians in connection with
Vaudoux. where slaves would explicitly ask for "the ability to manipulate the spirit of
their masters." But more shocking is what he calls "the magnetism" created in white

masters who gazed too curiously on this culture:
Des Blancs trouves epiant les mysteres de cette secte, et touches par Tun de ses
membres qui les avait decouverts, se sont mis quelquefois a danser, et one
consenti a payer la Reine Vaudoux, pour raettre fin a ce chatiment. (1:68)
(Some whites found spying on the mysteries of the sect and touched by one of the
members who had discovered them are actually driven to dancing and consenting
to pay the Vaudoux mistress a fee in order to put an end to this chastisement.)
Just like Keats, who turns Lycius's addictive gaze into a "love trance" from which he
cannot escape (11:241), Moreau records not only the intense desire of the white
community to gaze on the strange and powerful African customs, but also the fear of
being caught and mastered by a practice they could not control.
If Keats's poem condemns a certain kind of seeing eye, it equally celebrates the
unseen and explicitly links it to freedom. During her interchange with Hermes. Lamia
insists that the nymph is "invisible, yet free/ To wander as she loves in liberty" (1:108-9).
"She tastes unseen; unseen her nimble feet," explains Lamia, "she plucks the fruit
unseen, she bathes unseen." And in the context of the island
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it is Lamia's power that

keeps "her beauty veiled/ To keep it unaffronted. unassailed/ By the love-glances of
unlovely eyes" (1:95-6). Lamia also demonstrates a desire to keep herself "veiled" and
"unassailed" in her move to the Corinthian marketplace, which was. after all. both an
imperial metropolis and the largest slave market in ancient Greece.'^ Given this fact,
who can blame Lamia for hiding out, even during her first face-to-face encounter with
Lycius. when he literally sees right through her. as she stands "so neighboured to him.

and yet so unseen" (1:240)? She dwells unseen in Corinth, and though the voyeuristic
crowds try to look on, even "the most curious/ Were foiled, who watched to trace them to
their house" (1:395). This seclusion makes her suspect, yet for a time she maintains her
invisibility and thus her power.
It is this focus on secret space destroyed by the consumptive context of the
market, where bodies become possessions, that characterizes Lamia's and Lycius's
fateful union. As Maijorie Levinson notes, the reciprocity between Lamia and Lycius
means that "each lover becomes to the other a property'" (277). Hidden away in their
chamber and veiled by "midnight silence," their bliss is '"too short" "to breed distrust and
hate, that make the soft voice hiss" (1:84,11:9-10). But if she does not hiss. Lamia at least
senses Lycius's mental return to the "noisy world," the very conditions that would
reframe their experience and cause him "desert" and "dismiss" her (11:43-5). Lycius
destroys this context not simply by proposing marriage to—and by extension ownership
of^°~Lamia. but by reconceiving of her as a "prize" that make his "foes choke" and his
"friends shout afar" (11:57-62). Keats implies that once brought into the daylight of
Western representational systems which uphold distinctions based on color—and value
systems where profit triumphs over love—^the charms of Lamia disappear absolutely.
Mutual passion and possession turns to ownership, and the result is dangerous, if not
deadly.
Lamia's loss of self, identity, and power begins with the unveiling of her secrets
by Lycius. In his effort "to reclaim/ Her wild and timid nature to his aim" (11:70-71). he
insists on displaying her before the public in a wedding ceremony, even though Keats as

narrator explicitly condenms this kind of visibility: "O senseless Lycius! Madman!
Wherefore flout/ The silent-blessing fate, warm cloistered hours" (1:148). For it is not
merely the one traveler observing the beauty and magic of Africa who kills it, but the act
of inscribing and publici2dng such a place in representations for all to see. Lamia, like
Africa, becomes the object of the gaze for an entire population. At her ceremony. "The
heard approached; each guest, with busy brain,/ Arriving at the portal, gazed amain"
(II:150). When Apollonius, as a figure for the center of white culture and its imperial
gaze, destroys Lamia by piercing her with the eye who has learned her secrets, he merely
finishes the job that Lycius starts. Thus while Keats exposes Lamia to the demon eyes of
Apollonius, he nonetheless admonishes those like Lycius, inclined to unsettle and display
the vast treasure of African mysteries, to "show to common eyes these secret bowers"
(11:150). And though Apollonius reveals Lamia's mystery and leaves Lycius in a dead
stare. Keats seems to warn against probing too deeply into the heart of her secrets.
III. Lamia and the Legend of Yarico and Inkle
Though Keats draws on the power of African magic and symbology to produce
his poetic, this same drive also powerfully records fears resulting from the possession of
Africa by European cultures. No other topic registers both the fear of and desire for
Africans more than that of interracial love. Such love stories tell themselves at first
through a discourse of reciprocity or mutual possession, but this is a dynamic that
inevitably disintegrates, leaving the African or Caribbean either dead or enslaved."'
Keats deliberately pairs Lamia and Lycius in ways that imitate numerous interracial love
stories of his period, stories of love, domination, possession and dispossession."

Yarico and Inkle, the most popular production of this sort, evolved in England and
France over a one-hundred year period (from early 1700 to mid 1800).^ For several
months in 1818, just before Keats began Lamia. Coleman's drama Yarico and Inkle—
published by Longman and printed by Elizabeth Inchbald—was advertised in the London
Times. The British reading public knew the story well. Inkle, an English merchant, is
shipwrecked and makes his way to a foreign land.^"* Yarico, an emblem of dark beauty,
finds the sea-soaked Inkle, nurses him back to health, and the two proclaim their love for
one another. Soon, however, they are "rescued" by an English vessel headed for
Barbados where Inkle, overcome by avarice, sells Yarico into slavery.
Since Coleman's version of interracial love and British greed portrays Yarico as
an American Indian, Inchbald added a note to the play, confirming that British readers
would expect a story of miscegenous union and slavery to cast Yarico as Afncan. Highly
aware of the logistics of sea travel and the constraints of dramatic unity, Inchbald
concedes that "it would undoubtedly have been a quick passage, to have crossed a fourth
part of the Western globe" between the first and second acts. All the same, she favors a
representation that mimics the realities of trade, arguing that "as the hero and heroine of
the drama are compelled to go to sea—imagination, with but little more exertion, might
have given them a fair wind as well from the coast whence slaves are really brought."
Any story of cross cultural union at the time Keats wrote Lamia would have been
informed by the story of Yarico and Inkle, just as Yarico and Inkle in 1818 was informed
by encounters between Afnca and England.
The same year Keats published Lamia. J. Rusher published yet another version of

Yarico and Inkle in which "the author has altered the names of Yarico and Inkle to
Meracato and Barsina."'^ Like Lamia, this poem draws heavily on and reworks travel
narratives designed to sensationalize "primitive" cultures while it also participates in a
discourse of reciprocity (and its failure) based on mutual love. The exocitized Barsina
(Yarico) appears in "jetty tresses flowing hung behind^ and wildly wanton'd in each
breeze of wind7 Refulgent jewels, placed with artless care7 And shining bugles glitter'd
on her hair." Meracato (a name taken from the famous sixteenth-century catographer.
Mercator, who invented the Mercato projection for drawing the map of the world), falls
instantly in love with this vision of dark beauty. The two spend only a few months in a
"seqester'd grove" before entering an English ship where their relationship is
recontextualized in such a way that "no more Barsina's beauties now can move." Keats
thus implies what Rusher's Yarico and Inkle makes explicit: that once brought into the
day light of Western representational systems which uphold distinctions based on color,
and value systems where profit triumphs over love, the beauties of Barsina and the
charms of Lamia disappear. Mutual passion and possession turns to ownership, and the
result is dangerous, if not deadly.
When disembodied from her serpent's nature and occupying the body of a
woman. Lamia places interracial union and the fact of slaves as possessions in the context
of the realities of trade with Africa in this transitional period between 1807 and 1833. that
time of the "gradual abolition" of slavery. Miscegenation, which had always been a
concern for the European ruling class, was viewed with heightened attention during this
time. It is a difficult task to pinpoint the source of the fear, but as Joan Dayan points out.

most of it revolved around the myth of contamination.^^ Some historians of the West
Indies brought back news that black women's blood as well as their breast milk was
tainted, while others believed close contact with blacks would infect whites with "ill
customs."^' Worse, contamination highlighted contradictory myths about sexual
promiscuity and perversion. While writers like Edward Long churned out diatribes about
the sexual lasciviousness of black women, others such as the freed slave Oladauh
Equaino and the former slave trader John Newton exposed the sexual violence forced on
black women by "white savages.'
It was not just the idea of contamination that bothered white planters and
merchants and European culture at large, but the mulatto offspring that resulted in
miscegenous unions. A mulatto represented a precarious blurring of boundaries, for as
Bryan Edwards noted, "among the inhabitants of every island in the West Indies, it is the
colour, v^th some few exceptions, that distinguishes freedom from slavery-.""' When
color could no longer be distinguished, it would be impossible to tell the possession from
the possessor. So was the sentiment of F. G. Smyth who reminded that "the offspring of
white men and Mestize women [are] the last gradation of slavery."^® Even before West
Indian slaves were "freed" by parliamentary legislation, it was possible for slaves to pass
from black to white and thus from bondage to freedom in three generations.^' But in
reality, British law was especially slippery in its distinctions between freedom and
slavery, black and white. Anxiety over the ambiguity of this distinction can be read in
Edward Long's comment that •"offsprings of miscegenous unions remain in the same
slavish conditions as their mothers,"^" making it possible, over many years of cross-

cultural marriages, for white Europeans to be reduced to slavery. On the other hand.
African women who had long-standing unions with white masters had a better chance of
gaining manumission, and hence becoming a "free black," that glaringly uncomfortable
English term.
While Keats himself benefited from slavery by virtue of his nationality and his
stams as author, he also blatantly condemned the profiteers of slavery and the effect of
such exploitative possession. For example, in Isabella, another title piece from the
collection in which Lamia appears, Keats contemptuously characterizes Isabella's
brothers who capitalize from slavish servitude: "for them many a weary hand did swelt/
In torched mines and noisy factoriesy And many once proud-quivered loins did melt/ In
blood from stinging whip—with hallow eyes" (XIV 2-6). Worse still. Keats assigns
"these brethren" a most grisly murder for the simple reason that Lorenzo, one of their
slaves, "the servant of their trade designs," falls in love with Isabella and earns her love
in retum. Lorenzo—even more than Lamia~is associated with Dido, and thus with
classical expansionist literature and the motif of interracial reciprocity destroyed by the
empire-building activities of white travelers.^^ Keats considered Lamia an improvement
on the sentiment expressed in Isabella, and indeed. Lamia presents a much more
entangled plot of love that attempts to cross or redefine class or racial boundaries.
Keats's letter to Woodhouse in September 1819 attempted to define his efforts in
Lamia as a poetic of possession, one in which the reader is also possessed by the
serpentine tale. "I am certain there is that sort of fire in it which must take hold of people
in some way." he wrote. Keats forces readers to take hold of the poem's main narrative

through Lamia's trance and therefore through her affinity with African and West Indian
religious magic. But readers not only take hold of the poem; it takes hold of them. They
come to indentify with Lamia through an unsettling process that shifts between mortal
and goddess, snake and himiane, African and European, visible and invisible, freedom
and bondage, possession and dispossession.
A month after he read Lamia, Woodhouse was still so taken by Keats's poetic
zombification that he wrote Keats's publishers about it. Specifically, Woodhouse
pondered how Keats could move from subject to object, throw his soul "into any object
he sees, feels, or imagines" and so "speak out of that object, so that his own self will,
with the exception of the mechanical part, be armihilated." Woodhouse's practical
dilemma, one which Keats did not seem to consider, centered on how the poet as man
could be stripped of identity. Woodhouse concludes, "As a man he must have identity,
but as a poet he need not."^"* Thus, while Keats uses Lamia to celebrate the poetic
imagination through the magic and mystery of Africa, it is his colonial prerogative to
possess and dispossess the magic of Africa in the "dreams of Gods," far from the whip,
the chain, and the sugar plantation.

Keats's Lamia is ultimately a text in conflict with itself, and in this respect it
replicates the changing nature of race relations in early nineteenth-century England. The
idea of the poet finding a place for African and slave experience dissolves as soon as Fie
inscribes Africa within Western classicism, not to mention Romanticism, where he
identifies the serpent so intimately with Milton's satan. If Lamia is like Africa, then—no

matter how much Keats tries to rewrite her symbolic value—evilness is writ large across
the dark continent, fascinating, chilling, sublimely tamed on the artful page of poetry, as
brave men tamed the land and its women. In this sense, Keats reinforces the pattern of
the dark mistress who dissolves in the light of respectablitiy (the wedding in white) and
slithers away. But with Lamia. Keats himself becomes possessed and dispossessed. In
moments of extraordinary clarity, he celebrates the power and unknowability of Africa.
In a time of changing laws and ideas about race, slavery, and mastery, in a time of
increasing cultural exchange between Africans and Europeans. Keats's capability to not
reach irritably "after fact & reason" was a fitting answer to the painful, sacrifical. and
profitable contradictions of such exchanges.
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Notes to Chapter 2
1. For the text of Lamia, I use Keats: The Complete Poems ed. John Barnard, cited
parenthetically by stanza and line number. References to "On First Looking Into
Chapman's Homer," Endymion. and "The Fall of Hyperion" are also taken from Barnard's
edition and are given by stanza and line number in the text.
2. Robert Burton's account of Lycius, Lamia, and Apollonius in Anatomy of Melancholy
(III 2 i I), which Keats published along with the poem, is its most obvious source. For a
discussion of Burton's influence, see Chambers. See Gross for another possible mythic
source of the poem.
3. The most blatant example of Lyon's double-characterizing of Africans comes in Lyon's
and Ritchie's encounter with an African sultan. When informed of Ritchie's "proposed
journey and plans respecting the interior," the African sultan extends "the most flattering
promises of protection," promising to "act toward Mr. Ritchie as a brother, and assist him
in all things to the utmost of his power" (4). At the same time. Lyon designates the king a
duplicitous man, strongly implying that Ritchie's death is hastened by. if not caused by. the
king's ill-will (220).
4. Barnard (in Keats, 1987) points out that "the idea that classical nymphs, satyrs, and gods
were displaced by the fairies of English folk-lore is common in Elizabethan and
seventeenth-century literature" (69In).
5. See Fanon 161.
6. At the time Keats was writing, "Libya"—on many maps of Africa—designated the space
occupied by the Sahara desert.
7. The intertextuality between Romantic poetry and travel narratives during this period is
evident simply on the level of description. For Bowdich, the "luxurious" vegetation of
Africa created a "romantic park" (15). Beckford refers to the landscape of Jamaica as "a
romantic valley" (27).
8. For those critics who see the poem as a demonstration of ambiguit\' arising from various
contradictions between philosophy and poetry, rationalism and imagination, good and evil,
immortality and mutability, see Ridley, Stillinger. Sitterson, Wasserman, Skirp, Pace.
Hoagwood argues that critics who see the text in these kinds of dichotomies evade the
social/political problems the text addresses. For readings that incorporate gender criticism
often cite Keats's having a "gordian complication of feelings" for women {Letters 1:342).
see Hallissy. Nochinson, Alwes. Wolfson provides an excellent analysis of Keats's
"gordian complication of feelings" with reference to his entire oeuvre. The word "gordian"
in its mythic context, also cormotes the power of imperialism. As legend would have it. the
intricate gordian knot, originally tied by King Gordius of Phrygia was cut by Alexander the
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Great upon the promise that whoever could undo it would be the next ruler of Asia.
9. Critics regularly note the poem's deterritorializing poetic. Barnard (1987), for example,
finds the poem "unsettled and unsettling" (120).
10. SeeCoote, 117-18.
11. "On First Looking at Chapman's Homer," 5.
12. For a post-colonial treatment of Moreau, see Price-Mars.
13. For the most compelling work on the history and function of West Indian voodoo or
vodoun, see Dayan. I am grateful to Joan Dayan who first suggested this line of inquiry to
me.
14. The dwellings of Afncans and slaves on plantations were notoriously called "huts" in
all travel and abolitionist literature of this period.
15. See Bourgnignon 48.
16. Pratt argues that "reciprocity ... organizes Park's human-centered, interactive
narrative," but this dynamic is simply an idealization of "Park's expansionist commercial
aspirations" whereby Park not only looks at and speculates on Afiicans, but also
"repeatedly portrays himself as subjected to the scrutiny of the Afncans" (80-81).
17. Levinson's Marxist reading draws a parallel between Lamia's blank eyes and Moneta's
eyes which are "like two gold coins" (268). But even equating Lamia with the gold coin of
Keats's day would have linked her to Afnca and the slave trade. The "guinea," in which all
goods were advertised, literally means "negro land" and takes it name from the fact that it
was originally issued in Guinea gold. A good portion of the British slave trade took place
on the Guinea Coast.
18. As Lewis explains, the area around the Mediterranean is often compared to the
Caribbean, primarily because both civilizations grew up as seaborne empires surrounded by
awesome masses of water. Lewis goes into detail about how similarities in geography and
climate have influenced the politics of both. These were observed even during the
Romantic era by at least on interested writer. Olaudah Equiano comments in his
slave/travel narrative: "1 was surprised to see how the Greeks are, in some measure, kept
under by the Turks, as the negroes are in the West Indies by the white people" (1:90). Also
see Bemal's work on Afnca and Classical civilization. Bemal speculates that Greek culture
and mythology, especially as it originated on Crete, was influenced in major ways by
Egyptian. Levantian. and North Afncan religion and society.
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19. Corinth was the center of worship for the patron goddess Aphrodite, for which the
Corinthians built a magnificent temple housing thousands of slaves and prostitutes for the
use of strangers. For historical accounts of slavery in ancient Greece and Rome, see
Wiedemann.
20. Levinson states: "In order to constitute Lamia as a property (as opposed to something
of the order of a natural resource), Lycius must first establish his ownership. He must
publicly and legally secure his goods, hence his insistence on marriage, as on a very public
reception" (278). Parsons notes that Lycius's "indulging" in public invites his rivals to
seize what is being enjoyed. Clarke also sees that much of the interaction of the poem is
based on ownership and property, so that "Hermes and Lamia together compose an
allegory for the participatory exchange of goods in fi-ee commerce, the counterpart of theft
and dispossession" (569).
21. See Pratt, p. 97.
22. Morris Dickstein {Keats and His Poetry: A Study in Development, Chicago and
London: U of Chicago P, 1971) sees elements of "love, possession, and sadistic desire for
domination intermingle" in the union of Lycius and Lamia (239). Bruce Clarke ("Fabulous
Monsters of Conscience: Anthropomorphosis in Keats's Lamia," Studies in Romanticism,
24, 1985, pp. 555-79) contends that "Lamia herself is an incoming, then outcast agent, who
will be accused of dispossessing another, who will then be dispossessed herself (555).
23. See Lawrence Marsden Prince,.777e/nWe awe/Kar/coLondon: 1937. The most
contemporary account is found in Peter Hulme, Colonial Encounters: Europe and the
native Caribbean, 1492-1797, London and NY: Methuen, 1986. Hulme bases much of his
critique on Richard Steele's 1711 version, but he states that "after about 1810 the flood
suddenly dried, and Inkle and Yarico were quickly and almost completely forgotten" (227).
This is incorrect, for the play was still advertised in the London Times as late as 1818. and
a version of the poem appeared in 1820.
24. Depending on the version, is Africa, America, or India.
25. The Secret History and Misfortunes of Fatyma; And The History of Olympia written by
themselves, to which is added Inkle and Yarico in Verse, London: J. Rusher, 1820.
26. See Joan Dayan, "Gothic Naipaul," rra?7j///ort 59, 158-170. Dayan points out the
extreme classifcatory systems of black blood during the early nineteenth-century, stating
that "as a metaphycial attribute, blood provides a rational system for classification and
distribution of a mythical essence: blood, i.e., race" (167). Also see, Joan Dayan "A
Receptacle for that Race of Men': Blood, Boundaries, and Mutations of Theory." American
Literature, December 1995; "Codes of Law and Bodies of Color." New Literarv History
26.2 (1995), pp. 283-308.
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27. Bush, 15.
28. Bush 18; Equiano I 75.
29. Edwards, 1,11.
30. F. G. Smyth, "An Apology for West Indians, and Reflections on the Policy of Great
Britain's Interference in the internal concerns of the West India Colonies," London: James
Ridgeway, 1824, p. 39.
31. Edwards, II11; Also see Richard S. Dunn. Sugar and Slaves. Chapel Hill, U of North
Carolina P, 1972, p. 255.
32. Quoted in Bush, p. 32.
33. See Pratt, p. 96.
34. Letter from Richard Woodhouse to John Taylor. 27 October 1818. In Wu 713.
Woodhouse also wrote notes to himself along these same lines. See The Keats Circle 2:5760.

CHAPTERS
Mapping the Interior:
African Cartography and Shelley's The Witch of Atlas

A pivotal episode in Shelley's The Witch of Atlas occurs when the "Wizard-lady"
crafts a creature called "hermaphroditus," then sets it at the prow of her boat for a grand
tour of Africa's interior, navigating the continent's "earth-quaking cataracts" and
"panther-peopled forests" (377; 347). The witch herself "glide[s] adown old Nilus."
where "he threads/ Aegypt and Aethiopia" (498-99); she explores the "Moeris and the
Mareotid lakes" (505); she uncovers the secrets of "the fabulous Thamondocana'" or
Timbucktoo (424).' Although The Witch of Atlas is the only Romantic poem to take up
Africa's interior geography with such intensity and in such detail, the poem's narrative
elusiveness, calculated ambiguities and deliberate irony has urged most readers to view
this interior as a purely poetic or psychological one.^ But, in fact, the "lady-witch" and
her hermaphrodite also capture with precision two issues at the heart of travel during
Shelley's own day: what exactly was the connection between exploration of Africa's
interior and the exploration of the human interior by Romantic writers? And how did
gender codes coincide with the mapping of both?
Exploration of Africa and the abolition of slavery are intimately connected, as
Alan Richardson and Mary-Louise Pratt have demonstrated. Pratt points out that it was
no coincidence that, in early nineteenth cenmry England, the Society for the Abolition of
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the Slave Trade was founded vvithin months of the Association for the Discovery of the
Interior Parts of Africa, and that several men, such as William Wilberforce, held
memberships in both (71). For Shelley, too, exploration of Africa and abolition of the
slave trade came logically together. In 1814, Shelley sent Mary Shelley a letter printed
in the Times (based on Mungo Park's Travels) detailing the horrors of slave caravans in
the African interior. Shelley wrote, "I send you the Times Newspaper. See where I have
marked with ink & stifle your horror & indignation until we meet" (L 1:408-9). In the
same letter, Shelley translates the "horror' of Africa's interior as a metaphor for the
"horror" of his own state of mind brought on by financial and personal problems by
referring to both in the same universal terms which he had used to address Africa's
interior problems: "my imagination is confounded by the uniform prospect of the
perfidity and wickedness and hard heartedness of mankind." Richardson accuses
abolitionist rhetoric during the Romantic period of "seal[ing] its right to lead and civilize
the world by unilaterally abolishing the slave trade [and] renewing a British empire now
based on trade and benign colonization" (70). In short exploration and subsequent
colonization was the flip side of slavery.
By 1820, when Shelley composed The Witch of Atlas, he was well-versed in the
travel narrative genre, including accounts dedicated to mapping Africa's interior. He had
explored ancient travel sources like Herodotus, and contemporary ones such as Mungo
Park, as Frederic Colwell's important source smdy points out. While Colwell has found
in The Witch of Atlas a rich repository of Herodotus's version of Africa and Brian Nellist
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considers the poem's crux to be its African geography, the poem presents an enigma to
many readers. Given the witch's geographical "indirection," in most assessments
anyway, she has come to stand not for a geographic interior, but for the interior workings
of the mind, with its random movements, its sheer disorder. It was Shelley's friend. Leigh
Hunt, who first identified the poem with the airy movements of the mind, and readers
have since grounded the witch's journey in a mental as much as a physical landscape."'
Indeed, because the poem so obviously takes up psychological and geographic interiors,
it asks to be considered in terms of how a specifically Afiican geography alive in
Shelley's day came to stand for European interiority. The Witch couples the foreign
interior of Africa with intimate human interiority, suggesting their fundamental
connectedness to European sensibility, the extent to which exploration of one prompted
exploration of the other. Yet the text repeatedly calls attention to its own irony—literally,
its "indirection." Shelley's witch travels, both literally and psychologically, a space
where randomness and error replace the supposedly orderly and accurate progressions of
England's charting of Africa.
I. The Changing Face of African Cartography
During the Romantic era. as Shelley would surely have been known, a
tremendous shift took place in African cartography, which amounted to a geographic
undressing of the continent, as a comparison of pre- and post-enlighterunent maps makes
clear.England's first atlas compiler, John Speed—in an effort to deny blankness and
lack—displayed Africa in his Prospect to the Most Famous Parts of the World (1626)
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(figure 1.1) as overflowing with mythological creatures, crowded with villages, and
brimming with mountain ranges, lakes, and rivers. In this sense. Speed's Afnca
resembled some of the most "civilized" places in Europe, with this difference: Afnca was
the only continent where savage animals of the elephant, anteater, and giant snake variety
stood in otherwise blank spaces on the map. Jonathan Swift's eighteenth-century poetic
pun characterizes Renaissance cartography:
So geographers, on Afnc maps.
With savage pictures fill their gaps,
And in unhabitable downs.
Place elephants for want to towns.
This gap-filling was by no means a purely English phenomenon. Speed and others were
influenced by the renown Dutch cartographer, Willem Blaeu (figure 1.2).
But these representations of Afnca's interior, which were mostly fabrication,
would not do for an era that claimed to be dedicated to science and objective truth. A
series of maps printed by Robert Sayer from 1754 to 1789 illustrate the slow geographic
draining of the continent between the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The 1754 map
(figure 1.3) mimics earlier maps in many ways. Although it lacks the mythological
creatures of Speed's variety, it is bound by pictures of Africans, showing them to be
industrious, social, artistic, and other features of European "civility." The 1770 map
(figure 1.4). based on the "great improvements from the Siems D'Anville & Robert"
appears scientific, actually highlighting the lack, emptiness, and blankness with a white
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space bearing the inscription: "Ethiopia: This country is wholly unknown to the
Europeans." By 1789 (figure 1.5), all attempts at filling white space with mythology and
fabricated geography are gone. This is no where more evident that on Major Rennell's
1800 The Geographical System of Herodotus compared with Modern Geography (figxire
1.6). Rennell promised to display the continent according to the travels of Herodotus, but
what he really did was replace Herodotus' mythological features with "modem" ones.
The feared and revered kingdom of Dahomey, for instance, which shows up on Rennell's
map. was not even established until the early seventeenth century, some 2000 years after
Herodotus. A fusion of ancient speculation and modem "scientific" discovery thus
guided the charting of Afnca's interior as the Romantic era began.
Here, in pristine puritv'. was a continent waiting to be filled up by travelers and
poets alike. Between 1800 and 1820, over forty travel books appeared in England
bearing titles of Afnca's interior. Of these, Francoise Le Vaillant's Travels in the
Interior of Africa (1790), Mungo Park's Travels into the Interior of Africa (1799). and
C.F. Bamberger's Travels Through the Interior of Africa (1801) comprised three of the
most important accoimts. All three were interested in putting themselves quite literally
on the map and in the process marking Africa as a natural site of male sexual desire.
Vaillant. who took to the interior as a naturalist, called "'the interior parts of Africa... a
Peru—it was a virgin land" (I:xxiii). Park, in Afnca on a commercial fact-finding
mission, hoped to "render the geography of Afnca more familiar to my countrymen.''
thus establishing a greater "commercial intercourse" with the continent (2. 10). While

Figure l.l, John Speed's Map of Africa

Figure 1.2, Willem Blaeu's Map of Africa
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Figure 1.3, Robert Sayer's 1754 Map of Africa
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Figure 1.4, Robert Sayer's 1770 Map of Africa
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Figure 1.5, Robert Sayer's 1789 Map of Afhca
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Figure 1.6, Major Rennel's 1800 The World According to Herodotus
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Vaillant and Park employed long established sexual conceits to naturalize and thus justify
masculine exploration, C.F. Damberger—in his famous and scandalous accoimt—
claimed that "Vaillant [and] Park have added but little to our knowledge" of the African
map (3). By focusing his narrative on the methods and materials of rivals, instead of
staking his own claim on the virgin land, Damberger pointed up how penetrating and
mapping Africa was really a contest between men over a feminized continent.
Damberger was not alone in pointing out the ulterior motives of European
explorers in Africa. Travelers like Vaillant and Park, who were guided by a combination
of scientific inquiry and sexual invasion, often found themselves at the center of public
scrutiny. Condemnation of exploring and mapping finds its most direct expression in
didactic poems of the day, which placed male sexual energy at the heart of discovery.
The 1817 Morning Post printed a poem titled "The Afncan Expedition" where the author
warned the sons of "Albion" to "check the schemes of prurient enterprise." He charged
explorers and cartographers alike with putting geographic designs on "ev'ry trackless
wild of Timbuctoo," on "Niger's doubtful source," and on "the wild mazes of the
Congo's course."^ Harmah More condemned the "spirit of discovery" as carried on by
men like Cortez, Columbus, Cartouche, and Caesar, whom she labeled "White
Savage[s]" ruled by "uncontrolled" "lust of conquest" and "lust of gold" (249-50). Noble
explorers and their cartographers, from More's perspective at least, "pant to tame earth's
distant bound" (257). Rapacious, systematic, and murderous, these apparent men of valor
severed families and social bonds, making "Discoverers" a "curse to man" and thus
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"Conquest... pillage with a nobler name" (266,280). One early poem entitled
"Transmigrations" figured exploration and tourism as thinly veiled sextial exploitation:
ATTEND ye swarms of MODERN TOURISTS
Yclept [xo-called], or Botanists or Floists:
Ye who ascend the cloud-capt Hills,
Or creep along the tinklylg Rills;
Who scientifically tell
The Wonders of each COCKLE-SHELL;
And load the Press with Publication,
With useless, learned DISSERTATIONS.
Ye who o'er Southern Oceans wander
With simpling B—ks or sly S—r;
Who so familiarly describe
The Frolicks of the wanton Tribe,
And think that simple Fornication
Requires no sort of Palliation.^
But geographic consumption was a two-way street. On the one hand, the public
viewed travelers as rapacious and greedy, while on the other hand, travelers charged the
public with these same sins. In 1790, the French traveler Vivant Denon wrote in his
account of Egypt under Napoleon:
Here pitiless reader, sitting quietly at his table with his map before him. will say
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to the poor, hungry, harassed traveller, exposed to all the trouble of war: "I see no
account of Aphroditopolis, Crocodilopolis, E^tolemais—what is become of all these
towns? What had you to do there, if you could not give account of them?... And
have I not relied upon you to give me some information on all these subjects?"^
As Denon has it, European readers feasted on the emaciated traveler and the emptiness of
the blank map. Still other African travelers complained about how psychological
deprived they became while sending a constant stream of ethnographic and geographic
information back to Europe. Park's alienation sticks in the heart of his narrative like a
sliver. "I was a stranger, 1 was unprotected, and 1 was a Christian" (95) he realizes at the
beginning of his course to the Niger. Even after several years in the interior of Africa,
and on his way home. Park still describes himself as "a stranger in a strange land" (186).
According to Park, while Afnca became more familiar to the public through the map.
Park himself became stranger.
Despite the antagonistic relationship between explorers and the public, the records
of Afhcan journeys were the basis for a great deal of cartography, which became the
symbolic manifestation of England's possession of the continent. It was during the
Romantic period the English became world leaders in African cartography, just as the
French and Dutch before them. The sheer size of Aaron Arrowsmith's A New Map of
AfHca—four large sheets, each measuring 29 by 25 inches—issued in 1802 for the
AfHcan Association (based on information brought back by Mungo Park), boasts the
large-scale confidence England had in its ability to master the continent. Nor was masterv-
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limited to official organizations. Thomas Brookes's A New Map of Africa from the
Latest Authorite (1818, figure 1.7) takes the form of a popular jigsaw puzzle for use by
the English middle class. For entertainment, English "players" competed in "race games"
where they constructed from misshapen pieces and fragments the outline and interior, so
as to demonstrate their command over the continent.®
At the same time, what played a more subtle and thus more powerful role in
command over the Afnca was its gendered status in the European mind. Africa, in all its
feminine beauty and fertility, turned into the male traveler's own mental landscape.
Although Park laid eyes on the land's "fertility and abundance" for commercial purposes,
in his lowest psychological moment, his discovery of Afnca's interior helps him
rediscover himself:
1 saw myself in the midst of a vast wilderness in the depth of the rainy
season, naked and alone; surrounded by savage animals, and men still
more savage.... At this moment, the ejctraordinary beauty of a small
moss, in fhictification, irresistibly caught my eye. I mention this to show
from what trifling circumstances the mind will sometimes derive
consolation; for though the whole plant was not larger than the top of one
of my fingers, 1 could not contemplate the delicate conformation of its
root, leaves, and capsula, without admiration. (186)
Just as often as Afnca's flowering, fertile interior reflected itself onto the "naked"
European mind, Afncan women mirrored the mind of male explorers. Vaillant's
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Figure 1.7, Thomas Brooke's Map of Africa
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notorious encounter with a young African woman revolves around his ability to transform
her into the image of his own mind, or "idea." "I found her name difficult to pronounce,
disagreeable to the ear, and inapplicable to my ideas," he states, "I therefore re-named her
Narina, which in the Hottentot language signifies a flower, desiring her to retain this
name for my sake" (1:428-29) (figure 1.8).
No one outlined the English fascination with blank, explorable interiors (thus
bringing together geographical and psychological interiors) better than Captain James
Cook. With Cook, maps became uncanny unfoldings, telescoping thousands of miles
within a single field of vision, cataloging strange and foreign places with familiar names
like "King George's Strait." Cook not only served as the transitional figure from
exploration by sea to exploration by land that led England to chart interiors; his opening
of the South Pacific also opened the expanding British consciousness, as Bernard Smith
has pointed out. A 1784 article in The Political Magazine offered Cook as a national
example in this regard:
Traveller! contemplate, admire, revere, and emulate this great master in his
profession: whose skill and labours have enlarged natural philosophy; have
extended natural science; and have disclosed the long concealed and admirable
arrangements of the Almighty in the formation of this globe. (405) (my
emphasis)
Writings like these are typical, giving the noble navigator Cook, and not "the Almighty."
the true credit for arranging and forming the globe. Forming the world, however, went

Fieiire 1.8. "Narina" from LeVaillants Travels
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hand in hand with "extending" and "enlarging" English consciousness, which benefited
from a globe of outlines, boundaries, perimeters, and "undisclosed" interiors that Cook's
"Grand General Chart" offered. Cook specifically asked his cartographer Lieutenant
Robert to construct a "grand out-line of the whole" world, leaving interiors "vacant" and
"unfinished" for the exploring European mind (404).
II. Cartography and Romantic Imagination
Considering the immense influence Cook had on the English imagination, it
comes as no surprise that Romantic poetry employed cartographic metaphors to chart the
enlarging human interiority. In Wordsworth's "Intimations Ode," the growing poet sets
"at his feet, some little plan or chart," "shaped by himself with newly learned art."
Wordsworth's elliptical portrait draws a striking likeness to Keats who, on first looking at
Chapman's Homer, imagines himself charting the heavens and the seas alike, as "some
watcher of the skies" or "stout Cortez" staring with "eagle eye" at the undiscovered
vasmess of the Pacific. Keats thus underscores the inseparability of geographic and
psychological structures within the symbolic (literary) order of reading and writing. Like
Keats's metaphoric use of exploration, charting, and conquest. Wordsworth's sense in the
"Ode" of the "Soul's immensity" urges the middle-aged poet to travel as a "Creature/
Moving about in worlds not realized." These motifs of "excursus" and wandering in the
unknown world of the soul expand in The Prelude, where Wordsworth describes how the
"horizon of [his] mind enlarged," how the "sanguine schemes" of his youthful days
expanded by the "intellectual" eye of imagination. This expanding interiority can be
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traced to the center of many Romantic poems, summed up most eloquently and
enthusiastically by Coleridge in his 1794 "Religious Musings":
The whole one self! Self, that no alien knows!
Self, far diffused as fancy's wing can travel!
Self, spreading still, oblivious of its own.
Yet all of all possessing. (Coleridge, 1985, 173-76)
It is just this sort of traveling English self, diffusing itself on fancy's spreading
wing, that opened up the wonders of "worlds not realized" to the English imagination in
travel literature.^ For example. Mungo Park conceived of "fancy" as his travel guide
when he claimed that "Fancy had already placed me on the banks of the Niger, and
presented to my imagination a thousand delightful scenes in my future progress" (89-90).
Coleridige's expanding self is also a prerequisite to exploratory accounts like the 1816
"Mission to the Congo," which failed (with half the men dying, and half turning back)
because of the English self s desire to "possess all in all." An 1817 report in the Morning
Post on the mission's failure diagnosed precisely this problem: "An anxious zeal and
over eagerness ... to acquire all the information that could possibly be obtained, seem to
have actuated every one, from the lamented commander to the common seaman and
private marine, and led them to attempt more than the human constitution could bear."^
Further, not only the interior of Africa, but the interior of Africans could inform
European consciousness. Readers of Afiican travels would expect to find accounts of the
customs, habits, and resources of Afncan states, as well as glimpses into the African state
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of mind. Descriptions of intimate interracial love affairs and friendships were highly
popular with readers precisely because such stories highlighted the extent to which
Europeans could know themselves by possessing intimate knowledge of an "other."
Francoise Vaillant (though he was ardently opposed to the slave trade and slavery)
exuded sentiments of "equality" in regards to the Hottentots of Caffrinia. But "equality"
here carries a peculiar meaning. Vaillant stresses the African-European encounter as one
where the African can mirror the interiority of the European. In regards to a Hottentot
named "Klass." for example, Vaillant remarks, "Klaas was ... my equal, my brother, the
confidant of my hopes and fears: more than once has he calmed my agitated mind, and
re-animated my drooping courage" (1:252). The African mind thus not only provides
sustenance and direction for Vaillant's own. The African also bolsters Vaillant's
'"agitated" mind" to become part of his identity as confidant of his "hopes and fears."
Poets—including the young Shelley—who specifically found feminized Africa a
handy construct for discovery of the poetic imagination aligned themselves with the
ideologies of men like Park and Vaillant, who seemed to so bravely tame and name the
land and its women.In "Alastor," for instance Shelley figures his Poet's Arab maiden
as one of the "Mysteries" that "dark Aethiopia in her desert hills conceals" (115). The
maiden-as-Africa becomes one with the poet's interiority: "her voice was like the voice"
of the poet's "own soul" (153). Here, as in Park's and Vaillant's accounts, it is the poet's
interior—not Africa's—that is blank. In fact, that poet "gaze[s] and gaze[s]" on Africa's
inmost mysteries "till meaning on his vacant mind/ Flashed like strong inspiration"' (125-
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28).

This fusion of African interiority with English psychological landscape emerges
most potently in the Nile sonnets of Keats, Shelley and Hunt. In 1818, the three poets
gathered at Leigh Hunt's Hampstead cottage for a poetry writing contest on the subject of
the Nile. In the fifteen minutes they had to compose the sonnets, all three made
unflinching use of Egyptian and Aincan cartography, thus showing not only the extent to
which mythological and contemporary map knowledge was at their fingertips, but the
well-traveled analogy between Afnca's interior and the interiority of the English psyche.
Keats's sonnet begins with the "old moon-mountains AfHcan" then imagines the Nile's
flow "twixt Ciaro and Decan." both contemporary dots on the Afncan map. Hunt
employs similar geographic markers, as the Nile 'iaps[es] along/ Twixt villages" then
"flows" in the direction of Egyptian and Afncan topography past "caves, pillars, and
pyramids."' Similar images flood Shelley's sonnet, where Nile rains "drench" Africa's
"secret Aethipian dells" then stream across the continent fi'om the scorching sands of the
Sahara to the "desert's ice-girt pinnacles in the Atlas Mountains." By instinctively
linking the mythology of Egypt to contemporary geographic knowledge of Afnca. Keats.
Hunt and Shelley reveal the logical link in the popular mind between Egypt and Africa
and the extent to which English familiarity with Egypt became a way to understand what
was strange about the Afncan continent as a whole. James Bruce's 1797 expedition into
the continent by way of Egypt, for example, revived "the striking and long continued
parallel between Egypt and the extensive settlement at the Cape of Good Hope." Among
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many comparisons, the key parallel was that "with the help of water both Countries are
equally fertile.""
It was precisely the issue of fertility that prompted Keats, Hunt and Shelley to
make the troubling leap from Africa's geographic interior to their own imaginative
interiors. All three poets expand African mysteries to make them stand for the English
imagination, especially in their barrenness and frnitfrilness, lack and plenty. The flow of
Hunt's Nile induces an emptiness and silence, but the bone-dry "void" also highlights the
"fhiitfiir' waters that flow in the poet as they flow into Africa. Hunt emphasizes here
how a geographical and psychological emptiness alike cannot be "weighed" until it is
measured, both poetically and cartographically. The sonnet's carefully measured lines
and iambic feet expand fold out in ways analogous the cartographer's expansive map,
spanning thousands of miles and years on a single sheet of paper. Hunt's Nile "laps[es]"
along between indigenous populations, but urges English mental travelers to "think how
we shall take/ Our own calm journey on for human sake." The poet in his journey for
growth aligns himself with the Nile as African traveler, seeking fruitfiilness, insight and
calm reflection. For Keats, too, the Nile's journey into Africa is the analogous with
imaginative fertility. His sonnet asks, "Art thou so fruitful?." then it answers:
'Tis ignorance that makes a barren waste
Of all beyond itself. Thou dost bedew
Green rushes like our rivers, and dost taste
The pleasant sun-rise. Green isles has thou too.
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And to the sea as happily dost haste.
Shelley's sonnet is similarly positioned on a fanciful comparison between the physical
geography of the Nile and the psychological geography of Westem "man." "O Nile." he
declares in one breath and "O man" in another, stressing their fundamental
interdependence. Shelley suggests tiiat "knowledge" is apprehended to the English mind
as the floods of the great Afncan river, whose "soul-sustaining airs and blasts of evil/
And fhiits and poisons spring where'er thou flowest."
Fertility was not just about the imagination. Afiica was a fertile mother, giving
birth to society, human history and mythology. This meant that as a continent she had to
be conquered both poetically and geographically. Europeans had to find out what she
was in order to find out what they were; what she contained in order to find what they
contained; what processes governed her to see what processes governed them. The Nile
sonnets suggest how. specifically, Africa's interior was understood as a creative category:
in its fhiitfulness and barrenness. Africa was linked to the "inward span" of the enlarging
poetic imagination. Through their provocative chemistry of geography, topography, and
legend, all three sonnets offer Afiica as the source and thus the interior of contemporaryhuman society. "Egypt and its sands," according to Hunt, provide and "eternal'" vision,
so that Afiica reflects "the yoimg world" paved by European civilization. This myth of
primitivism emerges in Keats too, whose nurturing Nile is "Nurse of the swart nations
since the world began." Similarly, in "Alastor," Shelley insists on "Dark Aethopia" as
the land "of the world's youth," hiding in its caverns and hills "the thrilling secrets of the
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birth of time" (115,122,128). By following the Nile through its African shifts, Keats
takes the imagination to the "moon-mountains," linking Ptohney's classical source for the
Nile to what was labeled on nineteenth-century maps as the "spine" or "backbone of the
world." As this phrase implied, Afiica became like the mythological "Atlas," supporting
the world on its back. In his turn, Shelley took to the Atlas Mountains, with their
undecidable movement between "Frost and Heat," between "blasts and meteors
Tempests," and so moved fi-om an imaginative backbone to a geographic hybrid space.
In 1818. in fact, the Atlas Mountains, like Egypt itself, were a mystery, a double
exposure, extending across the continent and separating the Mediterranean basin from the
Sahara. And it is these "Atlas" mountains—an imaginative blend of fire and ice—not
the ones in Northern Afnca, where Shelley sets a major portion of his Witch of Atlas.
III. Travel Fakes and Poetic Pranks
Whereas travel accounts and some Romantic poems interiorized Afnca by relying
on a particular gendering of it, both Bamberger's Travels and Shelley's Witch of Atlas
hinge on sexual ambiguity and thus undermine the feminization of Africa by both kinds
of "explorers." Because Shelley adopts a deliberately ironic tone in The Witch—one that
half-parodies his use of Africa in "Alastor"—the poem can be read in the tradition of
Damberger's equally ironic travel narrative. For it is the ideological—and as we shall see
the ironic—tendencies of Damberger, not those of Park and Vaillant. that Shelley plays
out in his poem.
Damberger was the first to cross the entire continent from the Cape of Good Hope
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to Morocco, so naturally his travels were an instant sensation in Europe, with entire
sections of The St. James's Chronicle and other London and Paris papers printing
generous extracts.'^ Damberger's narrative promised to surpass previous accounts, which
gave
merely a glimpse into the interior of that vast continent... a thousand miles in a
straight line from the coast, has been the extremity of every former excursion
while our present author has explored an extent of then thousand miles through
the very heart of the country. (4)
Goldbach, Damberger's cartographer, best summed up the cultural weight of his
geographic contribution. "Of all the parts of the earth, there is none, respecting which we
are so deficient in geographic knowledge, as Africa; every fact, therefore, which tends to
make us better acquainted with the still numerous unknown districts, is highly
interesting" (537). But at a time boasting a new scientific ethos for African travel and
cartography, Damberger's account had one serious flaw: it was pure fabrication. He
never traveled through Afnca at all.
Fake travel narratives abounded in Europe at this time, in part because the
difficulties of intemational travel made it difficult for others to discount travel records,
especially in the African interior, since it was the most difficult space to penetrate. A
certain segment of the public demanded that both travel narratives and their cartographic
contributions demonstrate an ethos of truth over error, science over fiction. One reviewer
of African travel literature stressed the genre's foremost criteria as "Truth of relation"
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(Wharton 4). Thus, when a travel narrative was proved inaccurate, the press severely
chastised the traveler. Mungo Park's geographic contribution was important to the
English public, above all, because of its accuracy. Unlike James Bruce, who had gone
before Park in to Africa, but whose enthusiasm led him to create a fictitious source for
the Nile, Park emerged as a navigator who geographical "veracity has never been called
into question."'^ Still, at the level of dramatic interest, another segment of the British
reading public did not much care if an Aiiican travel narrative told the truth. In 1807. an
abridgement volume of "celebrated Aincan travels" appeared featuring Mungo Park's
and Damberger's narratives side by side. The compiler. William Mavor—"ever anxious
for the satisfaction or our readers" (l)~based his choices not on geographic accuracy but
on imaginative hunger for foreign adventure "'at a period, marked by the exertions of
European travelers, and replete with the most excellent publications on geography of
foreign countries" (137). Damberger's narrative would have been a highlight in this
volume since, although it was not true, it was truly interesting.
Perhaps it was Damberger's unprecedented ease in crossing the continent (an ease
also enjoyed by Shelley's witch) that first prompted readers to doubt the veracity of his
narrative. Or maybe it was, simply, that he pushed the bounds of the believable. Not
only did he claim to travel the continent by running from a series of amorous African
women, he says he spent some time with a tribe of homosexual "Muhotians" and had an
encounter with an African man who requested to wear a pair of Damberger's
undergarments on his head. Reviewers seriously doubted it. Gentleman's Magazine
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cautioned that '"upon first perusal it carries strong marks of romance; but as the reader
proceeds he will be disgusted with narratives as indecent as untrue."'"* The British Critic
indignantly called the Travels "a most impudent and fraudulent publication," a "farrago
of falsehood and nonsense."'' But, as is often the case, their warnings to the English
public served to entice, not to deter readers. His narrative continued to be published and
read in England, as the abridged version in 1807 proves.
At first glance, Damberger fabricated the narrative simply to make money. As a
printer in Leipzig, he no doubt reproduced many travel accounts—sure best sellers for a
European public hungry for geographic knowledge—and the commercial benefits must
have tempted him. Yet in a climate of European obsession over African's interior.
Damberger makes clear that this was more than just a money-making venture. That is.
the text repeatedly calls attention to itself as hoax, as fabrication and. like Shelley's
Witch of Atlas, emphasizes its own irony. Shelley's witch crosses standard literary
conventions and she crosses Africju and thus she "tell[s] no stor>', false or true" (4); she
exists beyond "those cruel Twins ... Error and Truth" (50-51). In her Afncan travels.
Shelley's witch also crafts out-and-out fabrications, playing "pranks" "among the cities
of mortal men," "entangling them in her sweet ditties" (665-67).
Damberger's pranks are equally bewitching. For example, he uses Park's and
Vaillant's travels as the basis for his firaudulent account, yet he repeatedly accuses them
of the very literary crime he himself commits. In the midst of his own "pretend" account,
he asserts: "1 am surprized that M. Vaillant should pretend to have been in the country of
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the Kaminrukis" (115). And he uses his own "erroneous" geography to declare that
"Mungo Park has erroneously represented this town as lying beyound Houssa" (452).
Damberger's map (figure 10) is even more ironic: the central part of the continent is
marked out by a path titled "Part of Damberger's Route which it is not easy to
determine," while another section of his journey reads, "Doubtful part of the Author's
Route." He thus extends the hoax to the cartographic representation itself, calling
scandalous attention not so much to Africa's blank center as to the European drive to
penetrate and delineate it.
Damberger makes his most important ideological move by undermining the
gender codes of Park and Vaillant. At one point, Damberger visits some Muhotians who
proudly show him "a horrible spectacle ... the bodies of five white men, pierced with
innumerable wounds, and who had probably been murdered with javelins!" (156). A day
later, Damberger personally encounters the chief s son-in-law:
One morning, when I was at a neighbouring thicket cutting some wood,
the villain made me a proposal of a most shocking nature. I started back with
abhorrence, and resisted his infamous attempt: but he began to employ force,
threw me on the ground, and beat me so unmercifully, that my whole body was
covered with bruises and livid spots. Cries and tears had no effect upon him; at
last however, when he saw that not even the most violent treatment could extort
my consent to the gratification of his abominable desires, he desisted and let me
go. (157)
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Damberger, of course, soon finds out that the whole Muhotian tribe wished "to obtain
possession of me for the same abominable purpose; and indeed, other attempts were
afterwards made to seduce me" (158). Homosexuality in the heart of Afnca was unheard
of in the travel narrative genre, even when it was a prank. Yet as shocking as it Weis to
early nineteenth-century readers, Damberger uses it to put a unique spin on the gendered
economy of African exploration. As a feminized space, Afnca could be reduced
symbolically to a reflection of European man. Like African women, the continent itself
became a commodity, exchanged and arranged by European explorers, cartographers, and
commercial supporters back home. By eliding this "naturalized" version of exploration
with violent homosexuality, Damberger demonstrates how conquest was more truly an
encounter and a contest between men, even when it seemed to be a sexual interaction.
IV. Gender Ambiguity and The Witch of Atlas
Shelley takes this notion one step further in The Witch of Atlas. Whereas
Damberger employs homosexuedity to uncover the male economy of African exploration.
Shelley employs asexuality. Such ambiguity, as 1 mentioned at the outset, is symbolized
most clearly in the hermaphrodite whom Shelley describes as a ''sexless thing." The
hermaphrodite, a disturbing blur of sexual identity, whose job in the poem is to power the
witch's touring boat, thus serves as an emblem and critique of the equally disturbing use
of gender codes to explore interiors.'^
The witch's own gender confusion reinforces this conclusion. Not only does she
perform her work like a "sexless bee" (589). her genealogy clearly makes her an
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analogue of feminized Africa, as well as a figure who promotes masculine exploration of
that terrain. "Her mother was one of the Atlantides" (57), which were, according to
Lempriere's Classical Dictionary, "a people of Africa, near moimt Atlas" (344).
Feminized African terrain is the witch's very womb and birth canal; this is where she
"took shape and motion" in the "enwombed rocks" and emerged as a "wonder new" (79;
126; 88). Though her mother is linked to African territory, her father—Apollo (a
European god)—is territorial. Shelley consistently writes this Greco-Roman god's
purpose in imperialistic terms, as the "all-beholding Sun" who makes "wide voyage[s]
o'er continents and seas," reigning over "all the regions which he shines upon" (58-9;
216). Given the witch's diverse genealogy, it is no wonder she herself appears to be
both an imperial target and an imperializing agent.
For instance, in her identification with feminized Africa, Shelley's witch reverses
the blankness of contemporary African map knowledge. Her Africa is not just full, but
overflowing with the chartable and the unchartable, the familiar and the strange, the
obvious and the obscure. The Nile, for instance, spans "Aethiopia" then fails down
through "chasms unfathomable" to a "subterranean portal" (379-81). Ethnographic
information follows a similar logic. The witch communes with the "spotted camelopard."
the "fearless elephant," as well as "rude kings," "Pygmies," and "shapes ... neither alive
nor dead,/ Dog-headed, bosom-eyed, and bird-footed" (89-90; 133-36). With these
locales and creatures. Shelley plants his witch in an African atlas much like that of John
Speed, filling it with the mythology and invention that early nineteenth-century
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cartographers had stripped away.
Even though the witch identifies herself with a version of Afnca that predates
English exploration of the continent, she also performs her own cultural and geographic
stripping away of the continent. Just as soon as she emerges from her "dewy"cave (78).
she "tame[s]" the predatory "beasts" that surround her (93). It is not only the African
wildlife she tames: "The magic circle of her voice and eyes/ All savage natures did
imparadise" (103-04). Along with the taming tendency that parallels the activities of
male travelers in Africa, the witch details an environmental apocalypse. "Fountains." she
warns, will be "drained and dried." "solid oaks" will be stripped of "strength, and strew/
Their latest leaf upon the mountains wide," the "boundless ocean" "will be consumed"
and the "stubborn center" "scattered, like a cloud of summer dust" (226-232), and all the
creatures will "perish one by one—" (233). It is this explosive wreckage of the formerly
pristine landscape causes the witch to make a radical shift, from one who is the
embodiment African landscape to one who will travel through it. play among it. and thus
control it.
The Witch reveals Shelley's deviation from traditional poetic practice of his own
era. In her notes to the poem. Mary Shelley reveals how Shelley's composition of The
Witch deliberately rejected poetic commerce. She desired "that Shelley should increase
his popularity, by adopting subjects that would more suit the popular taste than a poem
conceived in the abstract and dreamy spirit of The Witch of Atlas." "I felt sure," she
continued, "if his poems were more addressed to the common feelings." his poems would
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achieve public attention and his name would be praised instead of viciously attacked for
its unorthodoxy. Mary Shelley rightly calls The Witch an "airy flight of fancy" that does
not propose solely to address "common feelings." His hybrid treatment of the
geographical form and the poetic form reveal how systems of representations like the
English language and the English map allow readers to lay claim to unknov^oi worlds.
Shelley seductively challenges the reader to "unveil" his witch, but he makes such a
unveiling impossible since this interiorized world cannot be held down, like so many
unknown lands.
As cartographers did with Africa's newly chartable interior. Shelley places his
vvitch in a wavering world, none of its interiors solvable, none of its outline resolvable.
With all her geographical instability, "the dim brain whirls dizzy with delight,/ Picturing
her form" (V:5-6)/. From beginning to end, the witch remains as elusive as her "vapor"like mother, but she also engages in extensive travels like her father, during which she
surveys and names places. He can thus have it both ways. Interaction with Afnca. like
Keats's use of Afnca and slavery in Lamia, provided imaginative energy for the poetic
mind, even though Shelley recognized its harmfiil potential in the context of imperialism.
Shelley presents Africa as a playful witch so that he can present it as one that resists
colonization. At the same time, this playfulness becomes an enactment of imperialistic
mapping and naming. With this double function and attitude. Shelley's witch of Atlas
becomes witch of the atlas, that European book of maps and charts whose newest and
most exciting space—in the English mind—was Africa.
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Unlike Park, Vaillant, and the African Association, neither Damberger nor
Shelley were successful in their ventures. In 1801, just after the European world
discovered the prankish nature of the Damberger's Travels, the book Of the Shoemaker
Schroter, the Printer Taurinas. and the Traveler Damberger, three travelers who never
traveled at all but invented their stories in one manufactory forced the fake traveler to
come clean. As for The Witch of Atlas, Oilier refused to publish it during Shelley's
lifetime, so the witch never made her mark on the poetic territory of the day. But both
texts help us understand that in order to read between the lines of the map and the poem,
it is necessary to understand the workings of imperialism and sexual politics.
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Notes for Chapter 3
1. In an interesting note to the poem, Nellist comments that "Thamondocano," which is
"something of a crux in the poem," has always been interpreted as "Timbucktoo" by
critics of Shelley's poem. However, Nellist doubts that the two names correspond and
finds no historical evidence to support this common interpretation. See Nellist 190n33.
2. Several readers do find Afncan topography central to understanding The Witch of
Atlas, most importantly Frederic Colwell's source study, which connects the poem to the
geographic mythology of Herodotus' History. Ronald A. Duerksen also contends that
Afncan geography is essential to the poem. Brian Nellist likewise acknowledges that
"The poem is geography as much as legend" (180). Most other readers interpret The
Witch of Atlas in the spirit of Harold Bloom, who claims the witch represents
imagination. Crisman claims that The Witch's "figures" are "realistic characters whose
minds undergo convincing psychological developments and whose activities produce
correspondingly individual plots and settings" (128). The most important reading in this
regard is that of Jerrold Hogle, whose work I am greatly indebted to. Hogle argues that
The Witch of Atlas enacts a particular process of mind, or imagination, where both the
witch "and her poem are the very pathway of desire releasing the psyche from repressive
narcissism, attempting to make the fading coals of previous desires into figures of their
own capacity for infinite reproduction" (353).
3. Leigh Hung quoted in Redpath (409) and Hogle (1890, p. 329): The Witch of Atlas is
"a personification of the imaginative faculty in its most airy abstractions."
4. For more information on the history of cartography and mapping, see Lestringant,
Brown, Sobel, Kwamena-Poh et.at., Tooley. For a guide to cartography's interaction
with the humanities, see Monmonier.
5. The Morning Post, no. 14, 336, January 1, 1817,
6. Cited by John Willinsky in his forthcoming book fi-om U of Minnisota Press,
Monstrous Lessons: The Educational Legacy of Imperialism.
1. Quoted in the Edinburgh Review 1803, p. 331. From Voyage dans la Baffe et la
Haute Egypt, pendant les campagnes du General Bonaparte par Vivant Denon. Paris:
Didot. 2 tom. (Vol 2, p. 22-23).
8. It is no coincidence that at the end of the eighteenth century, when the English
became world leaders in map making and thus successfiil in bringing the world within
their geopolitical lines, and English engraver and cartographer named John Salisbury
invented the jigsaw puzzle using his own maps and charts. Map-puzzles gained
popularity as both teaching tools for young students and geographical stimulation for the
middle and leisured classes.
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9. The Morning Post, January 10.1817, no. 14,334.
10. Gender played a role in geographic mapping in the same way it played a role in poetic
mapping. Extemal nature and landscape were often figured as feminine by male
Romantic poets, as Marlon Ross and Anne Mellor have demonstrated by calling on key
passages in The Prelude where Wordsworth conceptualized the landscape as feminine
and then sees the terrain of Mount Snowdon as "the perfect image" of his "mighty mind."
The poet's interiority seeks to possess, dominate, and ultimately find a mirror in the
feminized landscape.
11. St. James' Chronicle, or British Evening Post, January 27-29, 1801, no. 6727.
12. St. James' Chronicle, or British Evening Post, Sat. March 7- Tues. March 10. 1801.
no. 6744.
13. The British Critic, Jan-June, 1801, p. 123.
14. Gentleman's Magazine, 1801, Item 76, p. 249-50.
15. The British Critic, Jan-June, 1801, p. 177.
16. For an excellent discussion of the significance of the hermaphrodite, see the work of
Diane Long-Hoeveler.
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CHAPTER 4
Monsters and Cannibals:
Frankenstein and Anti-Slavery Legislation

"On a dreary night of November," Victor Frankenstein jolts his creature to life (48).
In the process, Frankenstein himself is startled into the realization that his "unwholesome
trade" (48). which has consumed him for two solid years, suddenly has the ability to
consume him from the inside out. As he beholds the "wretch," a retching terror wells up
inside of him: "breathless horror and disgust" fills his heart (49). This central scene in the
novel—where both Frankenstein and his creature are potential consumers of each other and
potential monsters—is best summed by Elizabeth after the deaths of William and Justine:
"But now misery has come home, and men appear to me as monsters thirsting for each
other's blood" (78).
As it happens, this scene forms the core of the 1823-24 emancipation debates in
British Parliament. At this time in the forty year old debate on slavery, the question was not
should the slave population be liberated, but how should liberation be implemented?
Conservative members of the House of Lords, such as Secretary George Canning, insisted
that immediate emancipation would cause a collapse in British life as they knew it. In an
effort to draw a gripping picture of what might happen if slaves were freed. Canning turned
the Members of Parliament to the example of a Gothic novel. Mary Shelley's Frankenstein}
He focused on the moment when Frankenstein realizes his creature has the ability to
overpower him in a fit of impassioned irrationality:
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In dealing with the negro. Sir, we must remember that we are dealing with a being
possessing the form and strength of a man. but the intellect only of a child. To turn
him loose in the manhood of his physical strength, in the maturity of his physical
passions, but in the infancy of his uninstructed reason, would be to raise up a
creature resembling the splendid fiction of a recent romance; the hero of which
constructs a human form, with all the corporeal capabilities of man, and with the
thews and sinews of a giant; but being unable to impart to the work of his hands a
perception of right and wrong, he finds too late that he has only created a more than
mortal power of doing mischief, and he himself recoils from the monster which he
has made.^
It was the threat of a slave population with "a more than mortal power of doing mischief"
that most haunted Canning and fellow Members of Parliament. For at this late date in the
history of British colonial slavery, legislators knew that virtually the entire British economic
system rested on the "thews and sinews" of a "giant" slave population. The slave
population's power and numbers, and their increasing tendency toward insurrection, meant
that they could raise themselves up and devour the English consumer, as had already
happened in French Saint Domingue. Just a year before his Frankenstein speech in 1824.
Canning had fiamed the question more bluntly: "The discharging of all slaves fi-om all
obligation to obey their masters," he claimed, would have "the consequence of pronouncing
slavery unlawful, [and] would have no better effect than to let loose one-half of mankind
upon the other."^ "You will cause the murder of all the whites." he said.'*
On the other side of the debate, however, legislators like William Wilberforce and

Thomas Folwell Buxton viewed white Englishmen who had "raised up" the slave
population as the true miirderers and monsters. Folwell Buxton, who had introduced the bill
for immediate emancipation, called it "monstrous" for white English people to make slaves
out of "seven hundred thousand British subjects."^ But the English were far worse than
monsters. According to Folwell Buxton, they were outright cannibals. Addressing
plantation ovmers specifically and the English public more generally, Folwell Buxton said,
if you "screw firom your slave all that his bones and his muscles will yield you... then
every slave now living shall have found repx>se in the grave, then let it be said, that the
country is satiated with slavery."^ In fact the entire slave system itself could be said to be
hungering insatiably. Folwell Buxton argued that the system demanded to be "fed" with a
continual supply of firesh slaves.'
The second edition and stage production of Mar>' Shelley's Frankenstein in 1823
coincided with the 1823-24 debate on emancipationby which time the concepts of
"monstrosity" and "cannibalism," which were suggestively deployed in both the novel and
the debate, had already been used widely in pro- and anti-slavery writing and poetry. In
anti-slavery literature and the emancipation debates, the categories of monstrosity and
cannibalism were used in a fairly straightforward way. In pro-slavery thought, the slaves
were monsters and cannibals. In anti-slavery thought, these very terms applied instead to
English consumers. A pro-slavery pamphlet by one Henry Bright Esq.. implicitly referred
to the proposed legislation to emancipated slaves as a "monstrous perversion," a "naked
deformity." which would cause "the murder of the white population, the master of the slave"
(3. 10). Another, by F.G. Smyth, noted that in anti-slavery literature, "slavery', as now
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constituted in the British West Indies, has been depicted as a monster, in colours darker than
the Prince of Darkness himself (12-13). When these same categories of monstrosity and
slavery are read back into Mar>' Shelley's novel, they take on much more complex and
troubling connotations. The system of slavery and mastery is revealed as one in which both
sides feed off each other, both are incorporated in one another, and both become monstrous.
The system itself, moreover, is structured on a more monstrous form of cannibalism: the
philosophical hunger that drives European colonialism.
In recent criticism, Frankenstein and his monster have been interpreted in the light of
the theoretical category of "Otherness" based on race, class, or gender.^ H. L. Malchow's
article "Frankenstein's Monster and Images of Race in Nineteenth-Century Britain" argues
for the monster's derivation from the "evolving contemporaneous representation of ethnic
and racial "others,"' (92). Malchow admits there the lack of "hard" evidence to establish
Mary Shelley's intimate knowledge of abolitionist literature or the 1816 parliamentary
debates on the issue of emancipation. He does contend, nonetheless, that her Gothic
portrayal of the "monster drew upon contemporary attitudes towards non-whites, in
particular on fears and hopes of the abolition of slavery in the West Indies" (90).
What is important to my discussion is not simply Frankenstein s possible use of
abolitionist material, parliamentary debates, or of popular Caribbean histories (such that of
Bryan Edward's), but how her creator and creature were used as an interpretive lens for the
emancipation debates that followed it, especially the debate's uses of the categories
"cannibalism" and "monstrosity." When these same categories are applied to the original
novel, they illuminate the issue of slavery and emancipation. To situate the novel within
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this specific context of British slavery where it was evoked by the readers of the day is to
see the novel's core argument as the letting "loose of one-half of mankind upon the other"
(to use the words of Secretary Canning), or as "monsters thirsting for each other's blood" (to
use the words of Mary Shelley). Just as the reader of Shelley's novel has trouble
distinguishing between Frankenstein and his monster, so the British had increasing trouble
distinguishing between themselves and the worst characteristics they attributed to the slave
population.
I. Drinking Blood and Producing Sugar
As many readers of Frankenstein have noted, Coleridge's ideas had influenced Mary
Shelley in the composition of the novel. The ancient mariner provided a model not only for
Robert Walton on his "voyage of discovery towards the North Pole" (21), but more
strikingly, for Frankenstein himself. The parallel between the mariner's sick soul and
Frankenstein's hungry one occurs most pointedly when Frankenstein first brings his monster
to life. As he rushes out of the room in horror, in fact Coleridge's "Rime" is foremost on
Frankenstein's mind:
My heart palpitated in sickness of fear; and I hurried on with irregular steps, not
daring to look about me:—
Like one who. on a lonely road.
Doth walk in fear and dread.
And, having once turned round, walks on.
And turns no more his head;
Because he knows a fiightful fiend
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Doth close behind him tread. (50)
To invoke Coleridge's mariner is also necessarily to call up the shadowy concept of
"alterity" and Coleridge's support of immediate emancipation. In this regard, Coleridge had
explicitly spoken of slavery as a form of English cannibalism in his Lecture on the Slave
Trade, where slavery not only negates the Christian mealtime blessing, but also casts a
heavy shadow on the very idea of the sacramental body and blood:
Gracious Heaven! at your meals you rise up and pressing your hands to your bosom
ye lift up your eyes to God and say O Lord bless the Food which thou hast given us!
A part of that Food among most of you is sweetened with the Blood of the
Murdered. Bless the Food which thou hast given us! O Blasphemy! Did God give
Food mingled with Brothers blood! Will the Father of all men bless the Food of
Cannibals—the food which is polluted with the blood of his own innocent Children?
(248)
Whether or not Mary Shelley was aware of Coleridge's particular and harsh judgment of
"blasphemy"—the unforgivable sin—against English consumption of slave products, he
certainly was not the only one to speak of slavery in these terms. Coleridge, in fact, called
upon strong sources to defend his choice of cannibalism as a metaphor for slavery.
According to Abbe RajTial, whom Coleridge quoted, ''nine millions of Slaves had been
consumed by the Europeans" (246). Building on this figure. Coleridge made the
cannibalistic metaphor almost literal. It was not just slave products that were devoured
during English meals, but slave bodies themselves. In some instances, this was not far from
the truth. In preparing his Parliamentary' case for abolition. Wilberforce cited a case of "an
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overseer on the estate" in Jamaica who "threw a slave INTO THE BOILING CANE
JUICE" where he died. The horrifying implication of this example is clear. Oftentimes
Europeans literally consumed Africans when they consumed sugar.
Since a large percentage of British slaves were involved m sugar production, sugar
itself became the center of the anti-slavery critique. Sugar and cannibalism were major
themes in The Anti-Slavery Album, a volume featuring a number of prominent poets such as
William Cowper and Hannah More. A sonnet entitled "The Sugar Cane" describes:
... the eastern plant,
ingrafted on the soil
Was tiled for ages with consiaming toil.
While with vain wealth it gorged the master's hoard.
And spread with marma his luxurious board.
The sonnet imagines labor "consuming" the slave, while Europeans "gorge" themselves on
the product of that labor.
Sugar thus became a cultural nexus. It was the crossroads of English economics.
English slavery, and English high culture. The Jamaican physician Benjamin Moseley
strongly advocated the consumption of sugar for the health of England. Moseley explained
in his Treatise On Sugar that civilized people need sugar just as much as they need slaves.
"The loss of sugar" to the "diet of Europe" "cannot be estimated" (165). claimed Moseley.
adding that "there is more nourishment in a pound of sugar, than in a load of pulse, or
vegetables" (161). Some sugar theorists, or "saccharite enthusiasts." as Moseley called
them, attributed the "extinction of the plague" to the introduction of sugar into the European
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diet. Nor was sugar simply a talisman against disease. It formed the essential civilized
English character. The "formation of the body" and the "inclination of the mind" both
depended on a steady intake of sugar.
The belief in sugar as the food of the civilized, in "SUGAR CANE" as "the heart of
the solar world" (172), led Moseley to recount several stories of the savagery that would
result from sugar's absence from the English diet. The first edition of his Treatise On Sugar
carries an account of "Mr. Benjamin Parker in Kingston Jamaica" who brought up a
"Spanish tyger" on "milk and sugar... from the time it was newly bom. until it was nearly
full grown. It slept in his room, frequently on his bed. and went about the house like a
spaniel" (167). It was only after the tyger stumbled upon a bowl of his master's blood that
its savage nature unleashed itself. Yet. curiously, the savagery of the sugar-deprived tyger
in the first edition of the Treatise is replaced completely by Aiiican savagery in the second
edition. The slaves of Jamaica, who exist on a diet of vegetables, meat, and vengeance, who
made sugar but failed to eat it. become Moseley's examples of human—or animal—nature
gone awry.
Hailing sugar as the civilized person's commodity, Moseley reversed the antislavery image of sugar consumption as cannibalism. English cannibalism instead coincided
with eating meat. One only had to walk down the streets of London, where "blood flows in
almost every gutter. In the very central, and most frequented places in the town,—what a
horrid picture do the slaughter houses present!" (159-60). Replacing sugar for animal food
was. according to Moseley. the brainchild of Pythagoras, who hoped "the earth would cease
to represent a grazing ground, for slaughter; and its bloody inhabitants a mass of cannibals"
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(161). Moseley and others like him completely ignored the widely publicized abolitionist
link between slave blood, sugar, and English cannibalism to claim sugar as the mainstay of
civilized European culture. Such was the importance of the "agriculture of half a million
Africans" to the English (162).
If Moseley and other sugar theorists promoted cane production and sugar
consumption, anti-slavery advocates just as stubbornly called for sugar boycotts. Percy and
Mary Shelley, in fact, were among those who abstained from sugar to support emancipation.
For as Mrs. Birkett said— addressing her "sisters" (women who collectively fought for
abolition)~sugar abstinence formed the only possible action for the high-minded
humanitarian. The English consumer could aid in the emancipation of slavery "If we the
produce of their toils reflisey If we no more the blood-stain'd lux'ry choosey' If from our lips
we push the plant away/ For which the liberties of thousands pay." Taking an ironic
approach to such a boycott, Cowper's "Pity for Poor Africans" mimics the voice of British
consumers, who were decidedly against depriving English people of sugar and rum.
supposedly their inalienable right:
I pity them greatly, but 1 must be mum.
For how could we do without sugar and rum?
Especially sugar, so needftil we see?
What, give up our desserts, our coffee, and tea?'
But in his most famous anti-slavery poem "The Negro's Complaint," which became a
highly popular abolitionist broad sheet, Cowper addressed the pain of Africans, this time
from within the voice of slaves:
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Why did all-creating Nature
Make the plant for which we toil?
Sighs must fan it, tears must water,
Sweat of ours must dress the soil.
Think, ye masters, iron-hatred.
Lolling at your jovial boards;
Think how many backs have smarted
For the sweets your cane affords.
In this case, Cowper blames "all-creating Nature." or God himself, for making the "plant"
so addictive to English consumers. The body fluids of the slave and his emotions—sweat,
tears, and sighs-nurture the sugar cane which, in turn, the unthinking white consumer
drinks down.
Both literally, and as a literary device, sugar emphasized that slavery turned on the
axis of consumption. Several other poems in the Anti-Slavery Album are particularly
concerned with sugar's intimate link with slave blood. "The Black Man's Lament"
considers the sugar cane's ""tall gold stems contain/ A sweet rich juice," and for this "the
negro toils, and bleeds, and dies." Sugar's sweemess opposes the bitter cup of life slaves
endure in Tea and Sugar, or the Nabob and the Creole:
This is the sweet ingredient, SUGAR call'd.
Made by the sweat and blood of the entrall'd.
Bitter their cup, alas! who makes tliis sweet.
Poor Slaves! whose hearts, in sad affliction beat
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(11:63-66)
At its most basic, agrarian level, consuming sugar was synonymous with consuming slave
blood.
II. The Ethnography of Cannibalism and Monstrosity
At precisely the same time Mary Shelley started work on Frankenstein, a flesh and
blood reminder of the both the Gothic genre and the slave trade came in the form of a visit
from "Monck Lewis" who stopped in Italy to visit the Shelleys and Byron on his way home
from his Jamaican plantation. Lewis may not have brought any man-made monsters with
him. but he did bring ghost stories and stories detailing the "mysteries of his trade" (J 126).
which Percy Bysshe Shelley then transcribed into Mary Shelley's journal the day following
Lewis's visit. Lewis, who was somewhat disturbed by the treatment of slaves in Jamaica,
had Shelley, Byron, and Polidori wimess and sign "a codicil" to his will ensuring that the
heirs to his estate would visit the estate every third year and that the slaves on his plantation
would not be split up through sale (J I29n). Other than from Lewis, Mary Shelley seems to
have derived most of her knowledge of Caribbean history from her interested reading of
Bryan Edwards's History Civil and Commercial of the British West Indies. Though the idea
of the monstrosity of cannibalism was used metaphorically in the debates over the abolition
and emancipation, a reading of Edwards reveals that the conjunction of these categories
was rooted in nineteenth-century ethnographic writings of Africa and the Caribbean.
"Restless, enterprizing and ardent, it would seem they considered war as the chief
end of their creation, and the rest of the human race as their natural prey; for they devoured
without remourse the bodies of such of their enemies as fell into dieir hands" (1:30). So
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Bryan Edwards designates the native "Charaibee."" By detailing the practices so long
associated with the Caribbean. Edwards cements in the nineteenth-century English mind
cannibalism as the root of a monstrosity. Cannibalism, as Edwards reminded, rendered the
peoples of the Caribbean "the fiercest monsters of the wilderness; since they who shew no
mercy are entitled to no pity" (1:32). He thus brought to the fore of the nineteenth centurv'
imagination a long standing European belief that caimibalism formed one basis for
Caribbean "savagery."
This was the popular mythology to which abolitionist poets responded when they
referred to Christians as cannibals. For instance, the opening pages of George Coleman's
play "The Afncans" declares it "an humiliating truth that the nobler virtues are more
practised among the barbarian tribes than by civilized society;—that the savage heathen,
who wages war to extermination and devours his captives, not unfirequently displays a
glorious self denial" (1). These savage heathens, guided by self denial, morally outstrip the
Christian English who feed on "human mutton" (1) through the slave trade. Yet however
strongly abolitionists worked to overturn the monster/cannibal construct as it applied to
slaves and the Caribbean, it was just this sort of monstrosity—the practice of "devouring
without remourse the bodies of their enemies"-that was so threatening to England when
considering issues of abolition and emancipation. In the Commons, both slavery and the
trade were passionately objected to because they would "occasion an insurrection of all the
blacks, [and] cause the murder of all the whites."^ But if the slaves were potential
carmibals of their English enslavers, precisely the same terms applied to the enslavers
themselves. The emancipation debates emphasized that the real question boiled down to

"commodities" and consumption. "Now what is the commodity in dispute?" asked one
Member of Parliament: "The body of the black man... roused from [his] rest by the yells
of the man-hunter."^
Edwards details the debate over the carmibalistic practices of the Caribes, starting
with Columbus who claimed to "behold in several cottages the head and limbs of the
human body recently separated, and evidently kept for occasional repasts" (1:31). But
Edwards draws most of cannibalism commentary from Edward Bancroft's 1769 Essay on
the_Natural History of Guiana. Bancroft describes the native "Carribbees" who "never eat
any of the human species, except their enemies killed in battle" (260). Bancroft then
compares this practice to the similar cannibalism of the British consumer. He challenges
his reader to "survey, without an involuntary horror, the mangled carcasses of inoffensive
animals, exposed in a London market, who have been killed to gratify our appetites" (262).
Mary Shelley's creature righteously diverges from just this sort of literal gluttony. "I do
not destroy the lamb and the kid to glut my appetite," he explains; "acorns and berries
provide me sufficient nourishment" (124).
Edwards's account may well have been informed by the classic text on
carmibalism. William Snelgrave's 1764 A New Account of Some Parts of Guinea and the
Slave Trade. Like previous agents of the western civilizing mission, Snelgrave's agenda
involved detailing the sacrilegious practices of Africans in order to rationalize westem
expansion. Snelgrave, with his European sensibility, arrives in the Afiican kingdom of
Dahome just in time to save a "litde Negroe-Child. tied by the Leg to a Stake driven in the
Ground, and flies and other vermin crawling on him. and two Priests standing by'" ready to
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sacrifice and cannibalize the child (Introduction 9 recto). If this is not enough, Snelgrave
details the practice, though willingly admitting he was no "Eye-wimess" (52):
Then he [the Priest] gave the sign of Execution, to a Man that stood behind the
Victim with a broad Sword, who immediately struck him on the nape of the Neck,
with such force, that the Head was severed at one Blow, from the Body; whereupon
the Rabble gave a great Shout. The Head was cast on the Stage, and the Body, after
having lain a little while on the Ground, that the Blood might drain from it. was
carried away by Slaves, and thrown in a place adjoining to the Camp. The Linguist
told us, the Head of the Victim was for the king, the Blood for the Fetiche, or God;
and the Body for the common People. (44)
Snelgrave thus establishes Dahome as a fierce and monstrous band of Africans who ate
human flesh. But he does so in order to justify the carmibalism of European consumers of
slaves. He openly admits "That tho' to traffick in human Creatures, may at first sign
appear barbarous, inhuman, and unnatural." this is no worse than the cannibalism of
Dahome. For so many Afncans "would be inhumanly destroyed, was there not an
Opportunity of disposing of them to the Europeans ... especially to the Sugar Islands.
which lying in a Climate near as hot as the Coast of Guinea, the Negroes are fitter to
cultivate the Lands there, than white People" (160-61). Recognition of European
"caimibalism" must accompany a projection of this same sin onto Afncans themselves.
Cannibalism was used to justify the practice of slavery by turning Afncan and Caribbeans
into monsters. Indeed, in Bryan Edwards's account the horror of cannibalism to
Europeans is matched in intensity only to the horror of slavery to Caribbeans. Edwards
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acknowledges how the "custom of eating the bodies of those they had slain in battle
excites our abhorrence," while in the same paragraph he speaks of the Charaibe
"abhorrence of slavery" (1:32).
Robert Southey's poems on the slave trade similarly connect monstrosity with the
man-eating English consumers. On Africa's "plain," the English are like "gorged
vulture[s],'" clogging their "beak[s] with blood." This hideous activity makes them
•'daemon[s]" who "rear/ The arm of Slaughter" (Sonnet I). The Englishman is a "pale
fiend" who "sip[s] the blood-sweeten'd beverage" (Sonnet III), hi Southey's view, such
"thirstmg" is transferred to the slave himself who "drench[es]" his sword's "thirsty blade/
In the cold bosom of his tyrant lord" (Sormet V). And because of their consuming "rage
for blood ... men call'd Christians may be monsters too," writes Mrs. Birkett (II:14).
Roscoe's "The Wrongs of Africa" also warns of the "demon formV That tramples o'er
creation." He directly calls English commerce "a bloated monster" ("Mt. Pleasant," 334).
Monstrosity and cannibalism in the English thus beget monstrosity and cannibalism in the
slave population. When Secretary Carming predicted that emancipating the slave
population would "let loose one-half of mankind upon the other," he seemed to ignore one
obvious fact. It was precisely because of the same system that both halves of "mankind"
were already eating each other alive.
III. Frankenstein. Slavery, and the Vampire "let loose from the grave"
Frankenstein deliberately sets up a troubling relationship between cannibalism and
monstrosity: creatures-human or otherwise—must consume, but the more they do. the more
insatiable they become, until finally they become monstrous, thirsting for "each other's

blood." Such symbolic cannibalism is given power in the novel through its heavy emphasis
on actual food and eating. Eating and hunger, in fact, mark all of the creature's inaugural
human experiences. In his first moment of consciousness, it is his appetite that raises him
up from his laboratory bed: he explains how he "felt tormented by hunger and thirst" which
"roused" him "from [his] nearly dormant state" (87). He goes into the world not to become
a social being, but to eat. "I often spent the whole day searching in vain for a few acoms to
assuage the pangs of hunger," he relates.
Appetite provides the motivation for most of the creature's activities. It is because
of his appetite that he leams language. His first words are "fire, milk, bread, and wood"
(95). His first encounters with human communities stem from his appetite. "I arrived at the
village," he declares during his first human encounter, and "how miraculous did this appear!
... The vegetables in the gardens, the milk and cheese that I saw placed in the windows of
some of the cottages, allured my appetite" (90). His first moral act arranges itself around
appetite. He explains how he "had been accustomed, during the nighL to steal" the DeLacey
food for his "own consumption" (94), but as pangs of morality and kindness register in his
being, he decides that taking the food produced by another is wrong. Appetite also
motivates the creature's climatic personal encounter with the DeLaceys. Old DeLacey
greets the creature by saying, "I am afraid I shall find it difficult to procure food for you." to
which the creature replies, "I have food; it is warmth and rest only that I need" (113).
If the creature's appetite brings him to life, a sense of communit>-, and moral
responsibility, appetite also controls Frankenstein's behavior. His own appetite increases
the closer he comes to confronting his monster. After destroying the creature's half-finished
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mate, Frankenstein sits "on the shore, satisfying" his "appetite, which had become
ravenous" (144). On his monster-hunt, Frankenstein views food and natural appetite as a
kind of salvation:
overcome by hunger, sunk under by exhaustion, a repast was prepared for me in the
desert that restored and inspired me. The fare was, indeed, coarse, such as the
peasants of the country ate; but I will not doubt that it was set there by the spirit that
had invoked to aid me. Often, when all was dry, the heavens cloudless, and I was
parched by thirst, a slight cloud would bedim the sky, shed the few drops that
revived me, and vanish. (173)
Not only does spiritual food, like manna from heaven, sustain Frankenstein, but when he is
on the brink of death, ingestion revives him. Although the creature is animated and
sustained through hunger for a "coarse fare" of "berries and nuts" (124), Walton and his
crew bring Frankenstein to life through liquor, that golden elixir of civilized cultures. They
"restore him to animation by rubbing him with brandy, and forcing him to swallow a small
quantity of it" (21).
Hunger is, of course, a basic human need. It is therefore the natural, if not strictly
physiological, outcome of the creature's and Frankenstein's exhausting trek over the Alps.
But since the novel intentionally constructs the both the creature's and Frankenstein's higher
motives using the discourses of consumption, eating, vampirism, and cannibalism, it calls
attention to the ways those same discourses were used in the English social-political world:
in anti-slavery literature, in slave legislation, and in Afro-Caribbean ethnography. The
interplay of these discourses made it apparent that, in African-British relations, it was
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difficult to tell who were the monsters and who were the cannibals.
The context of Afro-Caribbean ethnography and the abolitionist backlash
illuminates the novel's emphasis on cannibalism. The creature identifies himself as "a
vagabond and a slave" (102) who turns to cannibalism only after he suffers rejection and a
deep sense of wrong at his master's hand. He enacts his first revenge on little William who
links the creature to the "monstrous" practice of cannibalism. William cries, "Monster!
ugly wretch! You wish to eat me. and tear me to pieces" (121). William declares the
creature a monster and a cannibal; the creature accepts this as a self-fulfilling prophecy. He
kills William and digests the thought of successful revenge within his own bloated body.
As he gazes on the limp William, his "heart swell[s] with exultation and hellish triumph"
(121). This important scene draws parallels with George Canning's emancipation speech,
when he imagined the rejected and abused slaves would exult in "hellish triumph" over the
whites once the slave system was dismantled
In Frankenstein. Mary Shelley provides a critical look at the conflation of early
nineteenth century discourses on slavery, monstrosity, and cannibalism . In fact, a
confusion between who were the monsters and who were the cannibals in a system like that
of slavery is at the heart of the novel. It was also at the heart of the 1823-24 pamphlet war
issued in response to the legislative debates over immediate or gradual emancipation for the
slave population. In A Letter to The Rev. Mr. Hall... in Answer to His Attack on West
Indian Proprietors, with Some Observations on the General Question as to the abolition of
West Indian Slavery, James Barstow offers a characteristic summary of the central issue of
the debate, as well as of the novel. In the system of slavery, master and slave become one:
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By subjecting one human creature to the absolute control of another, it annihilates
the most essential prerrogative of a reasonable being, which consists in the power of
determining his own actions, in every instance in which they are not injurious to
others

Slavery introduces the most horrible confusion, since it degrades human

beings from the denomination of persons to that of things; and by merging the
interests of the slave in those of the master, he becomes a mere appendage to the
existence of another, instead of preserving the dignity which belongs to a reasonable
and accountable nature. (The words of Hall, quoted by Barstow in the pamphlet 2).
In the novel, the "merging" of "the slave" and "the master" transpires dirough the
cannibalistic and vampiric tendencies of both Frankenstien and his creature. They become
incorporated into one another. And it was this aspect of British-African relations that British
Parliament most feared: mutual devouring and mutual death, when all become "as monsters
thirsting after one another's blood." Monstrosity defines the creature in his vampiric
"insatiable thirst for vengeance" (187), a quality that no doubt stirred legislators like George
Canning, who feared the slave population had a similar "thirst for vengeance," as they saw
in the frequent insurrection attempts either on board ship or after slaves were torn from their
families in the Caribbean. It is a similar tearing away of "family" bonds that motivates the
creature to retaliate. After his eviction from the DeLacey household, thoughts of retribution
take hold. These eat away at his affections, so that "feelings of kindness and gentleness
which I had entertained but a few moments before gave place to hellish rage and gnashing
of teeth" (120). With this dismemberment of the familial DeLacey bonds, he begins to prey
and feed on human misery: "no incident occurred from which my rage and misery could not
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extract its food" (119), he laments.
The more the creature seeks revenge, the more Frankenstein reveals his own
vengeful appetite. In fact, the creature's "insatiable thirst for revenge" takes on its
monstrous and vampiric proportions only when Frankenstein recognizes the creature's
insatiability as his own: "revenge," he explains, becomes 'ihe devouring and only passion
of my soul." Frankenstein, in fact, spends most of his time merely reflecting the creature,
the "murderer, whom [he] turned loose upon societj'" (170). Even with this sort of dire
warning spelled out in the novel, it seems to have been beyond the imaginative range of
Caiming and other conservative Members of Parliament to view themselves as
Frankensteinian creators who engineered a type of cannibalistic monstrosity that would fold
back on and become one with the creator himself. Yet this is exactly how Frankenstein
assesses his relationship with the creature. He speaks in despair of
the being whom I had cast among mankind, and endowed with the will and power to
effect purposes of horror, such as the deed which he had now done, nearly in the
light of my own vampire, my own spirit let loose from the grave, and forced to
destroy all that was dear to me. (65)
Like the English with regards to the slave population, Frankenstein looks reflexively at
himself by seeing the creature as a monstrous murderer, and so he makes his "other" the
vampire, even as he ("in my own spirit") is the consumer of others- He recognizes Justin and
William as the "first hapless victims of my unhallowed arts" (79). He thus avoids and
evades his own vampirism even as he admits it: "I. not in deed, but in effect, was the true
murder." he comments (79).
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In recreating the vampire myth in Frankenstein, Mary Shelley takes on some very
complex issues. The figure of the vampire derives a significant amount of its symbolism
from Christian scriptures, where the vampire stands for the Antichrist or the incarnation of
evil. Christ at the Last Supper asked his followers to drink his blood and eat his body for
eternal life, which is symbolic as a spiritual communion between creator and creature. The
vampire, on the other hand, requires a sinister drinking of literal blood for his or her etemal
life. Though Frankenstein realizes he is "creator" and thus in a position of God over his
creation, he does not extend spiritual communion to the monster. The drinking of blood
occurs vampirically. and thus it is evil. By making Frankenstein and his creature vampires
of each other, Mary Shelley calls forth some of the rhetoric that was so frequently used by
advocates both for and against emancipation.
Vampirism and European culture come to be the focus of a genuine outrage once
English slavery was put into humanitarian terms. "But woe to the winds that propitiously
breathe," wrote James Montgomery, and "waft" the English slaver "in safety to port":
Where the vultures and vampires of mammon resort
Where Europe exultingly drains
The life-blood from Africa's veins.
Anna Leatitia Barbauld found Africa's blood to be the commodity directly consumed in
slavery; "still Afric bleeds;/ Unchecked, the human traffic still proceeds" (15-16). Blood,
the life of the slave, the "milky innocence of infant veins" (52) was viewed as sucked out
by English commercialism. "The Dying African." a poem in Gentleman's Magazine in
1791,read:
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Here my faint limbs have borne the bloody gash.
Here have I sunk beneath the tyrant's lash:
But still, while rolling on the parched land,
I felt the tortures of his ruthless hand:
Soft sons of luxury, I toil'd for you.
To grace your feast, and swell your empty shew:
The rich ingredients of your costly boards.
Our sweat, our pangs, our misery affords:
Think, think, amid your heaps of needless food.
How much is tainted with your brother's blood (1047)
The bloody, gashed limbs that reach up out of the English breakfast heaped with the
"needless food" recalls Cowper's vivid description of "merchants rich in cargoes of
despair," who "buy the muscles and the bones of man" (182). In the discourse of English
cannibalism, "luxury" and "toil" are often twin opposites.
In vampire lore, the victim of a vampiric repast never dies completely. The victims
are simply turned into vampires themselves. It is just this sort of vampire "reproduction"
that takes place in abolitionist literature. In an effective answer to Montgomery. Bryan
Edwards grimly pointed out in "Ode on seeing a Negro Funeral" that English people could
easily become the "prey" for "Afric's proud revenge," that English consumption would
surely turn Afiicans themselves into vampires in desperate search for the blood of
Englishmen:
Now Christian, now in wild dismay.

Of Afric's proud revenge the prey.
Go roam th' afiiighted wood;—
Transform'd to tigers, fierce and fell.
Thy race shall prowl with savage yell.
And glut thy rage for blood!
There were other such variations on the monstrosities of slavery. James Stanfield's "The
Guinea Voyage" repeatedly refers to slavery itself as "the monster' (19,22), and at the
same time the Africans get revenge by calling forth their "native monsters" (14), tigers,
serpents, crocodiles, that will in an act of vengeance monstrously devour the English
consumer. In Coleman's "The Africans," Selico designates slave traders the "monsters of
blood" and promises revenge through "some deed" that will "strike them all with terror"
(29). The problem with vampiristic hunger is that it is insatiable. This kind of
unquenchable blood guzzling is what Frankenstein had in mind when he said of his
creature, "nor do I know where this thirst for vengeance will end" (81).
Within the discourse of the emancipation and abolition debates, the business of
consumption in the commercial districts of Liverpool, Bristol, and London effectively
turned men into vampires. William Roscoe's poem, "Mt. Pleasant" is about the "insatiate"
commercial district in early nineteenth-centiuy Liverpool. Here, consumed by the "thirst of
gain," the English businessman "crush[es]" and then "condens[es]" the bones of "his
living" slave "victims." These businessmen turned vampires are without restraint. They
"drink the beverage of the chrystal flood...

purchas'd by a brother's blood" (333). The

more they revel in the blood of slaves, the more they want. "Deluded fools." writes
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Roscoe, "The cup, thy giddy rage has fill'd too high/ Like that of Tantalus shall soon
o'erflow./ And leave thee wondering at the sudden void" (357).
If the system in which Frankenstein and the creature turn makes them consumers of
one another, it also makes them slaves to one another. The creature reveals early on and
repeatedly that he considers himself a "slave" and thus a "monster, a blot upon the earth"
(102). These feelings of rejection are compounded by the monster's appetite. He
distinguishes himself from the DeLaceys and from humankind in general because of his
ability to "subsist upon a courser diet" (102). By this point in the novel, in the context of
these debates about slavery, it becomes apparent that the homeless, unloved, and exploited
creature must inevitably use the language of monstrosity and slavery to define himself It
also becomes obvious that Frankenstein himself experiences a sense of slavery through
identification with the monstrous slave he has created. Frankenstein, pursued by the
creature, obsessed by such thoughts. He wishes for "some accident" to "destroy" him and
thus "put an end to my slavery for ever" (129). For, he concludes, "I was the slave of my
creature" (130). Worse still, this kind of mutual slavery is by nature cannibalistic, so that
Frankenstein's soul, and by extension that of his creature, is eaten away by the devices of a
system of slavery:
For an instant I dared to shake off my chains, and look around me with a free and
lofty spirit; but the iron had eaten into my flesh, and I sank, trembling and hopeless,
into my miserable self (136)
The apparent caimibalism of the creature fiirther foregrounds Frankenstein's own
cannibalizing tendencies in his construction of the creature. Different from "cannibal"

which refers to eating human flesh, the word "cannibalize" means literally to remove
serviceable parts from one body or organization for use in the construction or repair of a
completely different body or organization. It is Frankenstein's own insatiable appetite that
takes him to nature's "hiding places," where he "dabbled among the unhallowed damps of
the grave" and "tortured the living animals to animate lifeless clay" (46). The more he
carmibalizes dead bodies to create his own "organization." the more gruesome his activities
become. Behind the dark walls of "chamal houses" and within the grave, he steals the
"intricacies of fibres, muscles and veins," bones, blood, and yellow eyeballs. His second
cannibalizing attempt (the creature's mate), however, leaves him not only sickened, but
with a strange inability to distinguish between death and life, between the repressed abject
"other" and the supposedly straightforward self: "The remains of the half-fmished
creature, whom I had destroyed, lay scattered on the floor, and I almost felt as if I had
mangled the living flesh of a human being" (144). The creature threatens Frankenstein with
a more haunting because more symbolic form of cannibalism, telling his master "if you
refuse" to create a mate, "I will glut the maw of death until it be satisfied with the blood of
your remaining friends" (84). The creature even predicts that "thousands of others shall be
swallowed up in the whirlwinds of my rage" (85). The abyss of death itself, imagined as a
great, insatiable mouth, eats up the living by way of the wronged creature whose
cannibalistic revenge strategy makes him monstrous.
IV. Colonial Cannibalism
If the system of slavery turned both Africans and the English into mutual monsters
and thus mutual cannibals, colonial expansion was more accurately a system under which
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European fed oflF the people they conquered. Mary Shelley's novel sets up a dialectic
between master and slave through the characters of Frankenstein and the creature, but when
the novel takes up the issue of colonial consumption, Mary Shelley accuses only Western
culture of cannibalism. From the begirming, Frankenstein speaks of his scientific quest in
vampiric and cannibalistic terms. He describes himself repeatedly "thirsting for knowledge"
(31,34,38), "greedily imbibing" the ancient philosophy of Albertus Magnus and Paraclesus
(39). Scientific thought and cultural progress provide nourishing food for thought:
In other smdies you go as far as other have gone before you, and there is nothing
more to know; but in a scientific pursuit there is continual food for discovery and
wonder. (43)
Frankenstein's "food for discovery"~the nature of the human body and of the universe—are
the two divisions of knowledge that reveal the cannibalistic character of Western
philosophical understanding. Of the universe, he observes:
The leamed philosopher ... had partially unveiled the face of Nature, but her
immortal lineaments were still a wonder and a mystery. He might dissect,
anatomise, and give names; but... a final cause ... [was] utterly unknown to him.
(34)
Frankenstein finds the human being itself, though more conducive to cannibalizing activities
than the universe, equally resistant to dissection. "Strangely are our souls constructed, and
by such slight ligaments are we bound" (36), he observes on the brink of his thirsty quest for
knowledge.
As his narrative opens. Frankenstein directs his hunger and thirst to "secrets." "The
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world was to me a secret which I desired to divine" (31), he admits, and in this sense Mary
Shelley aligns his motives with those of most travel writings of the day who, like
Frankenstein "desired to leam" the "secrets of the heaven and earth" (32). Frankenstein's
thirst for the unknown is matched in intensity only by Robert Walton's North Pole probe
and Henry Clerval's Oriental conquest. Walton saturates his letters to sister with what
appears to be standard travel narrative discourse, but Mary Shelley intimates that this
venture is motivated by an imperialistic need to consume. Walton explains:
I shall satiate my ardent curiosity with the sight of a part of the world never before
visited, and my tread a land never before imprinted by die foot of man. (13).
Walton's curiosity for the unknown is something that, at the end of his own quest
Frankenstein recognizes immediately as a matter of consumption. "Have you drank also of
the intoxicating draft?" he begs after Walton. "Hear me—let me reveal my tale, and you
will dash the cup fi-om your lips"' (24). Consumption and insatiability are the concepts that
fiiel the novel since these are die very notions that cause Frankenstein and Walton to set
their stories in motion.
More than any other character in the novel, Henry Clerval stands for the unrestrained
colonial appetite. Clerval's "taste" for Oriental studies, notes Frankenstein, made him like
on "transported to fairyland," where he "enjoyed a happiness seldom tasted by man" (132).
Everything was to him "an appetite" (132). The trouble with this taste for the exotic flavor
of the Orient, as Mary Shelley distinctly points out, is that it inevitably leads to slaver>-. The
desire to devour discursively leads to personal and cultural destruction. If this desire were
quelled, Frankenstein wisely observes at his own bitter end. then "Greece had not been
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enslaved; Caesar would have spared his country; America would have been pursued more
gradually; and the empires of Mexico and Peru had not been destroyed" (48). Frankenstein
echoes the sentiments of abolitionist poets such as Cowper and More, who pictured the slave
system within the larger dynamic of colonial consumption. In her poem "Slavery," More
asks,
Does thirst of empire, does desire of fame,
(For these are aspecious crimes) our rage inflame?
No: sordid lust of gold their fate controls.
The basest appetite of basest souls;
Gold, better gained by what their ripening sky.
Their fertile fields, their arts, and mines supply. (106-112)
In the novel, and in the abolitionist literature that preceded it, the emphasis on "appetite" and
"thirst" for the spoils of conquest is matched only by the "insatiable" and "unquenchable"
desire that drives the cannibal and the vampire.
In his quest for knowledge. Frankenstein learns an unexpected lesson about the
nature of the political universe: devouring other cultures results in the compulsive
consumption of one's own. This is the painful knowledge he tries repeatedly to impart to
Walton. Frankenstein himself "thirsted for the moment" when he could discern the secrets
of nature, but this same thirst "swallowed up every habit of my nature" (76,48). In the
same way, the cannibalized creature he constructs from body parts leaves him with a sense
of guilt akin to that of the ancient mariner. He relates to Walton how the "fangs of remorse
tore my bosom, and would not forgo their hold" (72). The death of Henry Clerval brings to
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a grim culmination Frankenstein's experience of being eaten alive by the colonial
cannibalism that surrounds him. Clervai's death virtually lodges in his throat, which
becomes ''parched with horror" (150). For this, Frankenstein can only wish the same
retching experience for the cannibalism of the creature. "Let the cursed and hellish monster
drink deep of agony" (172), he groans. For both the creature and Frankenstein, "the cup of
life was poisoned for ever" (155).
But it is the quest for knowledge that Frankenstein somehow transmits to his
creature. Just as Frankenstein thirsts for knowledge and devours the secrets of nature, the
creature anxiously consumes any bit of knowledge that he gets his hands on. Ironically, in
the very spot where he "collected" his "food," the creature finds "a leathem portmanteau,
containing ... some books" (108). Instead of literal food, then, the creature "eagerly" seizes
this food of words for the mind. In this sense, both Frankenstein and his creature represent
the "modem Prometheus," Mary Shelley's subtitle for the novel. But Frankenstein is like
the Prometheus who "thirsts for knowledge," who—like Icarus—reaches too high and
therefore falls. The creature, on the other hand, never gets off the ground. His
Prometheanism resembles that of the slave, yet who will not stay bound. Southey figured
the slave as a Modem Prometheus, chained to a rock, eaten away by the plantation system:
High in the air expos'd the slave is hung
To all the birds of Heaven, their living food!
He groans not, tho' awaked by that fierce Sun
New tortures live to drink their parent blood!
He groans not, tho' gorging Vultures tear
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The quivering fibre!
The creature's Promethean, fiery mien is like Afiica itself, whom James Stanfield portrayed
as the god of light and rebellion: Afiica "heaves his Promethean peak to seize the light/
And thro' conducting veins, with chemic pow'r/ Recruits exhausted nature's fiery store"
(9). As one abolitionist poet put it, "Blood will have blood."
Mary Shelley's novel, like these poems, focuses on and returns repeatedly to both
the creator and the creature as the center of consumption problems. The cannibalistic
overtones in Frankenstein are related to enslavement and servitude. Further, conquest itself
is the ultimate act of cannibalizing, of removing parts and pieces of one culture in order to
maintain and to bolster the production of another. Reading the novel through the lens of the
slave emancipation issue that Parliament debated points out the excessive hubris with which
some English people regarded the slave population. They credited themselves with creating
a "monster" akin to Shelley's own. like Frankenstein, with cannibalizing Africans to create
some kind of revolutionary. Promethean power that exceeded their own mastery:
In a fit of enthusiastic madness I created a rational creature, and was bound towards
him, to assure, as far as was in my power, his happiness and well-being. This was
my duty; but there was another still paramount to that. My duties toward the beings
of my ovm species had greater claims on my attention. (184)
This passage smacks of the precisely the same paternalistic attitude legislators like George
Canning took toward the slave population. Instead of actually fi-eeing slaves. Englishmen
argued about how to father them. Richard Nisbet called attention to the "capacity" of slaves
to respond to the "PATRIARCHAL PRINCIPLE, which would tend to counteract and to
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lesson the evil of slavery itself (75).
Within the emancipation debate itself, lawmakers accused each other of the same sin
Frankenstein blames himself for: having "bred and reared the negro" but having not
measured "out to min, with merciful liberality, all that may conduce to his happiness—and
that may advance his welfare" [March 16,1824; 1131]. Like Frankenstein, these lawmakers
protected the "beings of their own species"—from plantation owners to English
consumers—rather than solve the monstrous problem they had created. So monstrous was
the problem, it was appropriate for George Canning to evoke an example from literature to
help his fellow Members of Parliament effectively imagine the problem of consumption in
African-British relations. The interaction between Shelley's novel and the Parliamentary
debates demonstrate how issues of slavery inhabited a very basic strain in Romantic
imaginative writings, and how the Romantic imagination worked both in tandem with and in
opposition to those minds that forged slavery legislation.
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Notes for Chapter 4

1. The Frankenstein myth was often used in political discourse. See "Frankenstein
Creating Peers," McLean's Monthly Sheet of Characters (1 March 1832); "The Political
Frankenstein," Figaro in London (28 April 1832); James Parry, "Reform Bill's First Step
Amongst His Political Frankensteins" (1833); George CruikshanL "Tugging at a High Eye
Tooth." published 1 November 1821 by George Humphrey. Frankenstein appeared to be
the perfect metaphor for racial/colonial otherness in Shelley's own time. See John TinnieL
"The Brummagen Frankenstein, Punch (8 September 1866); John Tirmiel, "The Russian
Frankenstein and his monster." Punch (15 July 1854); "The Irish Frankenstein" Punch 5
(1843); Matt Morgan. "The Irish Frankenstein," The TomahawkDecember 1869); John
Tenniel, "The Irish Frankenstein," Punch (20 May 1882). For collections in which these
cartoons appear, see the works of Jones, Forry. and Glut.
2. British Sessional Papers. House of Lords, March 16.1824, 1103.
3. British Sessional Papers, House of Commons, May 15.1823.280.
4. British Sessional Papers. House of Commons, May 15. 1823.262.
5. British Sessional Papers. House of Lords. March 16.1824,1131.
6. British Sessional Papers, House of Commons. May 15.1823,270.
7. British Sessional Papers. House of Lords, May 15, 1823.268.
8. See Vlaspolos for an interpretation based on class and oppression. See Montag for a
Marxist reading. See Spivak for a postcolonial reading of the novel. See Lew for
Frankenstein and Orientalism. Hogle (1997) reads the monster as a sign of the "abject" in

Kristeva's sense as that which is neither inside nor outside. For readings that stress the
influence of Percy Bysshe Shelley, William Godwin, and Mary Wollstonecraft on the
production of the text, see Powers, Zonana, Rubenstein, Moers, and Veeder. Amongst
feminist readings of the novel, see Moers, Mellor, and Gilbert and Gubar, especially their
chapter "Horror's Twin, Mary Shelley's Monstrous Eve, pp. 213-247. Other readings,
which deal with the politics of gender, include Johnson. Randel. and Tilloston. Among the
other influential treatments of the novel's political themes are Scott, Mellor. Weissman.
Sterrenburg. and Ellis.
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CHAPTER 5
Literary Labor and Abortive Art in
The History of Mary Prince, Abolitionist Poetry, and the Lyrical Ballads

In 1828, Mary Prince, an Antiguan slave traveling with her ovvners in England,
arrived at the Aldermanbury Anti-Slavery Society alone and in poverty, her body aching
with rheumatism and pain from the harsh labor and physical abuse she had endured in the
West Indies. The Society took up her case, helping her obtain "freedom" by putting her
to work for Thomas Pringle, the Society's secretary. Subsequently, the Society published
the first slave narrative written by a woman in England, The History of Mary Prince. A
West Indian Slave, Related by Herself Prince, it seems, was the perfect spokesperson for
the members of the Society, who often used the lives of slave women to empower their
arguments. In the 1823 House of Commons, William Wilberforce focused on the
"strange phenomenon" of a decrease in slave mother reproduction due to ill treatment.'
In 1824 in the Lords, Thomas Folwell Buxton was more explicit. To convince his fellow
M.P.s that slavery should be eradicated immediately, he detailed the story of a pregnant
slave woman named "America" who was "laid flat on her belly, stretched on the ground
naked." and severely flogged by "two strong men."~
The examples used by Wilberforce and Folwell Buxton were not uncommon in
early nineteenth-century public discourse. When Mary Prince landed in England, a
growing amount of plantation, travel, and abolition rhetoric referred to problems
associated with motherhood within slave society. At this moment in the forty-year old
debate on slavery, infertility and infant death topped the list of concerns, for it was
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claimed that if slaves did not "keep up their numbers and strength by births," plantations
would go bankrupt (Dickson, Mitigation 215). This seemingly unnatural decrease in the
slave population caused a slow simmer of worry and tension, not just for planters, but for
abolitionists who used the statistics as evidence against the evils of slavery. William
Dickson, a critic of slavery, hinted that slave women from Barbados might be controlling
their own reproduction through strange contraceptive techniques. He wrote, "Most of the
black women are very subject to obstructions, from what cause, I will not presume to say:
but perhaps they may be ascribed in part, to their using restringent baths or washing
themselves in cool water ai improper periods" {Letters 155). The English surgeon Henry
Beame saw abortion as firmly in the hands of slave women, while candidly
acknowledging the English medical uncertainty attending it. He reported how "The
procuration of abortion is very prevalent... there being herbs and powders known to
slaves, as given by obeah men and women ... these observations respecting abortion
have been collected entirely from negroes, as the white medical men know little, except
from surmise."" The manager of the Newton Estate in Barbados also revealed his
suspicions about slave mothers and their offspring. In 1797 he wrote to his plantation
owner in London: "I am very sorry our negroes have decreased this year—I know not howit has happened," except that "the women have been unsuccessful generally in breeding
and childbirth." He later reported that a slave woman named Mary Thomas, after
delivering a child, had set out with her mother and sister to murder it."* James Ramsay, a
pioneer in abolition, disturbingly suggested how producing a slave population, like
producing sugar, was simply a matter of cultivation. Ramsay commented on the lack of
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"fecundity of the young women brought from Africa," which reminded him of vines that
when "transplanted in an improper period of their growth... seldom take deep root."'
Infanticide offered the most probable explanation for infant death on the Molineaux
plantation of St. Christopher, where Ramsay noted that the slave population had
"decreased insensibly" due to "a peculiarity in this plantation of their losing the new bom
infants generally within a month."
Such evidence suggests that some slave women took active control of the system
of slavery by controlling their own reproduction, that they turned the tables by exerting
mastery over a system and individuals that appeared to master them. Moreover, low
fertility and high infant mortality rates had a potent and singular influence on slavery
reform.^ Planters who instimted more humane policies for slaves, such as those of the
Codrington Plantation in Barbados, saw a marked increase in fertility and infant
survival.^ Prince's text indicates that she had acute awareness of the power structures in
West Indian politics, so she was probably aware of this phenomenon.
But the problem with these reports and stories was the way they were transformed
in the hands of early nineteenth-century English vmters, some of whom managed to
construct slave women as mothers-at-risk whose values had sunk as low as their lives.
For example, in Helen Maria Williams's 1788 abolitionist "Poem on the Bill Lately
Passed," a slave woman on board ship during the middle passage "in desperation wild ...
madly strain[s] her gasping child," then throws both herself and the child into the sea.
where they sink "in agonizing death."® Wordsworth's lyrical ballad "The Mad Mother"
also contemplates infanticide through suicide when the "rusty" female speaker instructs
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her infant son not to "dread the waves below/ When o'er the sea-rock's edge we go."
Ironically, through portrayals of slave mothers as agents of abortion, infanticide, and
sometimes suicide, these poets "aborted," "threw over," and buried the complex
experiences of the slave woman. Prince herself was the first slave to bring to the
foreground issues developed in earlier literary forms such as the Wordsworthian lyric and
the abolitionist poem. As a literary text then, her History deserves heightened attention.
The History comes up squarely against the influential lyrical ballad and the popular
abolitionist poem, and so becomes a forceful re-writing of the half-baked representations
of slave women in literary writings of the Romantic period. Prince's text is therefore not
just a product of English slave culture, but dynamically involved in the process of
creating, as well as resisting, English literary culture itself.
II. Wordsworth's Slavery Connections and "The Mad Mother"
In the chilling conclusion to Wordsworth's "The Thorn," the narrator (a trading
vessel sea captain) offers some eerily elusive speculations on the thorn's gothic power,
the murderous mother Martha Ray, and the dead baby buried "beneath the beauteous hill
of moss":
. . . some will say
She hanged her baby on the tree;
Some say she drowned it in the pond
Which is a littie step beyond .. .
I've heard the scarlet moss is red
With drops of that poor infant's blood—
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But kill a new-bom infant thus?...
The murdered infant, a haunting presence never wholly repressible beneath the "fair"
English landscape, marks a pivotal moment in the ongoing nineteenth-century problem
regarding the destruction of the family caused by poverty, industry, war, and baleful
cultural mores. Wordsworth situates this problem at the center of many of his Lyrical
Ballads poems. In "The Female Vagrant," for instance, the speaker remembers having
her husband torn from her side when they travel to America by ship to fight against the
War of Independence. "The Complaint of a Forsaken Indian Woman" imagines a
moment of mother-child separation—^"when from my arms my babe they took"—and so
evokes sympathy with the mother and anger at a culture that would sever such primal
bonds. But in the context of Wordsworth's poetic family dramas, mothers like Martha
Ray, who themselves are driven to destruction, epitomize the destruction of the family by
political and cultural forces.
This context suggestively frames Wordsworth's "The Mad Mother" in the same
volume. Here, however, the specific cause of family destruction and the mother's
identity are vague, at best. Indeed, the particular source of her madness seems anyone's
guess. In order to uncover possible contexts made deliberately oblique by the poem, it is
worth considering the many ways in which anti-slaver>- images inform it. Indeed, when
read against this particular backdrop, the mother's madness makes perfect sense. She
appears in the beginning lines of the poem as a woman of color, a foreigner in England's
bright landscape. "Her coal black hair," the "rusty stain" of eyebrows, her "brown
cheek," the undesirable "hue" of her "breast," and her dialect so surprisingly spoken in an
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"English tongue" first suggest that she is an exile of the slave system, one among
countless homeless Africans who found themselves poverty-stricken outcasts in major
nineteenth-century slave ports like Bristol, Liverpool, and London. The babe she
"carr[ies]" on her "arm" finds his way into every stanza of the poem, where he serves as a
reminder of incidents that were common in the records of British slavery. The first
incident the mad mother alludes to is a sexual assault she relives through the terminology
of a recurring, feverish vision. When she remembers how "fiendish faces—one, two.
threeV Hung at my breasts, and pulled at me" she gestures towards a fact of slavery no
less true for its lurid details and shameful consequences: slave women were frequently
raped and attacked during the middle passage and on plantations, with many becoming
pregnant as a result (Morgan 67). James Stanfield registers a similar poetic moment in
"The Guinea Voyage," where a slave woman "with dejected wretchedness enclos'd./ To
brutal hands and impious eyes expos'd" delivers a child in a setting that reeks with "foul
clouds" of violence and rape (32).
The otherwise unexplainable madness of Wordsworth's mother seems to stem
fi-om such an incident, but the pain of memory is relieved by the "little boy." Her infant
son turns up night after nightmarish night to "cool" her fiery "brain," yet another phrase
used in abolition poems already published, where the vestiges of slavery cause
"madness" to "fire the brain."^ In "The Mad Mother," however, the suckling babe
releases her from the bondage of ethereal memories and iron-clad ones alike. He
"loosens," for instance, the "tight and deadly band" pressing tensely against her chest.
This "band." suggestive of the deadly slave band or collar, was used frequently during
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this time to hold slaves, especially those under suspicion of escape (as Joan Baum and
Edward Reynolds remind us'°). Abolition writers also used this "deadly band" as a
synecdoche for "slavery." James Montgomery wrote how manacles bind the slave body
less than the "abject mind." Manacled slaves thereby bore the "yoke" of English sin
around their "necks" (171). For other writers, the "fetter'd bands" of slavery contrasted
exactly with the 'tender bands" of African family ties torn asunder by the slave trade."
For all Wordsworth's language and imagery invoking the anti-slavery context, the
mad mother's conflicted attimde towards her son provides the most telling abolitionist
stereotype, where the despairing mother-infant functioned as a powerfully sentimental
poster child. This standard abolitionist image, for example, is used by M. Birkett in "The
Slave" where the "dejected" mother "wanders o'er the sea-beat coast" in search of her
children (93). Against such a backdrop, it is no shock when Wordsworth's mad mother
contemplates a double death of suicide and infanticide "o'er the sea rock's edge." though
she falls short of literally "throwing" herself and child "over" into the sea. But in the
poem's final lines, as she leads her babe to the forest, to the "poisons of the shade" where
they will "live for aye," Wordsworth nonetheless suggests a sinister ending and thus a
throwing over of the experience of their lives. Within the logic of the poem, family
bonds turn into bonds of slavery, and the mother finds she must destroy one in order to
destroy the other.
Wordsworth calls up many phrases and images from the abolitionist tradition in
"The Mad Mother." a context that would have been immediately clear to his early
nineteenth-century readers.'" Curiously, even though Wordsworth claimed in The
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Prelude that the slave issue '"had ne'er/ Fastened on [his] affections" (X:281-19). it seems
"fastened" to a distinct undercurrent of his thinking at the time of his Lyrical Ballad
poems. A mere sampling of his reading at the time reveals his contact with the issue at
every literary turn. In 1789 and 1790, Gentleman's Magazine carried numerous reviews
of books, pamphlets, and sermons on the slave question.'^ During April 1789 alone.
Gentleman's reviewed William Dickson's Letters and Slavery, H.E. Holder's A Short
Essay on the Subject of Negro Slavery, M. Schwartz's Reflections sur I 'Esclavage des
Negres. James Ramsay's An address to the Publick, on the proposed Bill for the Abolition
of the Slave Trade and Olaudah Equiano's Interesting Narrative. By 1796. Wordsworth
was well acquainted with a variety of abolition writings, including John Newton's slavetrader/salvation story where Newton finds a strange imion in his "African voyages" (172):
he witnesses an interracial marriage and thus finds his own heavenly marriage with God
and nature on the "Guinea" shore (173-74). Wordsworth also encountered the
particularly powerful strain of anti-slavery discourse dealing with the destruction of the
African family. In 1797, he traveled to Bristol to see "Monk" Lewis's The Castle
Spectre, where the black minion Hassan points to the destruction of the African family as
the root of the tale's theme of vengeance:'"*
Yes, thou art sweet, Vengeance!~Oh! how it joys me when the white man suffers!
—Yet weak are his pangs, compared to those I felt when torn firom thy shores. O
native Africa!--from thy bosom, my faithful Samba!~Ah! dost thou still exist, my
wife!... —My boy too, whom on that morning when the man-hunters seized me.
I left sleeping on thy bosom, say. Lives he yet?~Does he ever speak of me?—Does
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he ask, 'Mother, describe to me my father; show me how the warrior looked.
(199)
Similarly, in Robert Southey's 1797 Poems,^^ six sonnets on the slave trade and a longer
lyric titled "To The Genius of Africa" moum and moan with the voices of slaves who
have lost their freedom, their homeland, and their families: Southey's "wretched slave"
weeps for his forlorn wife in Africa who "stands sad, £ind gazes from her lowly door/
With dim grown eye, silent and woe-begone" (Sonnet IV, p 36). William Cowper's
poems'^ also rehearse how with slavery "The tender ties of father, husband, friendV All
bonds of nature in that moment end" (1:187). Significantly. Wordsworth knew of Hannah
More's Cheap Repository Tracts and Ballads, which reprinted the highly visible
abolitionist broad sheet "The Sorrows of Yamba; or a Negro Woman's Lamentation."
Though the cause of infant death in this poem is left curiously vague, the African woman
expresses relief when she finds "her cold child was cold and dead":
Happy, happy there he lies;
Thou shalt feel the lash no-more
Thee, sweet infant, none shall sell;
Thou has gain'd a wat'ry grave.
Clean escap'd the t>Tant"s sell.
While thy mother lives a slave.
Arguably, this abolitionist version of the destruction of the African family and the
destructive tendencies of the slave mother form the basis for a particular strain in
Wordsworth's Lyrical Ballad poems.

Slavery and abolition, then, manifestly informed "The Mad Mother" (and by
extension "The Thorn), but why does Wordsworth bury the specifics of this anti-slavery
connection, especially in the extra-literary material he provided for the poem? The
probable answer is found in Wordsworth's own connections to slavery in Bristol. In a
note to the poem, added later, Wordsworth linked the wretchedness of the mad mother's
situation to a story he had heard about an outcast living in Bristol. Of course,
Wordsworth himself carried on a problematic relationship with the city. During this
time. Bristol served not only as one of England's major slave trading ports, but as hot-bed
for debate on the trade and slavery. As Alan Elichardson has noted, a common phrase of
early nineteenth-century Bristol claimed that ""every brick in the city had been cemented
with a slave's blood'" (67). and indeed no poet connected with Bristol at the time could
have avoided confrontation with the issue. When Wordsworth met Coleridge and
Southey—both active abolitionists—in Bristol in 1795, he shared their radical views (Roe
23),'^ but he no doubt felt compelled to constrain any public outcries of his own against
the slave trade, just as he suppressed the explicit identity of the mad mother and the
murderous motives of Martha Ray. Unlike his new fiiends and fellow poets, after all,
Wordsworth depended directly on the slave trade for his living. Between 1795 and 1797.
when gathering much of the material for the poems that later appeared in Lyrical Ballads.
the poverty-stricken, lonely Wordsworth lived rent free at Racedown Lodge.'® a house
supplied by John Frederick and Azariah Piimey. The Pinney brothers—sons of a rich
Bristol merchant and West Indian plantation owner—enjoyed the family fortime built on
the backs of slaves whose labor funded the construction of both Racedown and the
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Pinneys' elegant Georgian home in Bristol, where Wordsworth stayed for several
months. Though the Pinney brothers encouraged his radicalism, even Wordsworth
seemed reluctant to bite the hands that fed him with open critiques of slavery. For
reasons partly personal and partly poetic, partly conscious and partly unconscious, partly
economic and partly emotional. Wordsworth avoided the explicit slave mother context
even as he used it for poetic purposes.
II. Mary Prince and Infanticide
Though composed some thirty years after "The Mad Mother." Prince's History
both appeals to and denounces the literary history it helps to rewrite. I do not mean to
imply that Prince had specific literary knowledge of Wordsworthian lyrics such as "The
Mad Mother" or "The Thorn." or even the genre of abolitionist poems. Her text.
however, shows that she was aware of the ways English abolitionist stereotypes were
used against her. especially those of slave reproduction and infant destruction. By
engaging this context, her text necessarily engages the literary forms that preceded its
publication.
These preceding forms, however, were haimting. uncanny receptacles of a country
in the grip of critical moral dilemmas, especially the debate over slavery. "The Thorn"
warns its readers:
. . . ifto the pond you go.
And fix on it a steady view.
The shadow of a babe you trace,
A baby and a baby's face.
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And that it looks at you;
Whene'er you look on it, 'tis plain
The baby looks at you again.
If Wordsworth's poem claims that the English could trace the shadow of murdered
infants in their own reflections. Prince's History claims that murdered infants could be
traced to the shadowy practices of English slavery. The most horrifying and therefore
most unforgettable scene in the History comes early on when Prince, herself still a child,
witoesses the senseless death of a fellow slave called Hetty and the abortion of her child
at the hands of the slave master. Captain I~:
Poor Hetty ... was very kind to me, and I used to call her my Aunt; but she led a
most miserable life, and her death was hastened (at least the slaves all believed
and said so,) by the dreadful chastisement she received from my master during her
pregnancy. It happened as follows. One of the cows had dragged the rope away
from the stake to which Hetty had fastened it. and got loose. My master flew into
a terrible passion, and ordered the poor creattire to be stripped quite naked,
notwithstanding her pregnancy, and to be tied up to a tree in the yard. He then
flogged her as hard as he could lick, both with the whip and cow-skin, till she was
all over streaming with blood. He rested, and then beat her again and again. Her
shrieks were terrible. The consequence was that poor Hetty was brought to bed
before her time, and was delivered after severe labour of a dead child. (57)
Prince here expresses the destruction and death of both Hetty and her child in such
graphic detail, in part, because this is Prince's introduction to the actual events that await
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her. The scene marks the death of Prince's childhood innocence precisely because it is
the abortive end of her own sense of freedom. Up to this time, she says, "I was too young
to understand rightly my condition as a slave," primarily because she belonged to owners
who allowed her close contact with her mother and treated her "with as much freedom"
as they did their own children (47-48). "But this happy state was not to last long." Prince
remembers (49). She goes on to spend the rest of her life (and the rest of her narrative)
trying to revive it.
Prince's retelling of the Hetty incident is important, above all. because it
deliberately opposes the literary construction of the slave woman eager to put an end to
the fruit of her labors or the fruit of her womb. Indeed, what Prince notices most about
slave mothers is their excessive productivity. Despite the atrocities enacted on Hetty by
Captain I— and his wife. Prince describes her as
the most active woman 1 ever saw... A few minutes after my arrival she came in
from milking the cows, and put the sweet potatoes on for supper. She then
fetched home the sheep, and penned them in the fold; drove home the cattle, and
staked them about the pond side; fed and rubbed down my master's horse, and
gave the hog and fed the cow their suppers; prepared the beds, and undressed the
children, and laid them to sleep. (55)
Further, Prince presents her own mother as the productive, and procreative, precursor to
Hetty. Altogether, her mother has twelve children. Yet in deference to the reality for
slave women. Prince inflects the scenes involving her mother with her knowledge that, in
the West Indian economy, slave mothers were degradingly bred like farm animals. This
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connection, between breeding cattle and women, was almost a cliche during the early
nineteenth century. For instance. Thomas Pringle, in his appendix to Prince's work,
chides slave holders for "inducing" their slaves to couple and breed like "a pair of lower
animals" (94). Indeed, in Prince's rhetoric, her mother cannot conceptualize her children
nor her own motherly role apart from their place in the West Indian economy. She
prepares her "poor slave brood" to be sold and carries her "little chickens to market" (51).
At the market. Prince's mother reminds a young slave mother who "came with her infant
in her arms" and "tears in her eyes": "'your turn will come next'" (51).
However much Prince's text exists in the shadow of slave mothers as producers of
the plantation labor force, she deliberately casts reproduction apart from this commodity
function. She maintains that, though slave women were aware of their roles as breeding
bodies, they had children because they wanted families, because close kinship ties were
important to them. Child-bearing among slave women, the narrative insists, was about
ties between mothers, daughters, and sisters that could not be severed, even by the slave
system. Prince even goes so far as to represent herself as the thread that reconnects the
slavish severing of female ties. At one point, for example. Prince meets her mother after
a long absence, and with open arms greets both her mother and the "sweet child with her-a little sister I had never seen, about four years of age. called Rebecca. I took her on
shore with me, for I felt I should love her directly" (66). The correspondence between
Sampson Wood (manager of the Newton Estate in Barbados) and Thomas Lane further
verifies the power of kinship relationships between sla\'e women and thus gives force to
Prince's emphasis on female family ties. On the estate. Wood repeatedly refers to the
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"pact of old Doll's family, particularly Dolly, & Jenny & Kitty Thomas the oldest
daughter of Mary Ann." When Wood tells of the ways these women dictate how much
their own children (who make up a majority of the plantation work force) will work and
petition for them to leam to read and write, and when he describes how they control to
some extent the productivity of all workers by setting a "bad example" if they choose,
he expresses both anger and admiration for the influence of the "pact" over the entire
plantation.
Terms of anger and admiration also frame Prince's description of female family
ties, but for reasons strategically different from those like Sampson Woods'. Prince
tenderly tells of her mother's attachment to her children, and theirs to her, but this bond
also serves to emphasize their inevitable separation at the auction block. Like the thread
of slave family destruction running behind and beneath some of Wordsworth's poems.
Prince here echoes portrayals, such as this early nineteenth-century dialect tract, that
highlighted the slave system's brutality by stressing how it tore apart African families:
Massa sell de vife at de auction, and den ve part—go long vay, see no more, den
ve veep, and cry. and de heart bleed; me no marry, but me true.—Massa sell de
child, and den de other, so vife and children be parted, and den de heart bleed
again.^°
But Prince takes family separation beyond the cliched status of such rhetoric. Instead,
she laces the trade's systematic division of her own family with the terms "great grief,"
"loss." "sorrow," "lamenting," and "mourning," and so depicts the separation as a
metaphorical act of infanticide forced upon her by slave dealers and holders. Prince
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recalls, "Whilst [my mother] was putting on us the new osnaburgs in which we were to
be sold, she said in a sorrowful voice, (I shall never forget it) 'See I am shrouding my
poor children' what a task for a mother!—" (51). By digging up the skeleton of her slave
experience—in a sense the "little infant's bones" left unexcavated by Wordsworth in
"The Thom"—Prince penetrates the "bleeding heart" of the slave mother. Whereas
"slavery hardens white people's hearts," it tears the hearts of slave mothers who "could
only weep and mourn over their children, they could not save them from cruel masters"
(60). Similarly, the feelings of loss well up in Prince so powerfiilly. she experiences
them in a way that mimics abortion. She remembers, "my heart throbbed with grief and
terror so violently ... I could not keep it still, and it continued to leap as though it would
burst out of my body" (52). The abortive experience serves to rebuke the lack of a
similar development of feelings in the slave traders and plantation owners who participate
most directly in this system: "Did one of the many bystanders, who were looking at us so
carelessly, think of the pain that wrung the hearts of the negro woman and her young
ones? No. no!" (52).
III. Slave Motherhood in Abolitionist Poetry
The pain of the "negro woman," however, interested abolitionist poets
immensely. If Wordsworth exploited the body of the slave mother (using her context
without identifying her as a slave) for poetic profit, precisely the opposite pertains to the
rigid and repetitive constructions in abolitionist poems. Here, poets figured her in one of
three stereotypical ways: as murderous mother, as activist mother, or as passive, "good"
mother. The poetic treatment of murderous mothers came directly from stories told by
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travelers, surgeons, and plantation personnel, although the translation from travel
reportage to slave mother speaking English verse was often a strange one. J. Jamieson's
"The Sorrows of Slavery" (1798), for example, imagines a slave mother's first words to
her new bom child:
With transport many a woman would a son
Behold, and all her pangs anon forget;
But I unhappy must the barren bless.
And view my womb's fruit as my greatest curse.
In ripeness dropt into the world's wide field.
But to be crush'd by stem Oppression's tread.
Thrice happy they whose fruit hath in the bud
By some propitious blast been kindly nipt (25-26).
Jamieson incorporates the slave woman's reproductive function as breeding body within
the more general use of slaves as plantation workers in the '"world's wide field" and
thereby addresses how pre-natal obstruction affected the terms and conditions not only of
the slave mother's labor, but of slave labor at large. His poem thus encapsulates what
English culture believed about slave women's control of slave populations: these women
viewed childbirth as a curse and did what they could to prevent it. Such a view no doubt
influenced Elizabeth Barrett's 1844 poem "Runaway Slave at Pilgrim's Point,'" where.
like Wordsworth's airily elusive mad mother, the slave woman sees in her child "uicked
looks" that "never, never came from me." Barrett's poem insists that madness and child
murder were motivated by white culture's intimate abuse of slave women's reproductive
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functions:
Why, in that single glance I had
Of my child's face ... I tell you all,
I saw a look that made me mad!—
The master's look, that used to fall
On my soul like his lash ... or worse!
And so, to save it from my curse,
I twisted it round in my shawl (XXI)"'
During the early nineteenth centur>', portrayals of "activist" women were less
common than murderous mothers, though there is plenty of historical support to suggest
that slave women were activists, as in the case of the Amistad, when African women
helped seize control of a ship in revolt against slavery." Abolitionist poets usually made
African women activists through their motherly roles. James Montgomery pictures black
motherhood with a vengeance in his poem "The West Indies" (1807):
A Negro-mother carols to her child:
"Son of my widow's love, my orphan joy!
Avenge thy father's murder my boy!" (44)
A more violent example comes from "The Slave Ship,'" a broadsheet poem based on the
journey of the French ship Le Rodeur. When a "terrible malady," a disease of the eyes,
renders slaves blind and thus unsalable, the crew flings them overboard to their deaths.
The central scene involves a slave woman intervening for her child:
Help! oh help! thou God of Christians
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Save a mother from despair;Cruel white man stole my children—
Oh! God of Christians, hear my prayer!
I'm young and strong and hardy;
He's a sick and feeble boy:—
They've killed my child? they've killed my child?
The mother shriek'd,—Now all is o'er;
Down the savage captain struck her.
Lifeless on the vessel's floor.^
When abolitionist poets did not write about the slave mother's aggressive or
destructive acts, they presented her as "helpless,"' and this became a textual pattern that
Prince rewrote with particular force. Hetty's energetic and productive example works
hard to rewrite stereotypical lines from English poetry where black women were dismal
mothers with children on the verge of death. The extreme of slave mother passivity is
found in Aima Letitia Barbauld's Hymns in Prose for Children, where the "negro
woman" sits "pining in captivity" and weeping "over [her] sick child."
Both poetry and iconography of this period also represented slave women as
sacrificial mothers who could, as it turned out, speak for the "slavish" condition of British
women.^"* One early nineteenth-century sugar bowl, for example, illustrates a slave
woman kneeling as she gently cradles her child under the slogan:
Ye women of England, your influence extend
Ye mothers ye daughters the helpless defend
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There strong ties are severed for one crime alone
Possessing a colour less fair than your own.^^
A similar picture is found on a delicate china plate from the same period (Figure 1)
carrying the motto:
As borrowed beams illume our way
And shed a bright and cheering ray
So Christian Light dispels the gloom
That shades poor Negro's hapless doom
What these dirmerware motifs and mottoes point to more emphatically than a perceived
parallel between white women and black is the ideological motivation behind slave
mother stereotypes. Abolitionist poems relied so often on stereotypes that it is impossible
to imagine the movement without its standard register of diseased ships, growling
captains, clamoring crews, greedy planters, lush tropical isles, shackled slave men. and
dejected slave women grabbing after their children. Although these images all had some
basis in reality, writers invoked this cliched catalog because these images could evoke
readerly emotions with a minimal amount of work. Because such images were
stereotypes, readers were in some sense "cued" to feel horror at these images of slaves in
extreme and dangerous situations. The etymology of the word stereotype, in fact, refers
to the printing plate used to reproduce many copies of the same material, and therefore
emphasizes how abolitionist poets who employed the slave mother stereotype were in the
business of. this time, mechanical reproduction. Passive slave mothers printed on white
china dirmerware convey an object lesson in the fixed, stiff nature of reproduction in
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Figure 2.1, Anti-Slavery dinnerware
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stereotype. Like dinnerware and sugar bowls, stereotypes existed through duplication
and thrived through mass consumption. Abolitionist poems about slave motherhood
undoubtedly roused English emotion to some extent, but, like the mad mother, the vibrant
lives and complex identities of slave women were thrown away and submerged—only in
this case under frozen, infinitely reproducible, and consumable images.
rV. Creative Deliverance
Prince's text bridges the distance between the English reading public and the role
of slave women not only by bringing slave motherhood to the heart of commercial
England, but by peopling her narrative with de-sensationalized characters who resist
stereotype and by presenting a genuinely complex picture of the slave system. For
instance, in her depiction of her last slave mistress, Mrs. Wood, Prince writes against the
abolitionist image of the good mother who could be protected by white women. While
Mrs. Wood did not flog Prince, she subjected Prince to extreme psychological abuse,
berating her and, at one point, putting her in a cage. The complex triangle of owner-slave
relations (that of female slave, white master, and white mistress) surfaces time and again
in the History and proves a stark contrast to the stereotypes of abolitionist poetry. At one
point. Prince relates how Mrs. Wood would "not lick me herself, but she got her husband
to do it for her, whilst she fretted the flesh off my bones" (75).^^ Here, though, the
immediate connotation of the word "lick" refers to the flogging Prince receives, the word
carries multiple meanings. Since "licking" refers to the action of the tongue, Mr.
Woods's "licking" of Prince carries quasi-sexual and brutally carmibalistic references
too. In calling attention to the parallels between female flogging and slave women's
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positions as consumable sexual objects for white masters. Prince's text reaches a level of
suggestion equal to that of Wordsworth's lyric, but missing from abolitionist poetr\'. In
addition, when Prince describes Mrs. Woods' treatment of her, she implicates the
behavior of some white women who treated female slaves as powerless adversaries, not
as "sisters" who "possess a colour less fair" than their own. Indeed, she implies that
English women might prove more abusive than English men, and, in this sense, she
shatters the motifs and mottoes served up on English plates and platters.
More radically. Prince's text inverts the murderous mother stereotype by turning
it on white slave-owners themselves. Though not a natural parent. Prince nevertheless
proves a more productive parent than the white ovmers she serves. Most of her labors,
except her work on Turk's Island, entail nursing her owners' children. In fact, in her role
as surrogate parent. Prince binds infants, death, and slavery together in the opening pages
of the text. While "nursing a sweet baby, little Master Daniel," she suddenly hears news
of her mistress's death. Prince's grief is "so great," she runs with the baby in her arms
directly to the house, but reaches "it only in time to see the corpse carried out" (49).
Prince treats her white charge with love and care, and in this sense she writes against an
English fear—real or imagined—of slave women who killed their masters' children. like
the "young wench, who had the care of her master's child, [and] disliked the employment
so much, that she poisoned the infant, with laudanum" (Dickson Letters 20). On Turk's
Island, in the employment of Mr. D—, Prince more forcefiilly acts as protector from Mr.
D~, saving his daughter from infanticide in the midst of his murderous rage. Mr. D~
"often got drunk" and proceeded to beat his daughter "till she was not fit to be seen" (67).
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Prince recalls how on one occasion
I heard a great screaming; I ran as fast as I could to the house ... where I found
my master beating Miss D~ dreadfully. I strove with all my strength to get her
away from him; for she was all black and blue with bruises. He had beat her with
his fist, and almost killed her. The people gave me credit for getting her away.
(67)
The narrative thereby turns the slave mother-figure into the preserver of life and the slave
master into the murderous parent of his own white child.
Prince's text gives shape to Wordsworth's hollowed-out version of the slave
woman, and life to the abolitionist poem's frozen fixity. But she does so on her own
terms. To begin with. Prince lodges herself in the English imagination as a living
abortion of the slave system. Right after her account of the Hetty episode. Prince
describes how she was delivered prematurely into misery at the hands of Captain I— and
God Almighty. She prefaces this scene with a refrain from Christian doctrine, "But the
hand of that God whom then I knew not, was stretched over me" (58). Prince no doubt
inserted this message, on one level, to accommodate Thomas Pringle and the AntiSlavery Society. But God's hand clenches with horror when coupled, as it is in this
scene, with the fist of Captain I—, who ties Prince to a ladder and gives her "a hundred
lashes with his own hand" (58). The flogging itself equally grates against English
propriety, mixing sado-masochistic sexuality with the nuances of painful childbirth.
Prince painfully recollects how Captain I~, "When he had licked me for some time, he
sat down to take breath; then after resting, he beat me again and again, imtil he was quite
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wearied, and so hot (for the weather was very sultry), that he sank back in his chair,
almost like to faint" (58). To warrant this severe punishment. Prince had picked up Mrs.
l~'s "earthen jar," which broke in her hands with "an old deep crack that divided it in the
middle" (58). In turn, the flogging Prince receives causes an "old deep crack" in the
earth itself, a gaping wound that inadvertently acts as ironic antithesis to the "beauteous
hill of moss" covering the child murder in Wordsworth's "The Thorn." While Captain 1—
rests after flogging Prince, there is a "dreadful earthquake" (59): "The earth was
groaning and shaking ... and all the slaves were shrieking," Prince remembers, thereby
linking this earth- shattering event to the wrath of Jehovah for the wickedness of Sodom
and Gomorrah or Ninevah. Yet here the earth issues forth, not a pillar of salt or a giant
fish, but Mary Prince herself, a human testament to the wickedness of Captain 1— and
God. Prince thereby portrays herself as the offspring of the English slave enterprise,
prematurely ripped from her happy childhood by the system and left as its abortive spoil
to attest to the system's worst abuses. "During the confusion," she recalls,
I crawled away on my hands and knees, and laid myself dovra under the steps of
the piazza in fi-ont of the house. 1 was in a dreadful state—my body all blood and
bruises, and I could not help moaning piteously.... I lay there till morning,
careless of what might happen, for life was very weak in me, and I wished more
than ever to die. But when we are very young, death always seems a great way
off, and it would not come that night to me. (59)
Prince's body links her to other abjected bodies she details in her narrative, most notably
to "a slave called old Daniel" whose flesh was beaten raw with "a rod of rough briar."
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His open wounds were "fiill of maggots." In his misery and pain, he became an emblem
to the slave gang. "In his wretched case," Prince recalls, "we saw, each of us, our own
lot" (64).
Yet Prince engenders the abortive, abject body of slavery in her text only to reenvision its productive value."' Though Prince herself never does deliver a child of her
own, she does produce a text and so finds political deliverance through the creative act.
It is here that she employs the theme of abortion and infanticide in her narrative as a
representational strategy. Abortion, that is, becomes the method she uses to control the
terms and conditions of her literary labor. On a structural level. Prince aborts the natural
path of the narrative, actually terminating the story's flow in many places, reminding
herself, "But I must go on with the thread of my story" (58). Often her narrative gaps are
sites where Prince finds English words and sentiment inadequate. She simply cannot
describe some of the abuse she underwent because it is "too, too bad to speak in
England" (58). Her inability to "find words to tell you all I then felt and suffered" proves
a sharp contrast to the abolitionist poet's overflowing descriptions of the brutalities of
slavery (51).
Textual ruptures also signal the History's peculiar status as oral narrative.
Surroimding the narrative itself is a complex textual apparatus in the form of testimonies,
legal papers, and protests. Such extra-textual material was necessary because Prince's
History was a truly distressing first-hand testimony in its own time about how English
slavery affected women. Although the narrative was designed as a tool for the AntiSlaver>' Society and mediated by them, it manages to capture the orality of Prince's
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retelling. As Moira Ferguson has pointed out, it is impossible to know exactly how much
of the narrative Prince authorized, since it was "taken down from Mary's own lips by a
lady who happened to be at the time residing" with the Pringles, and Thomas Pringle
himself "went over the whole" manuscript and "pruned" it "into its present shape"
(Pringle's Preface to Prince's History, 45). But this fact also points out the precarious
position in which Prince finds herself, a position of abjection, of in-betweenness. at once
taking part in and taking note of her culture. Prince herself acknowledges this, pointing
out: "Oh the horrors of slavery!—How the thought of it pains my heart! But the truth
ought to be told of it; and what my eyes have seen I think it is my duty to relate; for few
people in England know what slavery is" (64). Such moments of conscious oralit\' and
self-definition occur after detailed scenes where Prince as narrator seeks to correct
English misconceptions of the realities of slavery. For instance, to emphasize the terrible
conditions of her most oppressive labor regime on Turk's Island for the sexually abusive
Mr. D—, Prince diverges fi"om her story to say: "Work—work—work—Oh that Turk's
Island was a horrible place! The people in England, I am sure, have never found out
what is carried on there. Cruel, horrible place!" Her text knifes through the stereotypical
and thus nullifying effect of abolitionist poetry and the soothing smoothness of the lyric,
with an orality that leaves her text literally undeveloped, "aborted," and all the more
powerful for it.
Perhaps most impressively, the textual ruptures signal moments when Prince
intervenes for herself The first and most important of these occurs when Prince runs
away fi-om the abusive Captain 1— to her own mother. Prince's mother, a household
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slave, does her best to shelter Prince by hiding her in a womb-like "hole in the rocks." a
space that is the rhetorical opposite of the night she spends under Captain I~'s piazza
steps (60). Eventually, she is brought back to Captain I—, but this time it is Prince's
words that terminate the stor>': "I then took courage and said that I could stand the
floggings no longer; that I was weary of my life, and therefore I had to run away to my
mother" (60). She also terminates the sexual harassment she suffers under her bondage
to Mr. D—, stating that "At last I defended myself, for I thought it was high time to do so.
I told him I would no longer live with him" (68).
Prince secures her own freedom by ending her captivity with Mr. and Mrs. Wood
through a series of struggles, which begins with Prince's own objection to her physical
punishment. She tells how Mrs. Wood "was always abusing and fretting after" her,
following her around "foot after foot scolding and rating" her (70). It is at this point that
Prince ends the symbiotic mistress-slave relationship by putting a series of obstructions
between herself and the Woods. These begin with her productivity and industry. While
her master and mistress are away from home. Prince sets up her ovm business:
"sometimes I bought a hog cheap on board ship, and sold it for double the money on
shore" (71). She thus enters the market not as a conunodity herself, but as one who
exchanges. She then strategically places a number of "free" individuals (according to
West Indian law) between herself and the Woods. From making money when her
"master and mistress went away from home," to marrying a free black, Daniel James, to
surrounding herself with abolitionists who listen to and sympathize with her story. Prince
induces the Woods to give her up and cut the umbilical cord of slavery once and for all.
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But Prince complicates her deliverance from slavery with an eviction scenario
that once again symbolically blames white masters for incidents of slave abortion.
Kathryn Temple has argued that Prince brought home a threatening view of slavery and
thus that the History existed as a cultural document to critique the treatment of slaves in
the colonies and in England itself. Prince's text indeed departed from the traditional
slave narrative by complicating the notion of escaping to English freedom. When
Prince's pain from rheumatism debilitates her, she wryly diagnoses her situation:
I was sorry I had come from Antigua, since mistress would work me so hard,
without compassion for my rheimiatism. Mr. and Mrs. Wood, when they heard
this, rose up in passion against me. They opened the door and bade me get out.
But I was a stranger, and did not know one door in the street from another, and
was unwilling to go away. (77)
The narrative shifts back and forth among Prince's desire for freedom, the Woods"
refusal to let her purchase her freedom. Prince's knowledge that "I was free in England,
but I did not know where to go, or how to get my living; and therefore, I did not like to
leave the house" (78), and the Woods' continual threats to "send for a constable to thrust"
her out (78). Prince recognizes that freedom in this sense is no freedom at all, for with no
money and no employment, she would starve. She therefore refuses to leave the Woods
until she finds advocacy through the Anti-Slavery Society, at which time she announces:
This is the fourth time my master and mistress have driven me out, or threatened
to drive me—and 1 will give them no more occasion to bid me go. I was not
willing to leave them, for I am a stranger in this country, but now 1 must go—I can

stay no longer to be used.(78)
And with this. Prince delivers herself into "freedom" in 1828.
When Mary Prince first came to the Anti-Slavery Societ>% they also used the
problem of reproduction to bolster their rhetoric. At a May 1830 meeting, the Society,
composed of men influential in government policy-making, employed the birth metaphor
to add a sense of urgency to their message. C. Brownlow. M.P.. stated that "the most
urgent representation" the Society could use to convince Parliament to end slavery was
the fact that "under the allegiance of a British Monarch, and within the legislature of a
British Parliament thousands of children continue yearly to be bom to no inheritzince but
that of a hopeless and interminable bondage."^® Mary Prince's History not only reminds
these gentlemen that the slave mother herself, not British Parliament, was the real
producer of these "thousands of children"; her text also forms an integral part of English
literature during this period.*^ Prince represents a return to an unwritten and unspoken
tradition of the power of slave women whose production could be used metaphorically
for anti-slavery legislation and whose aborted and murdered infants could be buried in
English poetry but could not be forgotten in the recesses of cultural memor>'. Whether
the anomaly of the slave mother was thrown over by the lyric or simplistically frozen by
the abolitionist poem, Mary Prince demonstrates how the details of slave motherhood can
reemerge through texts and through culture as something that can never be written over
completely.^® Her text thus works to deliver her and other slave women from their
symbolic status as agents of destruction and breeding bodies for poetic production, not to
mention their status as silently abjected. Yet. in radically representing her own life as a

series of aborted attempts at freedom that finally result in the production of a text. Prince
underscores the importance of abortion and infanticide in the slave woman's ability to
control the terms and conditions of her own life and labor.
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difficult work regiment required by pregnant women and nursing mothers, and infant
diseases, especially lockjaw.
8. The bill referred to is the passage of Sir William Dolben's Bill regulating the size of
slavery ships on the middle passage.
9. See The Wrongs of Alooma, where Alooma warms how "madness" "fires" his "brain"
(8).
10. These authors also give graphic examples of such neck manacles, as they appeared in
reality and in visual representations on pamphlets.
11. See Stanfield, p 19, 15.
12. Duncan Wu suggests that Wordsworth read Gentleman's off an on between 1789 and
1790 (1:62).
13. In Lewis's play, Hassan's vengeance over slavery is at the root of all the other power
structures of the play. Interestingly, in a note added to the published version. Lewis
claimed he inserted the character of Hassan simply to add "local color" to the production.
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Thus, by hiding the fact that Hassan's position was essential to the message of the play.
Lewis, like Wordsworth, was hiding his own connection to the slave trade by belonging
to a family who owned slaves and a Jamaican plantation.
14. See Wu 1:130.
15. See Wu 1:158.
16. Wu (1:30) states "in hisletter to Wordsworth of 25 March 1796, Axaariah Pinney
remarks: 'If you should like to have Coleridge's Watchman I will endeavour to have it
packed' (Pinney Papers. Family Letter Book 13). Wordsworth would have wished to
acquire The Watchman and, I presume, accepted Pinney's offer." Issue 4 of The
Watchman held Coleridge's impassioned Lecture on the Slave Trade.
17. Stephen Gill also suggests that Wordsworth was supplied with some money from the
Pinney brothers, and which John Pinney Sr. later vehemently objected to (116).
18. Newton Papers, 523/288, p. 11 & 13.
19. "The Negro Slave's Complaint to the Friends of Humanity" (Author and exact date
unknown). Wilberforce Papers [Box 9], Wilberforce House Museum, Hull.
20. Small and Walvin, p. 42.
21. Anti-Slavery Packet, Wilberforce House.
22. See Moira Ferguson. Subject to Others. Ferguson argues that "the historical
intersection of a feminist impulse v^th anti-slavery agitation helped secure white Britsh
women's political self-empowerment. Concurrently, that intersection fundamentally,
though unintentionally, damaged future race relations" (6).
22. Located in the Wilberforce House Museum, Hull.
24. The struggle between white mistresses and black slaves was not, of course,
uncommon in colonial slaver\-. Moira Ferguson suggests that "Two factors unvoiced in
the narrative might have exacerbated the series of altercations between Mary Prince and
Mrs. Wood. First, the fact that all of Mrs. Wood's privileges as a white slave-ovming
wife were embodied in the work designated for Mary Prince. Delegating work and
responsibilities and enjoying leisure were among the few forms of power and control that
Mrs. Wood possessed
Second, Mrs. Wood surely harboured sexual jealously towards
Mary Prince. Mr. Wood would have customarily viewed Mary Prince (and other female
slaves) as his sexual property" (Introduction 13).
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25.1 am using the term "abject" in the sense outlined by Julia Kristeva. The abject is
fundamentally a blurring of boundaries, a state of being both inside and outside.
26. Minutes of the Anti-Slavery Society, May 18, 1830. Mss Br Em, 520E 2/3, AntiSlavery Society Papers, Rhodes House, Oxford.
27. As Celeste Langan points out, Wordsworth similarly uses the vagrant as a sign of the
liberal subject, of middle class freedom, but for the poor and disenfranchised, it is no
freedom at all.
28. The most contemporary example of this, of course, is Toni Morrison's Beloved.
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